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That kind of attitude and approach is one of 
the keys to any successful working relationship. 
That's the approach EBSCO will take in 
handling your account-working 
as your partner in professional 
serials management. 
Our regional representatives are 
readily accessible when you need them. 
They understand your needs and concerns 
and can provide you with customized sup- 
port to make your serials management more 
effective and less time-consuming. 
Call 2051991-1182, or send the coupon 
your work more professionally. 
After all, that's what partners are for. 
63 
for more information. Then talk with an EBSCO representative. 
We think you'll frnd that EBSCO's professionals can help you do 
emmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmm~ 
I Tell me how you can help, EBSCO. I 
I Send your free booklet explaining how EBSCO's Claim CheckeP I 
I can help make claiming missing issues easier. Send your free 32-page brochure explaining all of EBSCO's serials I I management services in detail. I 
I Have my regional representative call me for an appointment at my I 
I convenience. My number is ( 1 . I 
I I 
I I 
I I 
I LIBRARYIORGANIZATION I 
I ADDRESS I 
I CITY, STATE, ZIP I 
I Your Professional Partner in I 
=pi Serials Management I I ' Mail to: I? O. Box 1943/Birmingham, AL 35201 1 
I SUBSCRIPTION SERVICES Or call: 2051991-1182 I 
and display: 
Jkperhental Pracedures Experimental Data 
Preparation Techniques New Chemical 
Names Synthesis Information 
PLUS CROSSOVER CAPABILlTIES WITH 
CAS ONLINE 
The American Chemkal society's 18 pirimary 
journals with over 45,000 artides dating back to 
1982. 
A learning file for bainii  and teaching purposes 
for one low connect hour charge. 
John Wiley & Son's Polymer Journak Onlme 
dating back to 1984. (Available Summer 1987) 
Other publisher's journals in the future. 
As part of STN, International, CHEMICAL 
JOURNALS ONLINE provides you with the To put CHEMICAL JOURNALS ONLINE to work 
unique abiity to instantaneously cross over from for YOU, call an American chemical Society sales 
CAS ONLINE to the fuktext of appropriate representative today at 800-424-6747. The call is 
. ~ journals. free. 
CHEMICAL JOURNALS ONLINE is not only Or write, Sales Office, American Chemical Society, 
precise in its searching but also cost effective. In 1155 Sixteenth Street, N.W., Washington, D.C. 
minutes you can save yourself days of tedious work. 20036. 
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Science, Technology and Management 
REFERENCE BOOKS OF ALL PUBLISHERS 
New From McGraw-Hill 
Baume~ster, T. MARKS STANDARD HANDBOOK 
FOR MECHANICAL ENGINEERS, 91E 
(due June) 
Croft, T. AMERICAN ELECTRICIAN'S 
HANDBOOK, l l iE  (due April) 
Dean, I. HANDBOOK OF ORGANIC CHEMISTRY 
(hbhshed) 1 Grant, R HACKH'S CHEMICAL DICTIONARY, 5 lE 
(hbhshed) 
Tuma, J ENGINEERING MATHEMATICS 
HANDBOOK (hbhshed) 
Scr.vrrr,y Specla1 Libraries tor 24 Years 
RESEARCH BOOKS, INC. 
38 Academy Street, P.O. Box 1507 
Madison, Connecticut 06443 
(203) 245-3279 
Fmni northeastern 5tates (except Connecticut) call 1-800-45-RELY 
Subscription Rates: Nonmembers, USA $48.00 per 
calendar year includes the quarterly journal, Special 
Libraries, and the monthly newsletter, the SpeciaList; 
add $10.00 postage for other countries including 
Canada. Special Libraries is $12.00 to members, the 
SpeciaList is $3.00 to members, included in member 
dues. Single copies of Special Libraries (1981-) $9.00; 
single copies of SpeciaList (July 1980-) $3.00. Mem- 
bership Directory (not a part of a subscription) is 
$25.00. 
Back Issues & Hard Cover Reprints (1910-1965): 
Inquire Kraus Reprint Corp., 16 East 46th St., New 
York, N.Y. Hardcopy, Microfilm & Microfiche 
Editions (1910 to date): Inquire University Micro- 
films, Ann Arbor, Michigan. Microforms of the cur- 
rent year are available only to current subscribers 
to the original. 
Changes of Address: Allow six weeks for all 
changes to become effective. All communications 
should include both old and new addresses (with 
ZIP Codes) and should be accompanied by a mailing 
label from a recent issue. 
Refund Policy: Due to the cost of processing a reim- 
bursement, the Association's policy is that "No re- 
funds will be issued for amounts under $5.00." 
Members should send their communications to the 
SLA Membership Department, 1700 Eighteenth St. 
NW, Washington, D.C. 20009. 
Nonmember Subsm'bers should send their comrnuni- 
cations to the SLA Circulation Department, 1700 
Eighteenth St. NW, Washington, D.C. 20009. 
Claims for missing issues will not be allowed if 
received more than six months from date of issue. 
No claims are allowed because of failure to notify 
the Membership Department or the Circulation De- 
partment (see above) of a change of address, or 
because copy is "missing from files." 
Special Libraries Association assumes no respon- 
sibility for the statements and opinions advanced 
by the contributors to the Association's publica- 
tions. Instructions for Contributors appears in Special 
Libraries 77 (no. 4): (Fall 86). A publications catalog 
is available from the Association's Washington, 
D.C., office. Editorial views do not necessarily rep- 
resent the official position of Special Libraries As- 
sociation. Acceptance of an advertisement does not 
imply endorsement of the product by Special Li- 
braries Association. 
Indexed in: Book Review Index, Computer Contents, Cum- 
ulative Index to Nursing and Allied Health Literuture, His- 
torical Abstructs, Hospital Literature Index, International 
Biblio aphy of Book Reviews, International Bibliogaphy of 
~ e r i o ~ a l  Liternture, Library Literature, Management Index, 
and Science Citation Index. 
Abstracted in: Cambridge Scientific Abstracts, Information 
Science Abstructs, INSPEC Library & Information Science 
Abstracts, and Public Affairs Information Service. 
Membership 
DUES. Member or Associate Member 
$75.00; Student Member $15.00; Retired 
Member $15.00; Sustaining Member 
$300; Sponsor $500; Patron $1,000. 
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ABOUT THE GUEST EDITOR =-= 
Robert Lee Chartrand is the senior specialist in information policy and 
technology for the Congressional Research Service of the Library of Congress. 
For the past 20 years, he has served as an advisor to members and committees 
of Congress, preparing major studies, conducting special seminars, and hold- 
ing consultations on the roles and applications of information and its tech- 
nology within government and society. 
Mr. Chartrand's interest in emergency-related matters commenced when 
he was an active Civilian Defense participant in the great Missouri River 
flood of 1951. At the request of Rep. Albert Gore, Jr., he was responsible 
for organizing and coordinating a series of activities focusing on the role of 
information technology in emergency management situations. Mr. Chartrand 
continues to carry out selected congressional assignments, including prep- 
aration of a regional study of those existing information resources and ser- 
vices that can be brought to bear during various crises. 
In addition to writing the major congressional study Information Technology 
for Emergency Management, Mr. Chartrand has prepared special articles on the 
subject for The Futurist, Hazard, Natural Hazards Observer, and CRS Review. He is 
the author or editor of many publications, including Information Technology 
Serving Society and Systems Technology Applied to Social and Community Problems. He 
is a special advisor with the National Commission on Libraries and Infor- 
mation Science, and was appointed by President Carter to the Advisory 
Committee for the 1979 White House Conference on Library and Information 
Services. 
Mr. Chartrand is an adjunct professor at The American University in 
Washington, DC, an M A S  Fellow, recipient of the 1985 ASIS Award of 
Merit, and is listed in Who's Who in America and American Men  and Women of 
Science. 
We would like to thank him for his contributions and assistance in this 
issue of Special Libraries. 
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"It's a challenge to keep up with 
our community's growth. 
Dialog has helped a great deal? 
-Homer Fletcher; City Librarian, Sun Jose Public Libray 
Homer Fletchcr has been a head librar- 
Ian for 30 years, and over half of those 
ycars he has headed up  the San Jose 
Publ~c L~brary system. 
As San Jose has grown, %I has ~ t s  
llbrary. From 10 branches in 1970 to 17 
today. Durmg that time, Mr. Fletchcr 
and h ~ s  staff havc worked hard to keep 
pace with their community's growth 
and needs. 
They have taken an approach that 
1s responsive to the d~verse nature of 
their community. As a result, the l~brary 
hosts a large foreign language collection 
It's hardly surprising that, ln 197~3, 
the l~brary was one of the first m the 
nation to participate In onhnc servlces 
through a grant from the Nat~onal 
Sclence Foundat~on. From that plonecr- 
ing beginning San Jose Public L~brary 
ncvcr looked back, contlnulng to offer ~ t s  
patrons thc advantage of onlme mfor- 
matlon retrieval. 
Today, the library's onlme depart- 
ment ~ s o n e  of the most progressive in the 
natlon. According to senlor hbrarlan 
Martha Schm~dt, "Our department is 
staffed by scvcn llbrar~ans who now 
handle nearly 700 requests a month for 
o n l ~ n e  searches! 
The majority of those searches are 
completed through DIALOG.Thatrs 
because DIALOG'S rehab~lity and avail- 
ab111ty 1s better than 99.8%.With features 
and searching capabd~t~es  ava~lablc 
on no other system. And DIALOG glves 
the hbrary's patrons access to the world's 
largest collcct~on of knowledge, onlmc. 
W h ~ c h  f ~ t s  Mr. Fletcher5 phdosophy 
q u m  well."There's not another Instltu- 
tlon In our society that has the miwon 
of the public library.. . to provide infor- 
mation and access to Ideas for all 
the publ~c:' 
As Mr. Fletcher summed it up, 
"The sooner a library goes online the 
better." 
For more information on how toget 
started with DIALOG In your library 
or m your community, call us at 1-800- 
3-DIALOG and we will send you 
an  dormat ion  brochure. Or write 
DIALOG, markcting department, ~3460 
H~llvicw Avenue, Palo Alto, CA 94304. 
MRLOC *lwoRMmoN SmvIcEs. rNc 
A SU~SIDIARIOF LOCII~LEDCOPP 
The world's largest onlrne knowgebank  
800-3-DUIL06 
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HOW TO READ THE 
JAPANESE. 
It's actually quite simple. You can acquire the tronics, computer technology, biotechnology, 
most current, vital findings of Japanese research - aerospace engineering, quality control, business 
in a way that's far easier than reading them in management, finance, ceramics, defense, and 
Japanese. more. 
Because now there's the Japanese Technical Now you can finally learn about the latest 
Information Service (JTIS), from UMI. Japanese advances in technology and business - 
When your o anization subscribes to JTIS, without spending years learning how to read 
you receive montgy summaries in English from Japanese. 
more than 700 Japanese &"blications. + areas of 
applied technology and usmess ln wh~ch Japan UmMI Japanese Technical is prominent are covered, including microelec- Information Service 
ANNOUNCING two new senrices for JTZS subscribers! 
Full-text article translations & document delivery! For more information, send in the coupon 
below. To save time, call us toll-free 1-800-521-0600 (US.), 1-800-343-5299 (Canada). 
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  
I I 
Japanese Technical University Microfilms International 
A Bell & Howell Information Company umMgl nfOrmatiOn service 0 0  o h  e b  a Ann Arbor Michigan I j 
I 
; FREE Yes, I'd like to read the Japanese. Please send me more information on ; I JTIS and a free sample right away. I 
: sample Yes, I'm also interested in your new translation and document delivev : 
j available! services. Please send me information on this as well. I I 
Name I I 
I Call I : 1-800-521-0600 Title Phone I I 
: 1-800-343-5299 Address I I 
I I 
I I 
I City State Zip I 
I I 
........................................................................................................ 
-0 
I N T E R N A T I O N A L  P U B L I S H E R S  
V h i t  
u s a r t  
SLA 
Booth 703 
Reference Book 
Fulfillment 
IPS, 
International 
Publications 
Service 
a division. of 
mglor  & Francis 
Philadelphia 
A library supply 
specialist in 
reference materials, 
trade directories, 
annuals and serials 
from around the world 
Including titles 
from such well-known 
publishers as: 
Europa 
Euromoney 
Melrose 
SkinnerfKelly 
United Nations 
Publishing 
lbglor & Francis 
N m  York London 
Over 75 journals 
in professional, 
science, and 
social science 
specialities 
Emphasizing: 
Biomedicine 
Ergonomics 
International Studies 
and Political Science 
Ocean and Marine 
Science 
Physics 
Social Sciences 
Over 100 scientific 
book and textbook 
titles annually 
Providing: 
Major professional 
resources for 
specialists, 
researchers, and 
policy makers 
Marketing and 
Distribution 
lbglor  & Francis 
Philadelphia 
exclusive North American 
distributor for these 
prominent publishers: 
The Falmer Press 
London 
and 
Crane Russak & Company 
New York 
members of the 
?tL ylor & Francis Group 
Beacon Publishing 
British Medical Association 
Education and Reference 
Books from Cassell 
Multilingual Matters 
Open University Press 
Tycooly International 
World Scientific Publishing 
8A special libraries 
Page through our 
catalog. Compare our 
products and prices 
to the competition. 
You'll fmd our product select~on 
more extens~ve and our prlclng 
cons~stently lower We offer full 
value on the full range of 
And when you order 
In mult~ples, there are 
price breaks, quant~ty 
d~scounts, assortab~hty 
d~scounts and more 
Real select~on and great 
prlclng, ~t all adds up to 
If you don't have our 
catalog, wr~te or call today 
Toll Free 1-800-558-21 10 
The H~ghsm~th Co Inc 
W5527 Hwy 106 P 0 Box 800 
Ft Atkmson WI 53538 0800 
VALUE. 
Put more than 1,000,000 m author addresses at your fingertips 
with the Current Contents" 
When you need address informa- 
tion on authors publishing in the sci- 
ences, social sciences, or the arts & 
humanities-you need the NEW 
1985 Current Contents Address 
Directory. 
The Current Contents Address Di- 
rectory can provide you with all the 
author addresses you need in a wide 
variety of subject areas. Depending 
upon the disciplines your work en- 
compasses, choose one or both edi- 
tions of the Current Contents Address 
Directory: Science & Technology, and 
Social Sciences /Arts & Humanities. 
The Current Contents Address Di- 
rectory has three indexes for fast, 
easy searching. The author index lists 
names and addresses of authors and 
coauthors, plus brief descriptions 
I 
pm~--r-------  
I Please send me more information 
I about the Current Contents@ Address 1 Directory-1 985 Edition. 
I 
1 ORGANIZATION 1 DEPT 
I 
ADDRESS I 
STATE / PROVINCE COUNTRY 
I ZlP/POSTAL,E PHONE I I 
Institute for Sch t i i i  krformationQ 
I 
I 
Customer Services Department. 3501 Market Street, Philadelphia, PA 191 W U.S.A. 
I 
I Telephone: (215)38601W. ext. 1405, Cable: SClNFO, Telex: 84-5305, Talscopier: 215-3866382 ~ ~ 9 8 7  ( 
I Europun Branch: 132 High Street, Uxbridge. Middlesex UB8 1 DP, United Kingdom Telephone: 44895.70016. Telex: 933693 UKlSl 26-46 19 I 
L I I I I I I I I I I ~ I I I I ~ I I I - - - ~ ~ ~ I ~  
1 OA special libraries 
Address Directory 
of their publications. The organization 
index provides access to author ad- 
dresses by institutional affiliation, and 
the geographical index provides ac- 
cess by institutional location. 
Order your copies of the Current 
Contents Address Directory now, and 
take advantage of these special 
prices: the Current Contents Address 
Directory-Science & Technology is 
$345; the Current Contents Address 
Directory- Social Sciences l Arts & 
Humanities is $1 95. Order both direc- 
tories for just $490-a savings of $50 
off the combined price! 
To receive a free brochure, use the 
coupon below, or call 1-800-523- 
1850, extension 1405. 
AN IBM 
VALUE 
ADDED 
PRODUCT A library 
automaton A software system has to prove itself many tlmes over to achieve recognition as an "IBM Value Added Product":And, at L~brary Automation Products. InC. pnt we ". have . .definitely developed the such latest  swem. 
technology in user-friendly 
software" 
-RICHARD WIDDECOMBE 
Stmns institute of Technology 
After several years in the 
so good making, we have, mastered the most complete library automa- tion software package ever for microcomputers and local area networks. The ASSISTANT is a system of 
~ntegrated functional modules that even including CATALOGING, CIRCULA- TION. SERIALS CONTROL, ACQUISI- TIONS AND ACCOUNTING Take one module, or take all f~ve . self-install~ng, easy to use r~ght from the start and so well 
IBM des~gned you w~ll wonder how you ever got along w~thout it. "tomerned and reliawe customer sup rt kaS turned a OooXObu i deci- sion into an e x c d 2  -SUSAN STEWART 
We stand behind wew system, 
providing you with all the sup- 
port necessaw to meet Wur pre- 
sent and futureautomation plans 
We want you to see for your- 
self just how much the ASSISTANT 
can do fur your libraw. We know 
that we'll gain your approval toa 
Inc 
The ASSISIANT hasbeenaPDmued asan IBM Mlue 
~ d d e ~ ~  weam m mmwam w~th Amentan Mnl 
computers, mc NY. NY. an authonzej edl ler  
of the MmANT 
IBM 6 a teamered trademak of lntemaclonal 
BurlnIs Machnes CCHD 
spring 1987 
Keep informed with ACM GUIDE TO COMPUTING LITERATURE. 
The desktop database for the 80s 
M d e  is the best index to computtng literature avadable. The 
1985 edition contains more than 15.000 citations from scholarly 
and professional publications. Books, journals, proceedings. 
reports and doctoral theses are indexed. 
Speed your Weratwe s e d e s  with the- M d e  featarea. 
0 Full Bibliographic Listings. author, title, and publishers data 
0 Author Index: 18.000 wr;ters and the full btle oftheir works 
0 Keyword Index to facilitate access to titles 
0 Category Index offering vastly improved subject access 
through the unique ACM Computing Classification Scheme 
0 Proper Noun Index tracking on specific languages. operating 
systems. other s o h a r e  systems, and equipment. 
0 Computing Reviews Renewer Index referencing the titles and 
authors of 1200 items reviewed each year. 
M.lntda a conthuous ncord of important compath8rorb 
Back issues of the Guide are available for 1976 and 1979- 1984 
Each volume includes complete references to the full range of 
publications released that year, Increase the value of the 
volumes you already own by collecting a complete set Buy 
now--earlier editions dating to 1960 have sold out. 
Stay ccvnnt for ~ 8 s a  to come 
Wtth the 1985 edition. the Guide IS published on schedule. AU 
future editions will appear in print three to six months after the 
year in which the cited literature is published. 
Order each Guide individually, or take advantage ofthe Stand- 
ing Order Subscription option. Under this plan, you will receive 
an invoice each year shortly before Guide is printed. When the 
ACM Order Department receives your payment. we will ship 
the latest Guide. 
S a n  daabl. ttme money 
Guide offers the highest qualih( index to computing literature 
at the lowest possible price Save the countless hours of detec- 
tive work involved in manual searches through journal refer- 
ences at a fraction of the cost of other bibliographic sources. 
Order yaw 1985 Gdde to&- 
uI6 cut tluoafi the LnlornuUon overload 
Please bil me for Guide '86 when published 
PLEASE SEND THE FOLLOWING ISSUES OF M E  GUIDE: NAME 
__ 1985 8 150 00IACM Members $75 00 8 '6 ADDRESS 
1984 1 9 8 3  1982 1981 
$100 00EachVol IACMMembers $50 00 @ $ 
___ 1980 $60 OOIACM Members $30 00 62 $ 
1979 $50 OOIACM Members $25 00 @ $ CIPIISTATE 
1976 $5 00 0)5 00 $ ZIP ACM MEMBER NO 
m a s e  blll me ($2 75 fee) Handl- Add my name to the Standmg Order Subscnptlon 
Payment Enclosed Total Due $ ACM Order Department - P 0 Box 64145 - Balmore. MD 21264 
REFERENCE CODE 604 
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Today's business world Tough Demanding Complex Knowing i t a l i  is important Getting 
~nformation fast is vital 
Bechtel lnformation Services brings you critical financial data whenever and wherever you 
need it And brings i t  fast You get access to SEC filings and mternat~onal annual reports On 
I ~ n e  servlces include the SEC Filings Indexand the SEC News Digest 
In addition. Bechtel provides insider trading reports and customized research services To put 
you ahead of the competition and keep you there When insider trading happens, you'll be 
amone. the first to know 
~ n d t h r o u ~ h  global agreements, Bechtel w ~ l l  
distribute financial information from around the world BECW7-FI 
Bechtel Information Services, a potent information 
source to have on your side Information Service5 
FORMORE INFORMATION.CALL1-800-231-DATA. in  NewYorkCtv  Ca l l  (2121425-5210 I n  Maryland. Ca11(301)258-4300 
14A special libraries 
A comprehenswe, easy to use llbrary of 
informat~on covering the enttre fteld 111 
a slngle volume 
I Up to ddte coverage of 1,200 malor 
top~cs ~n clear, concise style 
2,150 artlcles by 500 authors, edch an 
author~ty on the toptc covered 
500 expert contr~butors over 50 con 
sultmy, associate, and forelgn edltors 
Includes blograph~es af 650 famous 
psycholog~sts, world w ~ d e  
All major psychoiogtcal tests covered 
Thorough cross referencmg of artlcles 
Complete subject Index 
. Illustrat~ons, f~gures, tables 
Extenswe b~bhography 
Balanced, Authoritative Coverage  of 
Applled psychology 
Clin~cal psychology 
Cognttive psychology 
Developmental psychology 
. Educattonal psychology 
Measurement 
Personality 
Phys~olog~cal psychology 
Social psychology 
Theoretical psychology 
AUTHORITATIVE 
Balanced coverage of 
all major areas of 
psychology from Applied 
to  Theoretical. 
AWARD~WINNING 
CONTENT 
Abrtdged from 4- 
volume set named 
"Reference Book 
of the Year" by 
Amerlcan L~brary 
Assoc~ation. 
CONVENIENT 
2,150 art~cles In 
alphabetical 
sequence for fast, 
easy access 
COMPREHENSIVE 
Over one m~llion 
words, ~ncludmg 
all major psycho 
loglcal tests. 
INTERNATIONAL 
SCOPE 
Includes summaries 
of psychology tn 
22 foretgn countries 
and reglons. 
OVERSIZED 
FORMAT 
Approximately 
1,100 pages in 
7" x 10" double- 
column format 
SPECIAL PRICE 
Introductory price 
of $74.95 to June 
30, 1987. Price 
thereafter is 
$89.95. 
Edited by RAYMOND J. CORSIM 
Now, in a stn& volume, you can benefit from a 
onevolume libray of a u t h ~ r i t a t ~ e  inforrnatlon 
covering the entire field of psycholw. 
Abridged from the award-wning four-volume 
work, this concise, authoritative work has been 
acclaimed world d e  for its extensue detailed 
coverage, the clanty of its text, broad range of 
topics, and international scope. 
It's now available for you to examine free for 1: 
days, and offered at a special introductory pnce 
that saves you $15 off the regular p k e ,  and $175 
off the cost of the four-volume unabridged work. 
hmdutmy pke toJune30.1987 $74.% 
Price July 1. 1987 and after . . . . . a9.95 
ONCISE 
ENCYCLOPEDIA 
OF PSYCHOLOG 
Review excerpts of full edition: 
". .monumental and unique." 
-1nternat1onol Social Science Review 
"...first rate ... highly recommended." 
-CHOICE (ALA) 
"...ttmely coverage ... useful. ." 
-ALA Booklist 
"...destined to become a standard work." 
-Amencan Libraries 
"...authorttative...A must purchase." 
-Wilson Ltbrary Bulletin 
"...pol~shed comprehensive work." 
-Psychologicof Reports 
Also available from Wiley-the full four 
volume award-winning work: 
ENCYCLOPEDIA O F  PSYCHOLOGY 
Edited by Raymond J .  Corsini 
Four-volume set. 1943 pp. 1984 
0.471-86594-X $249.95 
Order thrargh ywr bookstore or wnte to Nat f k h n  at 
wlley 
T O  ORDER FOR 15-DAY FREE EXAM 
CALL TOLL FREE 
1 800 526-5368 
In New Jersey call collect: (201) 342-6707 
WILEY-INTERSCIENCE 
a diviswn of John W i  & Sons Inc. 
605 Third Avenue, New York, NY 10158 
Canada: J o h n  W i  & Sons, Canada Ltd 
22 Worcester Road Rex* Ontario 
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LSl2000 Report: 
The Best Year 
The LSl2000 system enjoyed its best year yet in 1986. The steady stream of 30 system accep- 
tances gives testimony to increased stability. Our success is due to the skill and experience of the 
staff in our Implementation and Support Departments who work together with libraries to 
deliver a system that meets the needs of both library patrons and library staff. 
Our marketing efforts were equally successful as The University of North Carolina selected the 
LS12000 system for 12 of its 16 campuses. The other 4 campuses had previously selected sys- 
tems, including East Carolina University, which had chosen the LSl2000 system in 1984. All 16 
campuses will be linked through a telecommunications network known as LINCNET which is 
operated by the North carol& Educational Computer System 
LSl2000 Statistics 
In Total 
1986 to Date 
CPUs 28 68 
Installed 
Contracts 30 88 
Libraries 35 164 
Number of Initial Terminals Per 
CPU Installed in 1985 
Terminals CPUs 
1-12 15 
13-24 7 
25-36 4 
37 + 2 
Highlights 
Release D of the LSf2000 system was distributed which included the link between LS12000 
and the SC350 serials control system as well as 16 enhancements to the Circulation Subsystem, 
6 new capabilities, and 3 issue-related projects. 
The Universidad de Costa Rica purchased the LS12000 system, the first library automation sys- 
tem in Central America. 
In September, MITRE Corporation became the first nontest site to implement the link between 
the LS12000 system and the microcomputer-based SC350 serials control system. 
OCLC Local Systems agreed to acquire from Data Phase the ALIS I and I1 software and will 
~rovide  future hardware and software maintenance for libraries using these Data General-based 
local library systems 
Phyllis Bova Spies 
Vice President 
Local Systems Div~sion 
6565 Frantz Road, Dubl~n, Ohlo 43017-0702 
61 4-764-6000 
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l0,OOO public 
companies 
in the palm 
of your hand 
Disclosure has what it takes 
to turn your PC into the 
world 's  most complete 
database of public company 
information. A compact 
disc so advanced it holds 
the quarterly and annual 
balance sheets and income 
statements of all NYSE, AMEX, 
NASDAQ and other Over-The-Counter 
companies plus data on their sources and 
uses of funds. . .operating income. . . price1 
earnings. . .dividends. . . aditor.  . . legal counsel. . . number of employees. . .subsidiaries. . 
officers names and salaries. . . 
And because COMPACT DISCLOSURE is so easy to use, even novices can combine the more than 
200 variables to compare companies and pinpoint information from l o b ,  IOQs, 20Fs, 8 b ,  proxy 
statements, annual reports to shareholders, registration statements, and more. 
Best of all, you can have it all. . .24 hours a day, 7 days a week, throughout the year. . .for just one flat 
fee. Try COMPACT DISCLOSURE free for thmy days. For more information, call 301-951-1432 or 
mail this coupon. - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - 1 
I 
I 30 DAY FREE TRIAL SL i t  
I s ' =  I YES! I want to try COMPACT DISCLOSURE FREE for thirty days. ! d- 
The pubk cornpan, ~nformauon source I umr - I 
5161 bver Road I orgmlnrmn 
Bethesda, MD 20816 
I 
(In Md 301 951 1300) I 5frCcl I I Cln )lac LIP I 
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THIS MUCH EF#)RC. 
McGraw-Hill has put outstanding business 
information at  your fingertips. 
When making an important decision for your 
business, profession, government agency or educational 
institution, you know how essential timely and 
authoritative information is. 
Now McGraw-Hill is online with information about 
products, companies, new technology and people. You 
can retrieve the full text of thlrty leading McGraw-Hill 
publications such as BUSINESS WEEK, AVIATION 
WEEK & SPACE TECHNOLOGY, ELECTRONICS and 
CHEMICAL WEEK through DIALOG and NEXIS. 
And more publications will come online soon. 
Available through NEXIS and DIALOG 
Cambridge University Press 
- Booth #908 - 
Visit our booth to: 
Examine our new books in Economics, Science, Art, 
Computer Science, Encyclopedias, Dictionaries, etc. 
Cambridge maintains approximately 8000 titles in 
our New Rochelle warehouse. 
Request information on Backlist and forthcoming titles. 
Obtain catalogs and book sale brochures. 
Talk with Joan Schwartz, Library Promotion Manager, 
who will be happy to assist you. 
For information: 1-800-431-1580 
1-914-235-0300 call collect 
in New York State or Canada 
1-800-872-7423 outside New York State 
1-800-227-0247 New York State only 
For orders: 
Cambridge University Press 
510 North Avenue --. ..-- ~ - - - -  .... -
New Rochelle, New York 10801 
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EXPERTS VT 
IN YOUR p /i 
3 LIBRARY /, 
Newsletters are written by  expert^.^ 
Put 300 of the best in your library, 
through NewsNet. 
N ow your library can access the expert reporting and analysis of America's most respected newsletters. You'll find them 
an  ideal complement to the journals and research databases you 
already access online. 
Exclusive Infommtzon 
T he newsletters on NewsNetB are worth a small fortune- subscribers to the print editions pay hundreds of dollars 
yearly to receive each of them. But with NewsNet you have access 
to all 300 at surprisingly low online rates. NewsNet cannot be 
received through any other vendor, and 67% of NewsNet7s 
newsletters are online exclusives. 
New Boolean Logzc 
N ewsletters are rarely indexed in print. But with NewsNet you get the full searching power of our new, improved 
Boolean logic. You can even search the full text of articles the 
same day the print version is released. Or, you can track news 
automatically with our  sophisticated SDI service, NewsFlash? 
1 Address / 
1 NewsFlash and NewsNet are registered trademarks of NewsNet, Inc. 
I 
A@ BC FROM COAST TO COAST.. . 
AND AROUND THE WORLD.. . ' 
AMERICAN OVERSEAS BOOK CO. INC. 
WORLD WIDE BOOK SELECTION 
Print and Non-Print I 
Specializing rn . . . I 
MEDICAL 
EDUCATION 
TECHNICAL 
ENGINEERING I 
& AGRICULTURAL SUBJECTS 
Also General Interest Titles, 
Fiction, and Non-Fiction 1 
A small business that gives personal attention 
to your special goals 
Professional & TechnicalKlerical Personnel 
Provides the Collective Experience of 75 Years 
WE OFFER PRE-PAID SERVICE ON ALL REQUESTS 
A COST EFFECTIVE SERVICE 
THAT INSURES PROMPT DELIVERY 
BOOKS 
SUBSCRIPTIONS 
AUDIO VISUALS 
LIBRARY MANAGEMENT 
ELECTRONIC CLASS - AOBC 
AMERICAN OVERSEAS BOOK COMPANY INC. Services 
550 WALNUT STREET Your Library Can 
NORWOOD. NEW JERSEY 07648 USA Depend Upon 
(201) 767-7600 TELEX-882384 WE INVITE BULK ORDERS 
The World In Your Hands 
Gemad Transnational Corporations in South Africa Transnational comrations' business Volume 11: The Verbatim Records of 
Directory of United Nations 
Databases and Information 
Systems 
A repertoire of over 600 information 
databases in 36 UN atliliated organiza- 
tions. It enables one to see what infor- 
mation and senices are available in the 
United Nations family as a whole and 
how to obtain detailed information from 
particular organizations. 
GV.E.84.0.5 (ISBN: 92-9048-295-8) 
$35.00 
Transnational Corporations and 
International Trade: Selected 
Issues 
E.85.ll.A.4 $1 1.00 
policies in south h c a  as they relate to 
the issue of apartheid were examined at 
the United Nations during public hear- 
ings. A panel of political influentials 
heard from more than 50 informed 
persons, examined documentation, and 
made their recommendations. 
Those recommendations, the verbatim 
transcripts of the hearings and other 
vital documentation is available in four 
volumes. 
Volume I: The Report and Recommen- 
dations of thepanelof Eminent Persons 
E.86.11.A.6789 (ISBN: 92-1-104179-1) 
$65.00 
the Hearings 
E.86.II.A.6789 (ISBN: 92-1-104180-5) 
Sold only in the 4 volume set (see below). 
Volume 111: Statements and Submis- 
sions 
E.86.II.A.6789 (ISBN: 92-1-104181-3) 
Sold only in the 4 volume set (see below). 
Volume IV Laws and Policies 
E.86.II.A.6789 (ISBN: 92-1-104182-1) 
$65.00 
Volumes I through n! set of 4 specially 
priced 
E.86.11.A.6789 $200.00 
~n i t ed~at ions  Publications 
To order publications, by title and sales Room DC2-853 
number, contact your wholesaler. Or New York, New York 
order direct. For more information 10017 
write for our complete 1987 catalog at 
the address on the right. Palais des Nations 
Publisher's ISBN prefix: (92-1) 121 1 Geneva 10, Switzerland 
special libraries 
Swets. . . an attractive, 
many facetted and bansparent 
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Summer Seminars: 
Systems Analysis. 
May 18-May 29 
Business Information Resources. 
May 18-May 29 
Advanced Top~cs: Bibhagraphic 
Instruction. Mag 18-May 29 
Computers in Small Libraries. 
June 1-June 12 
Environmental Information. 
June 1-June 12 
Advanced Systems Analysis, 
rune 1-lune 12 
Governments and Information, 
June 15-June 26 
Rare Books, June Ij-June 26 
Database Management Systems. 
June 15.June 26 
School of Information Studies 
For further information, call 31 5-423-291 1 
For registration ~nformation, return r h ~ s  
coupon to 
Summer Courses: 
Introduction to Data Processing. 
May 18-June 26 
Advanced Topics: Curriculum 
Concerns in School Libraries, 
May 18-Aug 7 
Advanced Topics: Computer 
Coordination in Schools. 
May 18-Aug 7 
H~story of Recorded 
Information. June 29-Aug 7 
Gathering and Evaluating 
Information. June 29-Aug 7 
Organization of Information 
Resources, June 29-Aug 7 
Scientific and Technical 
Syracuse University II &2a* 
Sulre 230. 1 1  1 Wj'dbcrlr Awnuc 
Syra<urc. Nrx York 1124-1-2120 
1 1  Address 
Information Services. 
June 29-Aug 7 
Online Retr~eval. June 29-Aug 7 
Post-Seminar: 
Indexing and Abstractlng. 
Aug 10-Aug 21 
WHY BUY LAW REVIEW TOURNALS ? 
CONSIDER: In the f ields of Advertising, Public Utilities, Insurance. 
Banking, Tax, Environmental and Labor Law - there i s  an  alternative 
solution: T H E  NATIONAL LAW ANTHOLOGY SERIES which s e l e c t s  the 
b e s t  Law Review ar t ic les  each year from a particular field of law and 
puts them in one quali ty,  hard-cover book. 
7315 W w o n s l n  Ave 8ufle 229 East 
f k l h e s d a  Maryland 20814 
--%-A e 4 -  s (301) 961-8850 
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"But thanks to the ISI" Library Grant Program, we ?p:;lY:~,2:T&R?Cb;: 
Library 01 Atlanta Unlverslty Center The 
can afford the big library coverage of the Science ;:g;;;:;;;z;:;;;;,y~;;g 
Citation Index', the Social Sciences Citation M o m  Brown and Spelman Colleges lnterdenomlnatfonal Thwlog~cal Center 
and AU Center Inc It also shares 11s Index; and the Arts & Humanities Citation Index ." " ;:T~~ lhe Morehouse Schoo of 
For over ten years, the IS1 Library Grant 
Program has been helping "small" libraries 
just like yours purchase ISl's major indexes at 
discounts of 25 to 75 percent off the regular 
price. Today, libraries at California State 
College at Chico, Massachusetts General 
Hospital, Middlebury College, the Minneapolis 
Public Library, Portsmouth Polytechnic in 
England, and Mexico's Universidad Nacional 
Autonoma de Mexico are just a few of the 
institutions that own IS1 indexes as a direct 
result of these discounts. Thanks to the IS1 
Library Grant Program, these libraries can now 
afford the thorough, precise literature search 
capabilities of the Science Citation Index, the 
Social Sciences Citation Index, and the Arts 
& Humanities Citation Index. To date, more 
than 700 libraries worldwide have received 
approximately two million dollars in grants. 
Isn't it time your library discovered the IS1 
Library Grant Program? To find out how your 
library can qualify, just mail the coupon. We'll 
send you a free, no-obligation evaluation form 
that will help us determine your library's 
eligibility. Or, if you'd like more information 
about the IS1 Library Grant Program, call our 
Customer Services Department at 800- 
523-1850, extension 1405. In Pennsylvania, 
call collect 21 5-386-01 00, extension 1405. 
e - = - m - - - - - - - - m - - m  
Send me a prelmnary appllcatlon form for the ISI" Llbrary Grant 1 Program I am ~nterested m purchas~nq I 
I O Sclence Otatlon Index" S m a l  Sclences Otatron Index' 
- 
Arts d Human~t~es Citabon Index ' 
I 
I I 
N a W i t l e  1 
1 Name of lnstltutum I I 
- .1 Address I 
I CltY State ZIP Postal Code I - 
Telephone i 
26  4 6 3 7  S1W7 1 
Institute for Sclentifn: Intamatme 
Customer Serwcer Dept.. 3501 Market St  . Ph8ladelphra. PA 19104 
 telephone 12151 386*3100. Cable SCINFO. Telex 84~5305 I 
1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 - 1 1 1 1 d  
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Turn First To PAIS- 
Because Your Searches Are Only 
- 
As Good As Your Sources! 
"BVSgets constant use in our library We open find aspects of subjects that don't 
appear else where." 
Laura Gasaway, Law Librarian a n d  Professor University of North Carolina 
Discover for yourself what so many leading librarians and researchers acknowledge: 
PAIS print and online indexes are among the richest resources for information on 
national and international economic, political and social issues. 
In print or online, PAIS provides unsurpassed depth, breadth and 
quality of subject coverage. 
For each index, PAIS editors painstakingly review a huge range of literature-journals, books, 
government documents, directories, bibliographies and more-adding only the most timely, 
important material on indexed subjects. The result for you isfar more than pat coverage of a 
limited range of literature. The result is successful, productive searches that yield in-depth 
background, analysis, trends, statistics and other data essential to any subject. 
PAIS BULLETIN-In use at over 3,000 major libraries, the RIJLLETIN is the 
"standard" public policy reference resource, covering a huge range of 
multidisciplinary literature published throughout the world in English. 
PAIS FOREIGN LANGUAGE INDEX-The PFLI enhances your reference 
capabilities with strong coverage of public policy literature published throughout 
the world in French, German, Italian, Portuguese and Spanish. 
PAIS INTERNATIONAL-PAIS INTERNATIONAL is the online version of the 
PAIS BULLETIN and PAIS FOREIGN LANGUAGE INDEX, enriched with additional 
indexing and additional searchable abstract-like notes. It puts at your fingertips 
nearly 250,000 indexed items covering public policy literature from the world over. 
Pi' now o ers fast document delivery via 
In ! ormation On Demand! 
For search/content information or to start subscriptions, call toll free 800-841-1416. In New York or 
outside the continental U.S., call 212-869-6186 collect. 
PAIS Public Affairs Information Service I 1  N! 40th Street, New York, .hN 10018-2693 
ABSTRACTS 
ON CAS ONLINEIN 
CAS ONLINE" 
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Better Business. 
i d s  leading business experts on topics ranging from a&unting, automati&, and industry 
analysis to international trade, business ethics, marketing, and more. 
Find it fast. directly from the Harvard Business Review 
For information about any business strat- on a fast, 24-hour turnaround. 
egy, company, or leader, just key in a subject Easy to access. area, person, institution, or phrase, and 
HBR Online pinpoints all relevant articles. HBR Online is now vailable through DIA- NExl&uMAN REsoumx 
Fast full-text delivery. INFORMATION NETWORK, or DATASTAR 
And you can get the full text of any article by as well as the gateway services of 
ordering inexpensive offline prints from EASYNET; '" Pergamon Infoline, and 
your host system or reprints of any article 
New York, NY 10157 (212) 850-6331 
BACK NUMBERS 
ANGEWANDTE CHEMIE INTERNATIONAL EDITION 
Complete sets are available at $525.00 per set (postage & handling included) 
for the following years: 1965, 1966, 1967, 1968, 1969, 1971, 1979, 1980, 1981, 
1982, 1983, 1984, 1985. 
Incomplete sets are available at  single copy rates of $60.00 per copy (postage 
& handling included) for years 1963, 1964, 1965, 1966, 1970, 1972, 1973, 1974, 
1975, 1976, 1977, 1978, 1980, 1981, 1982, 1985. 
Contact: 
Bernard Bierman 
AdEx TRANSLATIONS INTERNATIONAL, INC. 
630 Fifth Ave., New York, NY 101 11 
Tel. (212) 581-2380 
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The online financial news resource 
no corporate library can do without. 
If there is one timely information resource 
that can keep your company a step ahead, it's 
Dow Jones News/Retrieva16. For business and 
financii news, it's irreplaceable. 
News/Retrieval provides exclusive o n h e  
access to The Wall Street Journal plus a wide 
range of constantly updated mformation. It can 
help you answer questions, process requests, 
and compile reports from all levels of company 
personnel-and lets you respond faster. 
With NewsIRetrieval, you can get current 
world, government, industry or company news 
just 90 seconds after it appears on the Dow 
Jones News Servicem (the broadtape). Or 
search as far back as six years for selected ar- 
ticles kom The Wall Street Jouml, Burron's or 
the broadtape. 
Use NewslRetrieval to check stock market 
activity, and Dow Jones Quotes-current and 
historical-to help spot performance trends. 
Re~lew economic and earnings forecasts or 
SEC and Standard & Poor's reports. 
Best of all, there are no communication 
costs and you dodt need to buy any expensive 
equipment. All you need is a personal 
computer and modem, a communicating word 
processor, or a time-sharing terminal. 
Spend a day at your office with Dow 
Jones NewsIRetrieval for FREE. Learn 
first-hand the benefits NewsIRetrieval of- 
fers the busy corporate librarian. Linda 
Steele or Doris Runyon have all the 
details, at 609-452-2000. 
Dow Jones News/Retrieval 
Keepin-g you a step ahead 
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Make FuU Use of Your 
Book Review Dtgest Collection 
Book Review Digest 
AuthorITitle 
"A handy, useful, Index New Flat htes 
accurate index to a for Retrospective 
standard library tool." 19 75-1984 Volumes 
-REFERENCE AND 
SUBSCRIPTION BOOKS REVIEWS 1 , 4 8 8 ~ ~ .  1986 ISBN 0-8242-0729-7 Is your Book Digest $65 U.S. and ~anada, collection complete? 
(On the 1905-1974 1tcde.r) $75 other countries. Annual cumulative volumes of 
30A special libraries 
A single-alphabet index offering author and 
title access to the nearly 60,000 books covered 
in Book Review Digest from 1975 through 1984, 
this volume leads you to reliable reviews of 
many of the most significant works published 
in the past decade. Covering fiction and non- 
fiction English-language books published or 
distributed in the United States or Canada, 
Book Review Digest has earned its place as 
one of the reference librarian's most trusted 
This makes the 
of BRD even for 'Our 
library. 
Easy Access to Wn Years 
of Coverage 
This index offers access to the reviewed 
books by title and names of authors, compilers, 
editors, joint authors, or translators. Each 
entry provides the year that reviews for the 
book were cited in BRD. Cross-references to 
the preferred forms of names of persons, insti- 
tutions, and corporations speed research. 
Eighty Years of Reviews- 
Annual volumes Kept in Print 
The new ten-year Index combines with the 
previously published Book Review Digest 
AuthorlTitle Index 1905-1974 to direct 
researchers to the eighty annual volumes of 
BRD published from 1905-1984, covering 
reviews of some 350,000 books. The Wilson 
Company keeps all of the BRD volumes in 
BRD from 1970-1979 have just been made 
available at special flat rates. Now all BRD 
volumes from 1905 to 1979 can be purchased 
at these special low rates, making this the 
perfect time to fill the gaps in your collection. 
Book Review Digest- 
A kputation for ~ ~ ~ ~ l l ~ ~ ~ ~  
Providing excerpts from and citations to 
reviews of current adult and juvenile fiction 
and non-fiction, Book Review Digest covers 
nearly 6,000 books each year. These concise, 
critical evaluations are culled from more than 
eighty selected American, British, and 
Canadian periodicals in the h~manities, social 
sciences, and general science areas, 
in addition to library review media. 
For Reference, Research, and 
Collection Development 
Book Review Digest offers subject access to 
book reviews in a separate subject and ~ i ~ l ~  
Index, also provides subject headings for 
adult fiction under .c~iction themes;' separate 
sections cover juvenile literature-divided 
into three grade groups-and biographies. 
Your Annual Subscription 
A subscription to Book Review Digest brings 
your library ten monthly paperbound issues 
plus a permanent annual clothbound 
cumulation. BRD is sold on the service basis 
(book budget). 
'Ib Order, Call 'Ibll-Free: 
print, to assure users of a permanent tool 
for reference, research, and evaluation 1-800-367-6770 In New York State, call 1-800-462-6060; 
of this century's literary output. in Canada, call collect 212-588-8400. 
THE H.W. WILSON COMPANY 
9 5 0  University Avenue Bronx, New York 10452 (212) 588-8400- 
Libraries in Parlous Times: 
Responsibilities and 
Opportunities 
An Introduction 
Robert Lee Chartrand 
The immense potential of libraries, both private and 
public, as resources that should be available to those 
who must plan for and deal with emergency situations 
has not been been generally examined. The importance 
of developing these existing resources and services, 
with especial attention to the burgeoning role of 
supportive technologies-computers, telecommunica- 
tions, microform systems, audio and video configura- 
tions-is recognized in this focal writing. Finally, the 
comprehension that the decision makers who control 
corporate, governmental, and academic activities must 
attain concerning the criticality of such information 
underpinnings is featured and treated illustratively. 
The contribution that the emergency man- 
agement community can expect from new 
information technology will not come from 
better or faster gadgets, but from greater 
understanding of the group dynamics of 
crisis situations, from a greater ability to 
prepare for such situations through so- 
phisticated simulations and training, and 
from a finer analysis of their qualitative 
and quantitative characteristics. ( I )  
T HROUGHOUT countless genera- tions, humankind, from its origins in primal forests, atop 
stilted lake dwellings, or in nomadic tra- 
vail amid the inhospitable barrenness of 
desert regions, has coped with crises of 
its own making or those caused by na- 
ture. The often murky chronicles of dis- 
parate civilizations tell the stories of such 
awesome happenings as the Great In- 
undation, the engulfment of Atlantis and 
Antilla, the slashing devastation wrought 
by massive meteors, and the inexorable 
glacial onslaughts. 
In contemporary times, additional 
threats to tranquility and survival have 
taken the forms of nuclear-related acci- 
dents, toxic releases from chemical 
plants, ground and air water contami- 
nation induced by human thoughtless- 
ness or excesses, and "terrorism" in its 
random waste of lives and property. 
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There is a growing sense of urgency 
within both the public and private sectors 
reflecting that we as a nation-in the 
federal domain, as well as in the states 
and localities-remain inadequately pos- 
tured to cope with the spate of natural 
and technological crises of these complex 
times. Our societal structure and the gov- 
ernmental apparatuses conceived of over 
the years increasingly are hard-pressed 
to anticipate, much less respond effec- 
tively to, some of the disasters that have 
begun to impact lives and property. 
Surely those officials faced with the dev- 
astation caused by Mount St. Helens' 
eruption or, on a lesser scale, the scatter- 
shot tornadoes that ravaged the Carolinas 
early in 1984 would argue that a rethink- 
ing of certain priorities and processes 
should be a paramount consideration. 
One critical facet of strengthening the 
emergency management (EM) capability 
in the United States-whether the focus 
is on mitigation, prevention, response, or 
recoverv-is the develovment of ad- 
vanced information systems for collect- 
ing, storing, processing, retrieving, and 
sharing essential data and "value-added" 
- 
information that may be used by emer- 
gency managers. 
Philosophically, our nation prides itself 
on systematically analyzing situations 
and marshalling the requisite responsive 
resources-human, technological, budg- 
etary-to plan for or cope with perceived 
or occurring crises. The intrinsic nature 
of human beings, acknowledged experts 
in some cases, reflects an awareness of 
the criticality of "stretching their hori- 
zons," which in this modern age may in- 
clude the use of technology-supported 
outreach svstems. This is indicative of 
their awareness that change is constant 
and requires a sustained effort on the part 
of institutions and individuals to adjust 
their infrastructures and goals. "Infor- 
mation technology," through its spec- 
trum of sophisticated mechanisms and 
methodologies, may offer an amplified 
context for those who must delineate a 
pragmatic philosophy of true emergency 
management. 
Among the institutions possessing 
great potential for dealing with crisis sit- 
uations are the libraries. Whether created 
as a result of Andrew Carnegie's mun- 
ificence, corporate needs, the focal de- 
sires of special interest groups, or as an 
essential underpinning of academe, these 
repositories and disseminators of infor- 
mation in myriad forms constitute an in- 
dispensable force in crisis control. The 
thrust of these commentaries represents 
a very necessary and timely concentra- 
tion on the thoughts and actions of those 
at the vortex of both special and public 
library operations who are responsible 
for emergency planning and response. 
The difficulty of preparing for "dis- 
asters" is that they are often beyond the 
experience of the incumbent staff. Rou- 
tine emergencies-fire, flooding, infes- 
tation, even chemical deterioration-are 
bad enough and may surpass existing ca- 
pabilities, but in an electronic age such 
interruptive forces as power outages, ter- 
rorist attacks, or toxic clouds pose 
horrendous challenges. Dr. Robert Kup- 
perman of the Center for Strategic and 
International Studies phrased it this way: 
. . . the classic problem in emergency man- 
agement [as in] intelligence work is how 
to deal with the fairly low probability in- 
cident that has enormous consequences if 
it happens. (2) 
Perhaps the other most critical consid- 
eration anent the role of librarians and 
information specialists in their modem 
setting involves their inseparable ties 
with adjacent jurisdictions and popula- 
tions. For public, and some private, li- 
braries this is a long-standing relation- 
ship that seems to require no elaboration. 
However, it is one thing to provide read- 
ing material (to cite the simplest example) 
to the citizenry and quite another matter 
to be charged with fulfilling a vital role- 
through the compilation of key docu- 
mentation and emergency action proce- 
dures-essential to the well-being, and 
even sunrival, of the community. 
Corollary to this redefinition of librar- 
ianship is the change which must occur 
among officialdom and those whom it 
serves. Reliance on authority or other 
recognized support groups in a commu- 
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nity must evolve over time. With the in- 
troduction of so many new technologi- 
cally based systems in people's daily 
routines, a condition has emerged akin to 
that perceived by noted observer George 
Will: 
. . . in the modem age people routinely rely 
on systems they do not understand . . . 
[they are] acting on faith, faith in strangers 
using skills that are as strange to laymen 
as Lilliput was to Gulliver. (3)  
Information Support for Decision 
Makina 
The importance of having key infor- 
mation for planning in advance of pos- 
sible disasters, dealing with them as they 
occur, or bringing to bear adequate re- 
sources in the wake of such events is 
difficult to overemphasize. In most in- 
stances, long-established technologies 
(telephones, radios) have continuing high 
utility, but there is increasing advantage 
in the judicious utilization of advanced 
technologies. The introduction of ad- 
vanced technology into any information- 
handling environment is fraught with 
imponderables. The emergency manage- 
ment (EM) and library communities are 
no exception. 
The growing panoply of sensors (aloft 
and aground), processors, and dissemi- 
nators-the result of human inventive- 
ness-instigates the rethinking of 
former, established positions. Included 
among the organizations in the United 
States with recognized roles and respon- 
sibilities in emergency management who 
share such concerns are the following: 
federal agencies, such as FEMA, VA, 
USGS, NWS, NOAA, DOD, and many 
more; state and local governments (ii- 
cluding task forces); public and special 
libraries; regional commissions; private 
sector consultants and information ser- 
vices; information "clearinghouses"; or- 
ganizational "watch centers"; national 
coordinating groups; and private sector 
contractors-corporate, university, and 
not-for-profit. Today, there is a sizable 
cadre-more than 12,000 designated 
I ,  
emergency managersn-responsible for 
anticipating and contending with crises 
of natural or man-made origins ranging 
from tornadoes and floods to terrorism 
and toxic spills. Augmenting these "front 
line" operatives are phalanxes of librar- 
ians and information specialists, situated 
in communities, corporations, and other 
institutions across the land, who serve as 
invaluable providers of requisite infor- 
mation by which crisis conditions are an- 
ticipated-or met. 
It should be noted that the memories 
and resulting attitudes of those respon- 
sible for emergency management often 
are colored by each individual's own ex- 
periences with disasters. Some events 
have become part of the nation's folklore, 
like the Johnstown (Pennsylvania) flood 
of 1889, the San Francisco earthquake 
and ensuing conflagration in 1906, or the 
Tropical Storm Agnes in 1972. Observers 
have chronicled such incidents, and, 
later, writers often tended to embellish 
the nature of the cataclysm; indeed, Will 
Rogers wrote of a storm so bad that it 
seemed to be a "Chinese typhoon, that 
had run into Monsoon, that was crossed 
with just plain Hurricane, and Oklahoma 
Norther." (4) 
In l l e  Andromeda Strain. there is a care- 
fully drawn explanation concerning the 
categories within which all decisions in- 
volving uncertainty fall-those with 
contingencies and those without. 
Most decisions, and nearly all human in- 
teraction, can be incorporated into a con- 
tingencies model. For example, a President 
may start a war, a man may sell his busi- 
ness, or divorce his wife. Such an action 
will produce a reaction; the number of re- 
actions is infinite but the number of prob- 
able reactions is manageably small. Before 
making a decision, an individual can pre- 
dict various reactions, and he can assess 
his original, or primary-mode, decision 
more effectively. 
But there is also a category which cannot 
be analyzed by contingencies. This cate- 
gory involves events and situations which 
are absolutely unpredictable, not merely 
disasters of all sorts, but those also in- 
cluding rare moments of discovery and in- 
sight, such as those which produced the 
laser, or penicillin. Because these moments 
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are unpredictable, they cannot be planned 
for in any logical manner. The mathematics 
are wholly unsatisfactory. (5) 
One dilemma yet to be solved fully by 
the nation's leadership concerning emer- 
gency management concerns the exist- 
ence of separate systems in which civilian 
and military disaster experts function. 
The former, no less than their counter- 
parts in the services, need sustained ori- 
entation and training, including occa- 
sional involvement in EM exercises- 
such as those featuring the employment 
of advanced technology support in ac- 
quiring, formatting, manipulating, and 
distributing vital information-some of 
which should involve multiple jurisdic- 
tions. The United States can benefit sub- 
stantially from the expertise and tech- 
nologies that have been developed over 
many years in the national security area, 
including its "library" resources and 
wide-ranging information support sys- 
tems, which may be adaptable to anal- 
ogous situations in the civil sector. 
A Range of Disaster Types 
Illustrative of the many types of con- 
temporary disasters that might be better 
dealt with by the application of such 
technologies as computers and telecom- 
munications are the following: 
Floods. During 1983, according to 
NOAA, 204 persons died and prop- 
erty losses exceeded $4 billion as a 
result of floods caused by accumu- 
lated snowfall runoff, dam breakage, 
or intensive rainfall. 
Hazardous materials spills fin transit). The 
National Transportation Safety 
Board (NTSB) estimates that 250,000 
hazardous materials shipments are 
made daily. Transportation acci- 
dents-train, truck, and barge-in- 
volving such cargoes have accounted 
for about 25 deaths per year over the 
past decade in interstate accidents 
alone. In 1971, there were 2,225 haz- 
ardous releases, but by 1980 the sta- 
tistic had increased to 16,115. 
Nuclear powerplant accidents. Although 
Three Mile Island is the only "ma- 
jor" accident in the United States in 
recent years, there were 3,804 LER 
(Licensee Event Reports) docu- 
mented instances (in 1980) where 
performance exceeded technical de- 
sign paramenters. Filed with the Nu- 
clear Regulatory Commission 
(NRC), these reports came from 69 
commercial nuclear plants: 753 ac- 
cidents were attributed to human 
errors and 2,174 to equipment 
malfunction. 
Tornadoes. These destructive weather 
aberrations account for millions of 
dollars in damage and numerous 
deaths each year. The "super out- 
break" in a 10-state area in 1974 in- 
volved 148 reported tornadoes, 
which caused 315 deaths and $600 
million in property loss. In 1982, 
FEMA responded to 181 tornado 
warnings or touchdowns. 
Boating and aircraft emergencies. In 1982, 
several hundred persons died in off- 
shore sinkings; 6,414 fishing vessels 
required SAR (Search and Rescue) 
assistance, plus 49,834 such inci- 
dents involved recreational boats. In 
addition, the FAA reported that 
3,394 air carrier and general aviation 
accidents took place. (6) 
There are, of course, other types of sig- 
nificant emergencies that remain of se- 
rious concern to federal, state, and local 
officials alike, which require that elab- 
orate warning and response systems be 
maintained. Earthquakes, volcanic erup- 
tions, and hurricanes can be highly de- 
structive and, while less frequent than 
some other forms of disasters, can cause 
severe damage. Domestic terrorism, al- 
though still modest in the number of in- 
cidents, has been accorded an ever higher 
allocation of resources, including action 
by corporate entities, in order to prevent 
or respond to such destructive intrusions. 
Alternative Uses of Advanced 
Information Technology 
As traditional technologies-photog- 
raphy, telephone, and radio-are aug- 
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mented by more sophisticated systems, 
the ability of the community threatened 
or already affected by a given disaster to 
act on its own behalf is enhanced. And 
while federal or state funding and tech- 
nical assistance may be solicited, most 
local communities, by establishing an EM 
infrastructure and drawing upon other 
key resources (including libraries and in- 
formation systems), attempt to achieve a 
fairly high degree of self-sufficiency for 
dealing with all but the extraordinary 
emergency. Illustrative of major advances 
in using information technology for EM- 
related functions are the following: 
Eight hundred minicomputer warn- 
ing systems in use throughout the 
country; 
A variety of airborne platforms, such 
as the NASA U-2 and NOAA Flying 
Laboratories, with their multisensor 
collection systems capable of pro- 
viding comparative geographic cov- 
erage; 
The large masses of data stored in 
computerized or microfilm files (e.g., 
National Hurricane Center); 
The rapid retrieval of key data uti- 
lizing online access systems by users 
located in emergency operations 
centers (EOC), mobile units, or other 
remote (local EM) sites; and 
a The varied communications con- 
duits-landlines, airwaves, includ- 
ing satellite systems-for transmit- 
ting key data. (7) 
Future chroniclers of our contemporary 
times doubtless will have much to say 
about the advent of the many electronic 
paraphernalia that provide service-and, 
some critical observers might aver, an oc- 
casional disservice-to the world society 
and its diverse denizens. The early 
"headliners," such as the Bronze Goddess 
of World War I1 fame and the manipu- 
lative Hal of ZOO1 Space Odyssey, have been 
replaced many times over by performers 
in many shapes and sizes. The prismatic 
offerings on the computer Chautauqua 
circuit of the '80s often are enough to 
confound even the most diligent reporter 
of such goings-on. 
Within the past few years, there has 
been an often startling expansion in the 
number and types of computer-sup- 
ported information systems. This ple- 
thora of choices is sometimes more 
frustrating than when there were too few 
systems on the market. Today, advances 
in computer technology provide great ca- 
pacities for the following: 
1. Collecting and storing voluminous 
data; 
2. Indexing and abstracting to an ex- 
tent previously unattained; 
3. Integrating multisource data (nar- 
rative, statistical, graphic); and 
4. Incorporating and utilizing real- 
time, high-volume data. 
What impacts will the new informa- 
tion technologies have on established 
emergency response institutions? Expe- 
rience has shown that the replacement of 
manual systems with those dependent on 
technology may "come a cropper" when 
power sources fail or elaborate system 
structures and procedures break down. 
The maintenance of back-up systems all 
too frequently is overlooked or given a 
low priority to the dismay of managers 
and those served when a contingency sit- 
uation develops. 
The establishment of emergency op- 
erations centers across the nation, 
whether designed to deal with specific 
types of crises or as a general type of 
facility, is an accepted segment of our 
emergency preparedness structure. Re- 
portedly more than half of the Fortune 
500 companies now have formulated 
"emergency plans" to better posture their 
facilities, networks, and personnel in case 
of disastrous happenings. With the 
blending of advanced equipment config- 
urations and more highly trained human 
talent, many of these facilities are able 
to undertake heretofore implausible or 
unachievable tasks, either in anticipation 
of, or in response to, certain emergencies. 
Among these present-day capabilities is 
the creation of technology-manipulative 
"models" and often elaborate "scena- 
rios," which allow the EM cadre to study, 
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in advance, various courses of action for 
times of contingency. 
Typical of the "process," steps which 
might take place in practicing or refining 
a scenario at an analyst workstation are 
the following, described within an imag- 
ined setting: 
Station alert connoting suspected ter- 
rorist incursion-seizure of hostages at 
political rally to force announcement 
by major party candidate of support 
for "independence" of territorial en- 
tity. Initial action by Emergency Op- 
erations Center (EOC) as follows: 
Insert "11-1" (Interrogation Rou- 
tine covering hostage situations); 
review nature and sequence of 
questions. 
Retrieve from Country/Territory 
File "menu" of major compo- 
nents; then check current infor- 
mation under "Subversive" cat- 
egory, with emphasis on recent 
reports of "hit team" plans or 
movements. 
Insert known parameters of 
scheduled political rally: when, 
where, estimated attendance, se- 
curity precautions (both general 
and VIP-related. before and after 
arrangements affecting protec- 
tion of candidate and other key 
attendees). 
Contact Secret Service, local law 
enforcement authorities, and any 
other special security forces re- 
garding operational plans to be in 
effect, as well as table of orga- 
nization to be activated. 
Enter "Model File" and retrieve 
stage one model delineating se- 
quence of precautionary steps to 
be taken in such a scenario; in- 
cluded will be options governing 
size and dispositon of security 
control forces. 
Determine and insert in model, 
for further machine manipula- 
tion, possible variations in major 
schedule segments, with probable 
impact on role and location. 
Another kind of scenario which would 
have high relevance in an age when great 
numbers of toxic cargoes are in transit 
around the country and might well be 
played out in reality in a "special library" 
environment could include these ele- 
ments: 
Focal occurrence: in transit toxic release 
(railroad, highway, and barge). 
Assumptions: property loss (potentially 
significant); loss of life (variable); 
cleanup cost (considerable, to be 
shared by government or responsible 
carrier); frequency of occurrence 
(still rising). 
EOC preparatory action: 
a. Review of past incidents by type 
of release, geographical location, 
damage incurred. 
b. Review known, recurring move- 
ments by type of substance, 
route, record of carrier safety. 
c. Review roadbed, highway, and 
waterway condition and main- 
tenance data. 
d. Review jurisdictional controls af- 
fecting such materials' transfer. 
e. Review existing response and 
evacuation plans (state and local). 
The ability to incorporate realistic data 
into any type of "exercise" in most cases 
is contingent upon the imaginative ex- 
ertions of those who plan and execute 
such training. Admittedly, this is a time- 
consuming endeavor, but experience, 
gained from field testing, has indicated 
that such an expenditure of resources is 
warranted. Similarly, the development of 
computer-manipulated "models" was 
judged useful by a number of partici- 
pants in the congressionally sponsored 
technical forum, hearings, and workshop 
held in the early 1980s. 
Recent Initiatives 
During the 97th and 98th Congress, 
the Subcommittee on Investigations and 
Oversight, under the leadership of Rep- 
resentative (now Senator) Albert Gore, 
Jr., of the House Committee on Science 
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and Technology, undertook a multifa- 
ceted exploration of the role of infor- 
mation technology in emergency 
management. Early on, the chairman 
noted that: 
During these sessions, we shall continue 
to examine the great potential inherent in 
the "information technologies" of our 
time. Developments in computer hardware 
and software, and corollary progress in the 
telecommunications field, are often so 
rapid and diverse that even the experts in 
those fields are hard-pressed to keep cur- 
rent. The myriad networks and "watch 
centers" which exist to monitor and re- 
spond to a wide range of natural and tech- 
nological disasters must constantly be 
reevaluated and upgraded. 
Furthermore, the vital role of the human 
component in all of these sophisticated 
systems must be reassessed, and the full 
complement of experience, ingenuity, and 
intelligence brought to bear on the prob- 
lems of our times. Here, it becomes im- 
perative that the leadership responsible for 
emergency management, as well as the 
people on the firing line, be fully cognizant 
of these technologies' benefits and limi- 
tations. (8) 
The essence of the thematic goals 
enunciated and pursued by the Gore 
Subcommittee throughout its investiga- 
is found in these four areas: 
A grasp of the full range of natural 
and technological disasters; 
What technology can and cannot 
do; 
The overt and subtle interaction be- 
tween human beings and their in- 
novations; and 
The value of incremental improve- 
ments, when sweeping policy and 
program revamping is not possi- 
ble. (9) 
Commentary on some of the vital fac- 
ets of organizing and using emergency 
management capabilities, including per- 
ceptions about their components and op- 
erating characteristics, was made by 
experts in the field during the course of 
the congressional examination in the 
1981-1983 period. Six areas of para- 
mount, continuing interest elicited these 
comments. (10) 
First, an observation regarding the in- 
trinsic role of information technology in 
the emergency management environment 
and, even more importantly, the way in 
which humans must interact with it: 
The essential point that humans provide 
in an operational center, to paraphrase 
Tom Belden, is to act as a corporate mem- 
ory. They have to know who the people 
are, who knows what, at what point in 
time.. . no amount of technology can 
make up for the inadequacies of training, 
quality, motivation, and energized lead- 
ership. (Vincent J. Heyman, Planning Re- 
search Corporation, senior associate) 
The role of human beings in advanced 
EM systems drew this comment: 
. . . the human aspects of manning any cri- 
sis, whether it be civilian or military, is, in 
fact, the first order of importance, and that 
technology can facilitate, in fact it may be 
critical to, the carrying out of those func- 
tions by human beings. But without the 
human capability in the loop, nothing use- 
ful is going to happen. (Dr. Robert E. Kahn, 
DARPA administrator) 
Additional commentary focussed on 
the roles of such human resources and 
means of linking these through electronic 
mechanisms: 
[analysts located in different centers may 
be able to] . . . work with the same fairly 
complex models . . . agree or disagree on 
the list of assumptions that everyone is 
aware of, build scenarios and models out 
of a sort of common experience; the com- 
puter will make what has been essentially 
a manual and safe-drawer operation some- 
thing quite well-timed. (Albert G. Clark- 
son, consultant) 
The creating of "knowledge bases" for 
the EM decision makers elicited numer- 
ous, often incisive statements; the needs 
of these individuals "under the gun" 
properly were of central concern: 
In any large-scale civil emergency. . . we 
do not call it intelligence, but there are vast 
information requirements. . . . If they need, 
for example, information on the distribu- 
tion of population or the availability of 
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other assets in and near Mount St. Helens, 
that is intelligence. That includes damage 
assessment, which is commonly an intel- 
ligence responsibility in the military. . . 
the data base problem may be no worse 
on the civil side but has been given less 
focused attention in the past and is less 
unified in terms of the capacity to com- 
municate among the data bases. (Francis P. 
Hoeber, consultant) 
The nature and reliability of networks, 
both under normal and contingency con- 
ditions, also emerged as matters meriting 
consideration: 
You should have alternate routes to every 
path that you are going to take.. . you 
should have two gateways between every 
network at alternate sites. . . analysts use 
the files but they usually have backup 
methods for getting data, too. . . . As time 
goes on and they get more experience with 
the system, they will begin to rely upon it 
more and more . . . the further you get from 
the Washington area the more the people 
rely on the information since it is the only 
source they have. (George M. Hicken, gov- 
ernment system manager) 
And finally, the discussants turned 
their attention to a related key topic: fur- 
ther research and develo~ment must be 
carried out in such areas as data integra- 
tion, which would maximize the utility 
of computerized files. This capability 
would allow greatly expanded usage of 
these electronic repositories by an array 
of users: 
[there is a recognized] need for a comput- 
erized data base to provide the information 
needed for legislative and organizational 
actions which must be taken during the 
next 5 to 10 years. This information would 
encompass everything from the results of 
vulnerability studies. . . to resources in- 
ventories. (Robert D. Vessey, Red Cross 
administrator) 
A few important studies and related 
documentation have been produced in 
the past few years which represent a first 
look at this complex topic: 
1979-1980 A series of papers on a 
proposed Crisis and Emer- 
gency Management Infor- 
mation System (CEMIS), 
prepared by The MITRE 
Corporation. (11 ) 
1982 i?ie Role of Science and Tech- 
nology in Emergency Manage- 
ment, a project report by 
the National Research 
Council. (12) 
1982 FEMA Database Requirements 
Assessment and Resource Direc- 
tory Model, a project report 
by the Information Re- 
trieval Research Labora- 
tory. (13) 
1983 Computer Simulation in Emer- 
gency Planning, conference 
proceedings. (14) 
1984 Remote Sensing and the Private 
Sector, a technical memo- 
randum prepared by the 
Office of Technology As- 
sessment. (15) 
1984 In formation Technology for 
Emergency Management, a 
committee print prepared 
by the Congressional Re- 
search Service at the re- 
quest of the House Com- 
mittee on Science and 
Technology. (16) 
Other means exist, in literature and the 
media, for broadening both professional 
and public understanding of disasters 
and existing or projected coping mech- 
anisms. Veteran observers still recall, per- 
haps with bemusement, the reaction to 
Orson Welles' martian invasion broad- 
cast or the delight registered by those 
reading James Thurber's "The Day the 
Dam Broke." (17) Recent media offerings 
attracting widespread attention and com- 
ment have included such "docudramas" 
as "The Day After" (ABC, November 20, 
1983), "The Crisis Game" (ABC, Novem- 
ber 22-25, 1983), "Special Bulletin" 
(NBC, March 20, 1963), and "If I Were 
President" (ABC, August 6, 1980). 
Existing Between Our 
Imagination and Reality 
At this juncture in our civilization, 
with a great spate of emergencies caused 
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by the intricacies of our inventiveness, 
to say nothing of the yet uncontrolled 
population expansion and the countless 
problems resulting from unanticipated 
technological impacts on people and their 
institutions, there may well be a real need 
to rediscover in very pragmatic terms 
what is meant by "emergency manage- 
ment." It might seem to those of certain 
perceptions that all is under control, 
which may be the case in a few areas. 
But for the most part, our nation ap- 
 ears-in the words of one erudite com- 
mentator-to be "streaking into the 
future with its wonderful capacity for 
controlled negligence." (18) 
What is known definitely about our 
overall emergency management capabil- 
ity, particularly where the utilization of 
advanced information technologies is 
concerned? Through the recent strenuous 
efforts of the Federal Emergency Man- 
agement Agency (FEMA) and a growing 
number of responsible state and local 
governmental and information sector 
components, a far greater understanding 
of the benefits and limitations of using 
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computers and telecommunications (and 
related systems) has occurred. This en- 
hanced awareness reflects their roles in 
all four phases of emergency manage- 
ment: mitigation, prevention, response, 
and recovery. So rapidly is the inventory 
of information technologies expanding, 
however, that it has become increasingly 
difficult to stay abreast of even the most 
basic major improvements in these tech- 
nologies, much less their EM applica- 
tions. Already, not only the prog- 
nosticators, but the program planners, 
information scientists, and systems de- 
signers for tomorrow, are commencing to 
look at such developments as the follow- 
ing: 
Employment of advanced videotex 
systems, with their virtuosity in pre- 
senting both textual and graphic ma- 
terial; 
Console capacities within a complex 
of online equipment configured to 
optimize remote resources, is well as 
facilitate two-way "dialogue"; 
Sophisticated, technology simula- 
tion systems inherently capable of 
expediting and integrating the de- 
sign and scenario machinations of an 
interdisciplinary project team; 
The immense storage capacities of 
optical disk systems; 
Numerous ways in which a manned 
orbiting laboratory can monitor 
weather and geological patterns and 
occurrences; 
The performance of multipurpose 
vehicles with communications and 
data processing capabilities suffi- 
cient to function in normal or in ex- 
tremis circumstances and ensure 
responsive EM action; and 
Comprehensive satellite-supported 
networks that link far-flung com- 
munities or service elements, even in 
times of severe disruption. 
The durability and flexibility of emer- 
gency management systems are critical 
parameters for functional effectiveness. 
There is an upswing in simulations and 
actual exercising of certain crisis handling 
systems to test their execution of vital 
operations under stress. This constitutes 
one facet of "quality control," which can 
be a crucial underpinning for any such 
system. To many, if not most, with emer- 
gency management support responsibil- 
ities, the criterion is the delivery of needed 
information that is accurate, timely, com- 
prehensive (where possible), and relevant 
to the challenge at hand. The "system" 
or "tool" may be incidental, and if its 
performance is unreliable-whether in 
terms of linking networks or simply re- 
trieving a piece of key data-then the 
responsible office may opt to return to a 
simpler, more trustworthy, capability. In 
many quarters, library systems have 
come to realize that they face precisely 
the same challenges and options for ac- 
tion. 
While the presence or absence of a 
computer in an EOC or a networking ar- 
rangement with some external resource 
may affect, to a'degree, the effectiveness 
of such a facility, it is generally agreed 
that the key ingredient is the human being. 
It is this component, usually represented 
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by a team of persons who have trained 
together, that must cope with the situ- 
ation at hand. And all too often, when 
crises arise unexpectedly, the decision 
process is much like that characterized 
by William Allen White as: "that indef- 
inite, shifting, intangible series of 
hunches, guesses and hypothetical phan- 
tasms." (19) In emergencies involving 
natural forces (e.g., tornadoes, floods) or 
accidental actions, such as toxic spills, the 
responses required are often akin to those 
demanded in political imbroglios. Di- 
verse and conflicting human impressions 
that comprise the data that must be acted 
upon, sometimes along with at least tan- 
gentially useful background information, 
may be all that exist for the emergency 
manager besieged by intense advocates 
of opposing claims and decisions. Thus, 
the forward-looking library official, gov- 
ernmental manager, or private sector EM 
action person tries to anticipate whenever 
possible what might happen in that lo- 
cale, which information could be col- 
lected for utilization later, and how the 
inventory of equipment on hand can best 
be employed. 
The acquisition, verification, and 
transmittal of information has always 
been critical in meeting a variety of crises 
ranging from small-scale localized dis- 
asters to larger emergency situations af- 
fecting a wide geographic area. Infor- 
mation technology, as never before, has 
come to offer a wide range of potentials 
for enhancing the effectiveness of crisis 
organizations-both governmental insti- 
tutions and designated authorities within 
the ~r ivate  domain-as thev fulfill their 
responsibilities of providing for emer- 
gency warning and notification, situation 
assessment, decision making during 
crises, and dissemination of essential in- 
formation for responsive action. 
Illumination through Professional 
Perceptions 
The varied perspectives featured in this 
theme issue offer an invaluable and can- 
did illumination of disaster-type dilem- 
mas faced by librarians and their 
"information specialist" colleagues as 
they attempt to plan for and react to the 
emergencies of-and sometimes be- 
yond-their working milieu. 
A careful scrutiny of the emergency 
management profession and the incul- 
cation of requisite knowledge and skills 
through the curricula of the National 
Emergency Training Center's Learning 
Resource Center are the foci of Adele 
Chiesa's incisive piece. The outreach of 
this Federal Emergency Management 
Agency unit to attendees from across the 
country and the necessity of maintaining 
contact-in a variety of forms-with 
off-campus professionals have resulted 
in the creation of a "national library" for 
the EM community. Included are library 
and information services that embody 
both traditional and innovative proce- 
dures, products, and information transfer 
systems. 
Noting correctly that the utilization of 
"fictional accounts often present com- 
monly held ideas about life's problems" 
with a telling trenchancy, Ted Sheldon 
and Gordon Hendrickson-drawing upon 
their respective roles as director of li- 
braries for UMKC and associate director 
for the Western Historical Manuscript 
Collection (Kansas City)-reflect upon 
emergency situations presented on tele- 
vision (e.g., Testament) and in novels (e.g., 
Alas, Babylon). Transitioning to a discus- 
sion of academic libraries in emergency 
situations, the authors focus on a pair of 
concepts, the "limited vision concept" 
and the more expansive "maximum op- 
portunity concept." Linkages with other 
libraries through consortia, allowing ful- 
fillment of a vital response role during 
crises, are emphasized. 
From the vantage point of a leader in 
the world of emergency managment, who 
has developed a widely used, online 
"Emergency Information System," Jim 
Morentz chooses to focus on the failure 
of many libraries to recognize the risks 
which exist and the opportunities avail- 
able to minimize them by using existing 
emergency management computer soft- 
ware to improve preparedness and re- 
sponsiveness. Also, the versatility of such 
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computerized support systems allows 
their utilization in designing renovations, 
considering storage options, and prepar- 
ing special displays and exhibits. Stan- 
dardization and interchangeabilitv of 
- 
emergency plans among libraries and 
other mission-related information cen- 
ters form a final focus of this thought- 
provoking commentary. 
State Librarian of California Gary 
Strong brings forth in penetrating fashion 
a problem of undeniable pragmatism in- 
volving rodent incursion, and, from this 
springboard, goes on to highlight admi- 
rably the "incredible resources" that 
must be managed within the California 
community if future generations are to 
be served. His discussion of special vres- 
ervation endeavors, such as tce " ~ e d  Tag 
Rescue" Project, facilities reclamation, 
and demands on staff, will strike familiar 
chords for those plagued with like prob- 
lems. 
Members of Congress rely on timely 
and factual information in order to make 
sound decisions. In "Notes from a 
Congressional Informer," Lynne McCay, 
the senior team leader of Congressional 
Reader Services for the Congressional 
Research Service of the Library of Con- 
gress, discusses the role of information 
in emergency management, the impor- 
tance of the informed legislator, and the 
responsibilities of the individuals who 
provide the information. 
The importance of carefully delineated 
emergency planning within a corporation 
such as EXXON can hardly be gainsaid, 
and in the article by the quintet of cor- 
porate authors led by Beth Soled there is 
a useful exposition of those procedures 
and processes developed "to meet gov- 
ernmental regulations and to safeguard 
its own investments." In addition, the pa- 
per describes in useful, illustrative fash- 
ion the information technologies em- 
ployed in handling both internally 
generated and published information, as 
well as how such information is used to 
prevent or respond to emergencies. 
County librarianship has its own array 
of challenges, as noted by Agnes Griffen, 
who strives to shape the density of a 
hyperactive system within a large met- 
ropolitan area. Employing the simulative 
moniker for this jurisdiction of "Druid 
County," the author proceeds to develop 
an "Emergency Management Planning 
and Disaster Preparedness Program." By 
using formal recommendations, interac- 
tive memoranda, and other typical bu- 
reaucratic devices, the evolution of this 
EM support capability is presented with 
effect. 
The unique nature of the Pikes Peak 
Library District's multifaceted capabili- 
ties is related with clarity and insight by 
Lynn Magrath and Ken Dowlin, who 
serve as its deputy director and director, 
respectively. In working with a series of 
key agencies and organizations (e.g., the 
U.S. Air Force Academy, The Urban 
League), the library has effectively cre- 
ated a "network of community infor- 
mation." Online service to the commu- 
nity resource files was instituted in 
1978-the first library in the country to 
achieve this level of support. Finally, the 
authors postulate the creation of a 
"Clearinghouse for Emergency Informa- 
tion," which would enhance emergency 
preparedness and complement existing 
EM resources serving the region. 
Thus, the peruser of these often inter- 
locking commentaries is treated not only 
to factual descriptions of how librarians 
across the spectrum are actually design- 
ing and implementing responsive emer- 
gency management services and systems, 
but additionally is being proffered a 
somewhat kaleidoscopic view of the phil- 
osophical landscape in which these 
mechanisms are generated and operated. 
Even a cursory reading of these imagi- 
native and often quite personal exposi- 
tions raises certain questions that must be 
faced and answers hopefully devised: 
Have priorities been determined for 
the creation, maintenance, and use 
of those essential information files 
and related library services which 
should be available to key decision 
makers before, during, or in the 
aftermaths of emergencies? 
Will reliable, and if required, "se- 
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cure" communications be available 
for transmission of vital information 
between corporate or community 
elements (such as libraries or medical 
units)? 
Is there a current, valid, long-range 
plan addressing extant EM concepts 
and plans as they relate to the scope 
and nature of "watch centers," net- 
works, libraries-including viable 
linkages among them-and their 
most complete use by responsible 
personnel? 
Has the optimum use of paper 
or computer-supported simulations, 
along with the actual exercising of 
personnel, equipment, and infor- 
mation support systems, been stud- 
ied and plans for their operational 
utilization developed? 
Have orientation and concomitant 
training courses, especially at the 
state and local level, been estab- 
lished on a continuing basis so that 
librarians and allied information 
specialists can really conceive of 
their emergency roles? 
The essence of these questions as re- 
gards systematic preparedness for the un- 
known or, at best, inadequately known 
disasters that may beset us is an age-old 
concern. Twenty-five years ago the use 
of the so-called "systems approach" was 
in great vogue. Lessons were learned 
through its use in the aerospace, military, 
and intelligence establishments, and, in 
some instances, this "wisdom" was 
transferred to the civil sector for further 
benefit. The underlying importance of 
this strategem was considered by the Na- 
tional Commission on Technology, Au- 
tomation, and Economic Progress in its 
1966 report: 
In short, what a systems approach implies 
is comprehensive planning so that we can 
trace out the effects, progressive and re- 
gressive, of any set of choices and decisions 
upon all other relevant decisions. (20) 
In an age fraught wth uncertainty and 
turmoil, those professionals charged with 
ensuring stability and an extension of our 
civilization complete with its knowledge 
into an indefinite future must utilize our 
precious information and human re- 
sources. They must find, in such parlous 
times, that "balance of life" about which 
James Michener wrote in his epic Space, 
wherein that consists of 
. . . handling in real time those problems 
which cannot be delayed, then recalling 
more significant data during periods of re- 
flection, when long-term decisions can be 
developed. (21) 
Implicit in this opportunity and excru- 
ciating challenge is an opportunity for the 
display of humankind's ingenuity and 
industry and a masterful melding of that 
human reasoning and innovative tech- 
nology which will ensure our survival 
and well-being. 
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Glossary of Selected Terms of 
Key Information Technologies 
Prepared by Robert Lee Chartrand 
Information and its associated technologies can play 
a vital role in assisting managers to respond rapidly 
and effectively to natural and man-made emergencies. 
In recent years, decision makers have become ever de- 
pendent on information technology in handling diverse 
crises, such as nuclear accidents, oil spills, and haz- 
ardous waste disposal. A s  computer and communications 
technologies advance and costs decrease, their uses in 
emergency management are likely to expand. The fol- 
lowing selective list of definitions includes examples of 
information technology that currently may be used by 
various libraries in emergency management situations. 
Computer-An electronic machine ca- 
pable of processing numbers and letters 
of the alphabet for many different pur- 
poses. 
Computer graphics-Digital creation of 
information displays. 
Computer network-The use of a net- 
work to link computers together so that 
they can share a workload or allow users 
connected via terminals to a particular 
computer to have access to facilities and 
services provided by other computers in 
the network. 
Computer-output microfilm (C0M)- 
The transfer of information from a com- 
puter to microfilm through an interme- 
diate photographic advice. 
Data banks-Large accumulated files of 
information in machine-readable form 
for subsequent access by users via a com- 
puter. 
Electronic message system (EMS)- 
Sometimes called electronic message ser- 
vices. A generic term used to describe 
computer-based message systems, such 
as electronic mail, for example. 
Electronic printing-The coupling of in- 
formation stored on a magnetic tape with 
high-speed photocomposition machines 
that automatically set type for printing. 
Facsimile-The optical scanning of a 
page of printed or graphic information, 
its transmission over communication 
lines, and its faithful reproduction at a 
distant receiving location. 
Hardware-A term used to define the 
physical components of a computer, as 
contrasted with software. that defines 
logical functions implemented as coding 
in a program. 
Information networks-The intercon- 
nection of a geographically dispersed 
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group of libraries and information centers 
through telecommunications, for the 
purpose of sharing their total information 
resources among more people. 
Microcomputer-The term "microcom- 
puter," which was first used to denote a 
subclass of minicomputers dedicated to 
single tasks and seldom if ever repro- 
grammed, has become a distinct category. 
Microcomputers are sometimes called 
"single chip LSI processors," "component 
processors," or "stand alone" systems to 
provide added capabilities to standard 
computing installations and to enhance 
logical functions for noncomputer prod- 
ucts, e.g., specialized television display, 
including videodisc. 
Picture phone-A new device that per- 
mits you to see the person you are calling 
when making a telephone call. 
Software-The collection of man-writ- 
ten solutions and specific instructions 
needed to solve problems with a com- 
puter. All documents needed to guide the 
operation of a computer, e g ,  manuals, 
programs, flowcharts, etc. 
Telecommunications-A term pertaining 
to the communication by electric or elec- 
tronic means and/ or the transmission of 
signals over long distances, such as by 
telegraph, radio, or television. Telecom- 
munications in a broader sense includes 
not only the technical aspects of trans- 
mission, but also such aspects as the de- 
velopment of messages and programs and 
studies of audiences. 
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Identifying the Emergency 
Management Profession 
Adele M. Chiesa 
In building an emergency management library col- 
lection, providing technical data on all natural and tech- 
nological hazards becomes secondary, within a training 
institution, to identifying common interests, methods, 
and systems found at  the federal, state, and local level 
when responding to and planning for disasters and 
crises. These mutual goals, problems, and processes 
unify emergency management as a profession and help 
identify the skills public officials must possess in order 
to protect their citizens and maintain a safe environ- 
ment. 
T HE National Emergency Training Center (NETC), located in Em- mitsburg, Maryland, is the train- 
ing directorate of the Federal Emergency 
Management Agency (FEMA). It pro- 
vides emergency management training 
and education programs for federal, state, 
and local personnel. These programs are 
delivered on site at NETC and also 
through a field system at the state and 
local level throughout the country. 
There is an emphasis on "profession- 
alization" in the two schools at NETC- 
the National Fire Academy (NFA) and 
the Emergency Management Institute 
(EMI) (see figure 1). Both NFA and EM1 
include "executive development" courses 
in their curriculum. What is emergency 
management? Who is the emergency 
management professional? What skills 
do these professionals need in order to 
be effective? How do they become and 
remain leaders in their fire departments, 
police departments, city councils, and 
other governmental organizations? 
I did not intend to be deliberately phil- 
osophical when I asked myself these 
questions several years ago. What I 
thought was going to be the beginning 
of a wonderful, uncomplicated relation- 
ship with a library for a narrow and easily 
identifiable field turned into a challenge 
not only to support with information an 
emerging profession but also to distill 
those common interests that unify an 
overwhelmingly diverse occupation. 
As its name indicates, the NETC 
Learning Resource Center (LRC) upholds 
its mission to support curricula. Students 
are our primary patrons. I rely on our 
instructors and course developers for in- 
formation on new courses, revised in- 
structional methods, a change in class 
assignments, and a myriad of other ed- 
ucational plans, programs, and objec- 
tives. This exchange of information is 
constant and is both formal and informal. 
It also involves more than just a list of 
course titles. But for the moment let us 
oversimplify and base all collection de- 
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Figure 1. Training and Fire Programs Directorate/ 
National Emergency Training Center (NETC) 
Training and Fire Programs 
Directorate/National Emergency 
Training Center (NETC) 
I 
National 
Fire Academy 
r 
Office of 
Management & Administration 
I 
I Emergency Management Institute I 
I 
Office of 
Programs and Academics 
Resident Programs 
Division 
Field Programs 
Division 
velopment activities in specific subject 
areas on the following NETC course 
menu: 
Emergency Management Instihh 
Microcomputer Application in Emer- 
gency Management 
Nuclear Weapons Accident Workshop 
Formulating Public Policy in Emer- 
gency Management 
Radiological Emergency Preparedness 
Developing Volunteer Resources 
Fundamentals of Natural Hazards 
Management 
Hazardous Materials Contingency 
Planning 
Fallout Shelter Analysis 
Natural Hazard Mitigation (Inland) 
Non-Structural Earthquake Hazard 
Mitigation for Hospitals & Other 
Health Care Facilities 
Executive Development for Emergency 
Program Managers 
Comprehensive Emergency 
Management Programs 
Division ! H Executive Programs Division I 
Technical Programs 
Division 
Hydrologic & Hydraulic Concepts of 
Flood Insurance Studies 
Methods and Techniques of Adult 
Learning 
Temporary Housing Program Work- 
shop 
Evacuation Planning and Response 
National Fire Academy 
Fire/Arson Investigation 
Strategic Analysis of Fire Department 
Operations 
Interpersonal Dynamics in Fire Service 
Organizations 
Fire Service Leadership Communica- 
tions 
Management of Emergency Medical 
Services 
Management of Fire Prevention Pro- 
grams 
Fire Prevention Specialist I 
Plans Review for Inspectors 
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Fire Executive Development I11 
Fire Service Financial Management 
- 
Fire Service Information Management 
Fire Service Instructional Methodology 
Hazardous Materials Tactical Consid- 
erations 
Chemistry of Hazardous Materials 
This is not a complete list of NETC 
courses. The titles themselves indicate 
the main subject content of the classes. 
But a course, for example, like the Fire 
Executive Development I11 (NFA) also 
covers equal employment opportunity is- 
sues, group process, organizational de- 
velopment and effectiveness, and data 
collection and use. In all this, there is a 
body of knowledge that forms the foun- 
dation of a profession. 
The LRC opened in January 1980. 
Since then, it has gradually acquired a 
role as a "national library" on emergency 
management. Information requests (see 
figure 2) are accepted via a toll-free num- 
ber (1-800-638-1821), and two special 
collections-the Emergency Manage- 
ment Information Center (EMIC) and the 
Arson Resource Center (ARC)-have 
been established to specifically serve 
"off-campus" users. The standard fare of 
interlibrary-loan, ready-reference, and 
referrals are complemented with limited 
bibliographic support and document de- 
livery. At least a corner of emergency 
management's "universe of knowledge" 
can be provided just for the asking. Like 
the NETC curriculum, information re- 
quests from the public cover a range of 
subject matter, and, like NETC students, 
off-campus patrons are also diverse- 
city managers, mayors, fire chiefs, police 
chiefs, trainers, lawyers, doctors, educa- 
tors, and students. The general public 
throws us the added complication of age. 
A second grader calls and wants to write 
an essay on home fire drills. Does the 
LRC have any information on residential 
fire safety? 
At first, I thought that the best way to 
build a library collection and design in- 
formation services was to simply identify 
all the hazards that FEMA could respond 
to and that NETC might base a curric- 
ulum on presently and in the future. 
Technologically, humankind has dem- 
onstrated that there is no end to our dis- 
aster-creating abilities. The evidence of 
this is found in places like Bhopal, Love 
Canal, Three Mile Island, Chernobyl, and 
many others. Natural disasters, while for 
the most part are "identified," challenge 
us with their intensity, probability, and 
area of impact. There appears to be no 
limit on the variety of events that can 
cause a local, state;or federal government 
to mobilize its resources to protect its cit- 
izens. But while the disasters and the 
people responding to those disasters are 
heterogeneous, the processes involved in 
emergency management have many ho- 
mogeneous elements and are inherently 
proactive and not reactive. Providing in- 
formation on the generic process of emer- 
gency management is the only reasonable 
method for handling the full spectrum of 
knowledge on natural and technological 
hazards. 
Briefly examining some specific haz- 
ards can illustrate this point further. The 
LRC's catalog has plenty of entries on 
earthquake preparedness and fewer on 
seismology; plenty on fire department 
management and fewer on combustion 
science and toxicology; plenty on haz- 
ardous materials transvortation and 
fewer on organic chemistry. There are 
also emergency management key words 
that cross all hazards and assist in iden- 
tifying the appropriate information to in- 
clude in the LRC collection: public 
education, prevention, risk analysis, 
planning, preparedness, relocation, mo- 
bilization, mass casualty, triage, proba- 
bility, public information, emergency 
operations center, exercises and drills, 
continuity of government, evacuation, 
public awareness, etc. 
Reference service demands on the LRC 
reflect the distinction between the highly 
technical information on emergencies 
and hazards and the more practical in- 
formation needed, such as the following: 
How can a fire department form a 
hazardous materials response team? 
What safety and protection meth- 
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Figure 2. lnformation Request Form 
National Emergency Training Center 
Learning Resource Center 
Ernmitsburg, Maryland 2 1727 
lnformation Request 
REQUESTOR: DATE: 
Send to (if different): 
PHONE: 
TELEPHONE # USED 
REQUEST TAKEN BY: TO CALL US: 
AFFILIATION: 
- USFA - OP&A - NFA - M&A - EM1 - CONTRACTOR - FEMA 
- FEDERAL GOVERNMENT -. EDUCATIONAL ORGANIZATION - FIRE DEPARTMENT 
- STATE GOVERNMENT - NONPROFIT ORGANIZATION - NONAFFILIATED 
- LOCAL GOVERNMENT - COMMERCIAL ORGANIZATION - FOREIGN 
- FORMER STUDENT -_ CURRENT STUDENT - OTHER (specify) 
REQUEST FOR SERVICES: 
1. lnformation required (topics) 
2. Completion date: Completed by: Hours taken: 
Record information sources sent on back of this sheet or attach to letter request. 
ods, policies, and procedures exist 
for first responders? 
What are the code requirements and 
standards for mobile home and 
trailer parks? 
What is an arson task force? 
Are sample evacuation plans avail- 
able, and how does one go about es- 
tablishing a plan for a community? 
Are any sample job descriptions for 
a civil defense/emergency program 
manager available? 
What kind of special care do the el- 
derly require after a disaster? 
. How many firefighters died in the 
line of duty in 1984? 
The emergency management profes- 
sional that the NETC LRC comes in con- 
tact with everyday is a person who must 
prepare for the worst, must inform the 
public on how likely it is that the worst 
will happen, and must effectively ad- 
minister and manage all the resources 
that must mobilize when the worst does 
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occur. In the age of shrinking revenues, 
the last requires innovation and creativ- 
ity. These professionals are just as inter- 
ested in fine tuning their management 
skills as they are in learning about the 
latest improvements in severe weather 
prediction. 
For the LRC, necessity has created a 
thesaurus (see figure 3), extensive ver- 
tical files, and an NETC periodical index. 
These internal resources, combined with 
commercially available bibliographic and 
cataloging datebases, have taken some of 
the pain out of accessing emergency 
management information. There will al- 
ways be, as with any "special" library, 
Figure 3. Thesaurus (Sample Page) 
labeling 
BT: hazards identification 
RT: placarding 
labor and laboring classes 
RT: manpower 
labor contracts 
UF: collective labor agreements 
BT: contracts 
labor law and legislation 
UF: right-to-work legislation 
labor management negotiations 
USE: collective bargaining 
labor management relations 
RT: collective bargaining 
labor unions 
strikes 
labor unions 
RT: collective bargaining 
labor management relations 
laboratories 
UF: research laboratories 
testing laboratories 
RT: research 
ladders 
NT: aerial ladders 
BT: escape means 
firefighting equipment 
SYMBOLS 
El T = broader terms 
N T = narrower terms 
RT = related terms 
UF = use for ("use for" term indicated) 
USE = use ("use" term indicated) 
the need for persistently discovering and 
creating new ways to systematically ac- 
quire and identify publications in the rel- 
evant subject areas. My persistence has 
admittedly waned steadily in this area. 
Some of the best emergency management 
audiovisuals and publications are locally 
produced, are not accessed by any stan- 
dard bibliographic sources, and are pro- 
duced in limited quantitites. They are 
captured for the LRC usually through 
NETC students and other personal con- 
tacts and networks with emergency man- 
agement personnel. More importantly, 
how many of these items are missed and 
never shared? 
Curriculum plans, student demands, 
and inquiries from the general public 
provide the linkage that brings the di- 
versity together and, paradoxically, 
makes the variety almost commonplace. 
Emergency management and, in its own 
way, I hope, the NETC LRC builds 
bridges between the seismologists and 
the disaster plan writers; between the 
chemical engineers and the hazardous 
materials transportation industry; be- 
tween the architects and the fire inspec- 
tors. The second grader who wants 
information on home fire drills and the 
police chief who needs a model plan for 
an emergency operations center are in the 
final analysis looking for the same 
thing-information on how to keep their 
own part of the environment safe. This 
common goal identifies emergency man- 
agers as a group and further establishes 
the body of professional literature affil- 
iated with them and their critical re- 
sponsibilities. 
Adele M. Chiesa is the chief of the 
Learning Resource Center at the Na- 
tional Emergency Training Center 
(NETC) and has been with the Federal 
Emergency Management Agency since 
the agency was established in 1979. 
Chiesa has established libraries for 
NETC, as well as for the National Fire 
Academy (NFA), where she was pre- 
viously employed. 
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Emergency Management and 
~cademic  Library Resources 
Ted P. Sheldon 
Gordon 0. Hendrickson 
In the face of emergencies, breadth of vision tends 
to contract, narrowing the range of responses. As emer- 
gency managers ask "where can information be lo- 
cated as quickly as possible, and how can it be brought 
to bear on the problem at  hand?," they should turn to  
academic libraries to  expand horizons, widen the vision 
of the possible, and thereby increase their understand- 
ing and knowledge. In this context, academic libraries 
serve as gateways through which information from 
their collections, the faculty of their institutions, and 
ultimately the whole of the academic community may 
be tapped to  manage emergencies successfully. 
F ICTIONAL accounts often present commonly held ideas about life's problems in language and through 
plots which most Americans understand 
and appreciate. Emergencies and emer- 
gency management (I) are no exception. 
Fictional treatments of emergency man- 
agement raise questions about the limi- 
tations of the human intellect, the nature 
of information resources, and the em- 
ployment of those resources. The real- 
life response to emergency situations all 
too often follows the patterns depicted 
in Testament, The Day Afler, and Galapagos. 
In the recent, popular movie Testament, 
(2) a moderate-sized community in 
northern California confronts nuclear 
war and its consequences. Minimal ef- 
forts have been made to mitigate the im- 
pact. In horror, the residents of the town 
come to realize what has happened to 
them and to the rest of the world. Grad- 
ually, they become aware of the mag- 
nitude of their own emergency. Using an 
elderly hobbyist's short-wave trans- 
ceiver, they make contact with a few oth- 
ers in a world fragmented into isolated 
inhabited enclaves. The psychological 
pressures mount as the effects of radia- 
tion poisoning relentlessly kill the people 
of the town. Soon static is the only re- 
sponse to calls on the short-wave set. 
As the crisis deepens, and the search 
for methods to manage the situation pro- 
ceeds, no one makes an effort to expand 
his knowledge or to consult library re- 
sources. Other than the Bible, no one 
consults books or information sources of 
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any kind. The citizens of the town bury 
their dead, draw closer together, and help 
each other. Their information base is lim- 
ited to what they can remember, or what 
one of the town doctors can recall about 
radiation poisoning. Even their efforts to 
contact the outside world are only di- 
rected toward learning if anyone else is 
alive. 
A recent, though not so well received, 
television drama, The Day Afler, (3)  pre- 
sents another nuclear "emergency," this 
time an attack on Kansas City, Missouri, 
and Lawrence, Kansas, 50 miles to the 
west. In the period before the attack, in- 
formation, by inference, is used only to 
create the nuclear attack itself. Mitigation 
efforts accomplish little more than the 
identification of shelters from which 
people emerge to confront Armageddon. 
Again, the perspective of survivors only 
narrows as grief, suffering, and ever- 
present death blunt and destroy any rea- 
soned search for data upon which a re- 
sponse may be based and a recovery 
process begun. No one, not even those in 
the health center one block away, makes 
an effort to get to the vast resources of 
the University of Kansas' libraries, lo- 
cated in Lawrence. 
Kurt Vonnegut, whose view of hu- 
mankind's intellect has never been flat- 
tering, describes the beginning of World 
War 111 in Galapagos. (4) Speaking from 
one million years in the future, the nar- 
rator scorns human abilities by calling 
humans "the big brains," so conceited 
about their mental capacities, so sure of 
themselves. Information, a comvonent of 
technology, is pictured as a neutral force, 
neither inherently good nor bad. "The big 
brains" think they control it with their 
intellect, but World War I11 begins de- 
spite their self-assured belief that they 
control their destiny. Information in the 
hands of "the big brains" results in the 
creation of sophisticated weapons which 
have objectified warfare. And yet the use 
of these weapons appeals only to the un- 
acknowledged animal instincts still a part 
of human nature. "The biz brains" suc- 
- 
cumb to these instincts and come within 
a hair of destroying all humankind. The 
misuse of information has caused the 'emergency, " 
not mitigated against it. 
In the aftermath of World War 111, 
eight young native girls from the heart 
of the Amazon jungle, who have never 
before had contact with "the big brains," 
save humankind from extinction. Their 
reproductive abilities save the race-in- 
formation plays no role in this severely 
constricted response and recovery effort. 
These three commentaries present 
commonly perceived misconceptions 
about the nature of mankind and infor- 
mation, and suggest the need to examine 
the value and uses of information and 
libraries in emergency situations. 
Libraries, particularly academic librar- 
ies, and the information resources they 
offer generally are not consulted in emer- 
gency situations, probably because they 
are perceived as serving only the faculty 
and students of their parent institutions. 
Thus, academic libraries occupy a posi- 
tion apart from the mainstream. Ironi- 
cally, they often are perceived to be 
strangely distant and oddly unknown 
even among the very faculty and stu- 
dents they are chartered to serve. In the 
context of emergency management, then, 
what is an academic library and what is 
its role? 
Two concepts appear to dominate 
thought about the nature of academic li- 
braries. The first, which may be called 
the "limited vision concept," strongly 
emphasizes preserving the past, with an 
emphasis on books, periodicals, and, to a 
lesser extent, other printed matter. In- 
cluded are works of the very recent past 
which have a recreational function, or 
which are used in making business and 
other decisions. The fundamental ques- 
tion for emergency managers operating 
within this concept is as follows: "What 
does this particular library have within 
its walls?" The horizon of ~ossibilities is 
circumscribed, and the range of infor- 
mation which users think is available re- 
mains equally circumscribed. Librarians 
have, of course, made sure that the best 
collections, the best indexes, the best cir- 
culation policies, and the fastest acqui- 
sitions and cataloging procedures make 
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such a library as current and informative 
as possible. But the concept itself limits 
the horizons of both library and infor- 
mation users and librarians. No matter 
how efficient and effective a library may 
be, the users and the librarians look only 
to the library's own internal information 
resources. In emergency situations, the 
limited horizons implicit in this concept 
converge with the natural tendency to 
narrow the search for effective responses. 
A wider concept of what academic li- 
braries do, and what they can be, is re- 
quired if academic libraries are to fulfill 
their possible roles in emergency man- 
agement situations. The "maximum op- 
portunity concept," though far from new, 
provides expanded opportunities to meet 
emergency situations successfully. At its 
heart, this concept first asks, "Where can 
information be located as quickly as pos- 
sible, and how can it be brought to bear 
on the ~roblem at hand?" Here the role 
of the academic library focuses on the 
questions of access to information and 
the expanded use of professional staff to 
locate and deliver needed information. 
What the individual library holds in its 
collections remains of great importance. 
Naturally, reference specialists will uti- 
lize their in-house resources to aid in 
emergency containment situations prior 
to availing themselves of other resources 
in their institution or their community. 
After those resoures have been consulted, 
the academic library staff members use 
available communications systems and 
technologies to locate other materials and 
information sources. 
By utilizing this concept, the academic 
library's role in emergency management 
changes. It becomes a gateway through 
which all the resources of its parent in- 
stitution and other academic institutions, 
as well as its own informational re- 
sources, now flow. Now the library be- 
comes a factor which widens vision, 
perspective, and opportunity in the face 
of emergency situations. It serves to 
counteract the inherent narrowing and 
limiting tendencies which such situations 
generate. 
The academic library's rightful role is 
to expand horizons, widen the vision of 
the possible, and thereby increase un- 
derstanding and knowledge. An aca- 
demic library's responsibility is not 
limited simply to its first level of users, 
the faculty and staff of its parent insti- 
tution; it has the opportunity, indeed the 
obligation, to contribute to the successful 
management of emergency situations. 
Within the context of this "maximum 
opportunity concept," and the gateway 
role which the academic library should 
assume, what can academic libraries pro- 
vide to assist in managing emergency sit- 
uations? It becomes a multifaceted 
organization drawing on its own re- 
sources, its extended information net- 
work, and the faculty of its parent 
institution. 
Within its holdings, a variety of in- 
formation sources exist. A partial listing 
of information types that an academic 
library can provide would include, but is 
not limited to, the following items. 
Maps. Most academic libraries either 
own or have knowledge of a wide variety 
of maps showing a multitude of rela- 
tionships and placements. Especially 
common are road atlases, including early 
editions showing roads now superseded. 
Less common, but not less valuable in 
some types of emergencies, are topo- 
graphic, soil, and related maps showing 
the physical geography of an area, the 
lay of the land, watercourses, rock for- 
mations, soil type, and related informa- 
tion which help determine where 
pollutants will flow, how porous the soil 
is, and what its absorptive capacity is. 
Specialized types of maps will show such 
information as the location of sewers, un- 
derground and above ground communi- 
cations and telephone networks, 
electrical systems and grids, computer 
networking systems, tunnels used for a 
variety of purposes, flood patterns and 
intensities, water mains and systems, 
sanitary disposal systems, weather pat- 
terns and intensities, pipelines and gas 
transmission lines, highway load limits, 
mass transit systems, water depth, break- 
water, and levee placement and size. 
Historical maps have particular im- 
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portance because they will show what is 
no longer visible. Early maps, which lum- 
bering and mining companies drew, may 
identify logging or other infrequently 
used or even forgotten roads. Railroad 
company records may include maps of 
abandoned rights-of-way, and topo- 
graphical maps may indicate the routes 
of abandoned irrigation canals, diverted 
streams, and proposed, but unused, dam 
sites. For example, the Sanborn Fire In- 
surance maps show, among other things, 
the locations of buildings, railroad track- 
age, and street patterns in the late 19th 
and early 20th centuries. In contrast, sat- 
ellite-based remote sensing projects, such 
as EROS and Landsat. continue to Dro- 
duce specialized maps showing in detail 
weather patterns, temperatures, and 
other data, often over a significant period 
of time. 
Architectural drawings. The archive and 
manuscri~t collections housed with ac- 
ademic libraries often contain architects' 
drawings originally used to plan and con- 
struct buildings. Access to these design 
documents for specific buildings provides 
information on the structural support of 
the building, the specifications mandated 
and used during construction, the loca- 
tions of electrical Dower conduits, water 
and sanitation pipes, floor loading fac- 
tors, and other information essential to 
handling a variety of emergency situa- 
tions. When a major museum suffered a 
flooded basement, architectural drawings 
and maps of the city's water system aided 
in locating a major shut-off valve to stop 
the flow of water and to minimize the 
damage during a local emergency. 
Architectural plans frequently yield 
information useful to emergency man- 
agers. Foundation plans for buildings 
may include information about the sub- 
soil and the bedrock of an area that en- 
gineers obtained from core samples taken 
during the building's planning phase. 
Local government documents. Noncurrent 
documents produced by local govern- 
ments often find a home in the govern- 
ment documents departments of 
academic libraries. As a part of the plan- 
ning and delivery of services to citizens, 
local governmental bodies often produce 
detailed reports and plans which analyze 
options and make recommendations that 
are carried out with local funding. These 
documents, and the appendixes accom- 
panying them, often provide data re- 
garding fire protection facilities, water 
system capacities, problems encountered 
in providing a wide range of social ser- 
vices, and numerous other subjects. Fre- 
quently they contain studies performed 
by private and public organizations in- 
volved in the awarding of contracts. They 
also relate the reasoning used to reach 
conclusions, and that reasoning may well 
be as important in the mitigation process 
of emergency management as any other 
information gathered. 
- 
State and federal government documents. State 
and federal dollars have been used to 
fund a multitude of studies ranging from 
the psychology of deprivation to uses of 
lasers. The academic library is often the 
repository for those documents. In ad- 
dition, the academic library most likely 
will have the indexing systems and ex- 
pertise needed to find needed informa- 
tion quickly. Owing to the limited 
bibliographic control available for state 
documents, the academic library often 
offers invaluable experience needed to 
find relevant material. 
Archival and rnanuscrivt sources. Research 
institutions often preserve local and in- 
stitutional documents of considerable 
value in emergency situations. Faculty 
research files preserved in an institution's 
archive may contain considerable infor- 
mation that was gathered but never pub- 
lished. For example, a geologist's study 
of underground storage facilities in a 
given area may have summary results in 
~ublished form. but research files will 
include additional data on location of un- 
derground facilities, characteristic~ of the 
space, and the physical and geographic 
relationships of the various underground 
facilities. Likewise, the academic library's 
local history manuscript collection may 
have acquired the local spelunker soci- 
ety's records. These files may include 
data on area caves, their nature, location, 
and relationship to one another, as well 
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as information on their geology not avail- 
able from any other source. 
Reference sources. The ability to access in- 
formation quickly becomes a more vital 
function of academic libraries with every 
passing day. As a consequence, they have 
expanded the number of indexes, ab- 
stracting services, bibliographies, hand- 
books, and other types of reference 
sources. Following the gateway concept, 
reference services concentrate on learning 
what exists and where in the world it is 
located, as well as providing service di- 
rectly from owned collections. Depend- 
ing on the research and instructional 
programs they support, academic refer- 
ence services will include the use of thou- 
sands of computer databases producing 
citations for information held in numer- 
ous countries, which is quickly available 
through telefacsimile transmission. 
The corpus of published research in 
nearly all subjects may be had through 
academic reference research staff. Ref- 
erence to the in-house collections and in- 
formation resources of the academic 
library does not exhaust its ability to re- 
spond in emergency situations. Because 
they play central roles in the institutions 
thev serve. academic librarians are fa- 
miliar with the subject interests and re- 
search strengths of the faculty and staff. 
This knowledge allows them to link 
stated information needs arising from all 
phases of emergency management with 
faculty and staff expertise in appropriate 
areas. In numerous situations, librarians 
have linked teaching and research faculty 
with emergency planners and managers, 
such as in the following cases: 
1. A major spill of PCBs within a 
building leads to a call for infor- 
mation and assistance to a nearby 
academic library. The librarian con- 
nects the emergency manager with 
a faculty member whose research 
field is the control and cleanup of 
PCB contaminants. 
2. The spread of rabies among popu- 
lations of bats threatens other ani- 
mals and ultimately humans. Few 
in the community are aware that a 
biologist on the local university fac- 
ulty has done extensive research on 
bats. Fortunately, the science spe- 
cialist at the institution's library is 
aware of this fact, and connects con- 
cerned local officials with this val- 
uable information source. As a 
result, a serious medical emergency 
is handled knowledgeably, and an 
ongoing relationship between biol- 
ogy department faculty and public 
health officials is established. 
3. When faced with a possible inflow 
of airborne pollutants that could ad- 
versely affect the health of area cit- 
izens, the local emergency manager 
contacts the university library, 
whose archivist locates a research 
report containing vital information 
on prevailing wind conditions. 
In these examples, the academic library 
utilizes campusresources to avert or re- 
spond to emergencies. In most cases, the 
knowledge of campus resources for pos- 
sible application & emergency situations 
remains a tertiary function for librarians. 
However, one academic librarv has 
sought to'create a database of facuky and 
staff expertise. Arranged according to 
primary and secondary subject interests, 
the database quickly provides the names 
of individuals in the academic commu- 
nity who have special skills and knowl- 
edge helpful in planning for emergencies, 
as well as in responding to them. 
Beyond the local campus, the academic 
library has access to the nation's entire 
academic community. Use of subject-ac- 
cessing systems, especially card-based 
and online catalogs and bibliographic 
utilities Dresent in all academic libraries. 
helps identify important research publi- 
cations on a given topic, as well its the 
academic affiliations of authors. Discus- 
sions with these authors will confirm the 
availability of assistance or lead to val- 
uable referrals. Another avenue directs 
the academic librarian to local faculty 
members, who are able to refer requests 
for assistance to colleagues in other in- 
stitutions. Em~lovment of formal and in- 
. , 
formal information networks that link 
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academic researchers can bring needed 
expertise to bear on specific emergencies 
in a timely manner. 
Linkages with others types of libraries 
round out the network relationships of 
academic libraries. Multitype library 
consortia now constitute the rule rather 
than the exception in many parts of the 
country. They coordinate the provision 
of information services within a geo- 
graphic area, and provide a ready-made 
referral and cooperative handling system 
to help meet emergencies. Academic li- 
braries can and do supplement the col- 
lections and services of public, special, 
and school libraries, permitting an inte- 
grated response to emergencies. Among 
the services offered bv such consortia are 
computer-based communications sys- 
tems, coordinated collection develop- 
ment programs, interlibrary loaning and 
borrowing, reference referrals, and an ad- 
ministrative infrastructure providing 
easy communication among libraries and 
librarians. 
The benefits to be derived from utiliz- 
ing academic library resources to manage 
emergencies are great. That little atten- 
tion has been directed toward realizing 
these benefits reflects the generally nar- 
row and unimaginative view of the role 
played by academic libraries, and all li- 
braries for that matter, in contemporary 
society. While Testament and n e  Day After 
in many ways reflect that view, perhaps 
Pat Frank, author of the widely read 
novel Alas, Babylon (5) pointed the way 
for emergency planning and manage- 
ment. Fort Repose, a town consisting of 
some 1,500 citizens living off the beaten 
track in central Florida, is the scene from 
which the nuclear holocaust and its con- 
sequences are viewed. In a story similar 
to Testament, the Bragg family and their 
neighbors struggle to survive after nu- 
clear war has destroyed their world's so- 
cial, economic, and political fabric. 
But Frank's approach to information 
and its use is different. The town librar- 
ian, Alice Cooksey, is a principal char- 
acter in his novel. She bicvcles to work 
each day to handle the grohing demand 
for library services. In a world without 
electricity, cut off from information for- 
merly provided from the "outside," and 
faced with crises associated with sur- 
vival. information obtained from the li- 
bra+ plays a significant role as Fort 
Repose copes with its emergencies. The 
town's doctor, searching for > way to al- 
leviate pain and to perform surgery with- 
out drugs, learns hypnosis from books 
Cooksey provides. As the lack of salt 
threatens the health of survivors, a cen- 
tury-old diary identifies once abandoned 
but not invaluable salt licks. 
Since they realize the benefits of ap- 
plying relevant information to emergen- 
cies, Randy Bragg, his family, and friends 
cope relatively well with crises and in- 
crease their chances of survival. This 
same principle applies to management at 
all stages of all emergencies. 
Along with other types of libraries, 
those serving academic institutions prop- 
erly serve as gateways through which in- 
formation from their collections, the 
faculty of their institutions, and, ulti- 
mately, the whole of the academic com- 
munity may be tapped to manage 
emergencies successfully. Failure to ac- 
cept an expanded vision of academic li- 
brary resources might well have 
disastrous consequences. 
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Computerizing Libraries 
for Emergency Planning 
James W. Morentz, Ph.D. 
Emergency management professionals are all too 
familiar wi th the losses suffered by organizations, such 
as libraries, that ignore the likelihood of disaster. Yet, 
emergency planning for libraries is a naturally low 
priority-even though risk is considerable and losses 
can be devastating. Help is available in the form of 
sophisticated, but inexpensive, computer programs 
that can be specifically designed to provide guidelines 
on emergency planning for library personnel. Thus, the 
computer can maximize emergency planning, while 
minimizing the burden of planning on library staff. In 
addition, the non-emergency use of the computer sys- 
tem can include library planning and even reader ser- 
vices. The bottom line, however, is that emergency 
preparedness for libraries is a valued library asset that 
is achievable. 
Q UESTIONS like "Where can we get another 6,500 plastic book storage bags?" arise during the sprin floods in the Midwest and the 
hurricanes of the Gulf Coast. "Who has 
freeze drying equipment?" can be asked 
following a building cave-in or an earth- 
quake where a fire breaks out and water 
damage occurs. "How do we evacuate 
this library?" is asked by library officials 
in the minutes after a truck overturns and 
toxic chemicals start leaking, or when a 
terrorist seizes hostages. 
Clearly, these are not everyday ques- 
tions for the special library staff. How- 
ever, they are questions that need to be 
answered immediately when they are 
asked. This article is directed to all those 
libraries that are not prepared to answer 
such questions. 
As an emergency management profes- 
sional, I am all too familiar with the losses 
suffered by organizations, such as li- 
braries, that ignore the likelihood of dis- 
aster. This article offers some suggestions 
on using existing emergency manage- 
ment computer software to improve 
emergency preparedness for libraries, and 
contains a challenge to the library com- 
munity to look at risks from internal and 
external hazards as an important priority. 
Beyond basic fire prevention activities, 
few libraries have given much consid- 
eration to preparing for emergencies. A 
flood with a probability of occurring only 
once every 100 years is hardly a priority 
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issue for a board of directors. A hazard- 
ous materials spill-from a truck making 
deliveries, from an underground gas line, 
or from the lawn service pesticide storage 
tanks-presents a potential jeopardy to 
the library facility, its holdings, and its 
staff and patrons. Yet, focusing attention 
on such potential disasters is frequently 
seen as a luxury among library officials 
with small staffs, low budgets, and high 
demands. Why? The answer lies in the 
failure of libraries-and countless other 
institutions in our society-to recognize 
risks that exist and to understand the ease 
with which significant contributions to- 
ward improved emergency preparedness 
can be made. 
Risks to Libraries 
Traditional approaches to risk man- 
agement have generally been directed by 
insurance. Every library has had occasion 
to examine its risks when engaged in the 
insurance underwriting process. Either 
in-house, governmental, or insurance risk 
managers assess the risk inherent in li- 
brary operations, and their loss potential, 
in order to ascertain costs of insurance 
(or possible loss, if self-insured). 
However, the insurance-based assess- 
ment of risk is quite narrow. A few risk 
managers are beginning to understand 
the broader implications of emergency 
preparedness. Those individuals em- 
ployed in libraries who wish to expand 
their thinking on hazard management can 
consider, instead of merely fire and theft, 
the likelihood of the impact on libraries 
of the following example hazardous sit- 
uations: 
8 Earthquake and subsequent gas 
leaks, explosions, water main leaks, 
and flooding can directly affect li- 
braries. More than two-thirds of the 
states in the United States have some 
risk of earthquake. 
8 Tornadoes, severe thunderstorms, 
and blizzards cause direct damage to 
structures and loss of collections, as 
well as the indirect effects of power 
outages. Requirements for sheltering 
patrons during storms need to be 
considered. 
Hostage-taking and other acts of ter- 
rorism occur for a variety of reasons, 
none of which excludes a library as 
a site. Coordination between library 
personnel and law enforcement 
forces is essential in such events. 
Toxic materials outside the library 
(being transported through the 
streets or stored nearby), as well as 
inside the library (for example, 
chemicals used in conservation), are 
hazards that would require prompt 
evacuation of the library. 
Even these brief examples suggest far 
more comprehensive emergency prepar- 
edness responsibilities than most libraries 
now accept. As a public facility, libraries 
need to be connected to a weather warn- 
ing system to provide information to 
users about immanently dangerous 
weather conditions. Libraries in earth- 
quake zones must secure shelves and 
books so that shaking does not result in 
injuries from flying and falling objects. 
Libraries need proven and tested evacu- 
ation plans to assure that patrons can be 
effectively guided out of the facility. 
Moreover, in a major emergency the li- 
brary will be called upon to organize its 
users and staff as part of an organized, 
large-scale evacuation to a sheltering 
area. In such an event, the library may 
be called upon to become a staging area 
for busses. Or, perhaps, the library may 
be one of the few remaining buildings 
after a disaster, and must become a re- 
source for fresh water and a distribution 
point for food and clothing. 
Again, these are not everyday occur- 
rences. As a result, libraries legitimately 
can deny the priority of emergency plan- 
ning-until the day of disaster. Then, the 
preservation of the library facility, its 
collections, and the lives of its staff and 
readers becomes the highest priority 
imaginable. 
The Problem and Opportunity 
Emergency planning for libraries is 
often considered a low priority due to a 
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misconception of low disaster probability 
and high costs of disaster preparedness. 
The answer lies in improving disaster 
preparedness for libraries. This means as- 
sessing a library's risks from all forms of 
natural and technological hazards. It 
means developing an emergency plan for 
the library that creates internal emer- 
gency management skills and resources, 
while drawing upon outside (usually 
governmental) resources to the maxi- 
mum. And it means examining all the 
potential impacts of a library emergency 
on the surrounding community and the 
effects of a community-wide disaster on 
the library. 
The opportunity to do this has recently 
become available: Computer technology 
and emergency management application 
software now exists that is particularly 
valuable for library emergency planning. 
Libraries can engage in a guided and rel- 
atively inexpensive effort to improve 
emergency preparedness. 
One particular software package called 
the Emergency Information Systema 
(EIS) can tremendously ease the devel- 
opment of an effective and comprehen- 
sive emergency plan for a library. The 
EIS provides a complete "guided tour" 
through emergency planning and re- 
sponse. It uses carefully integrated emer- 
gency management databases with 
computer graphic map and floorplan dis- 
plays. We call the EIS a geo-relational 
database. Following the emergency plan 
design and completing the analysis and 
databases provided with the software re- 
sults in an emergency management ca- 
pability for any organization that is faced 
with the need to plan for emergencies but 
lacks the capabilities to make an emer- 
gency plan a high priority. 
Most attractively, the capability built 
for emergency management is also avail- 
able for daily use in designing exhibits 
and relocating collections, as well as for 
a ~ublic-access locator of collection sec- 
tions on computer-generated maps and 
floorplans of the library. Thus, this emer- 
gency tool can be an enhancement to li- 
brary daily operations and public 
utilization of the library facility. 
Spatial Emergency Considerations 
for Libraries 
The library is not an island unto itself 
in terms of emergency planning. The 
community affects the library and is, in 
turn, affected by any library emergencies. 
As a result, data alone will only partially 
prepare the library for disaster. The spa- 
tial component of emergency prepared- 
ness must be served. A typical graphic 
mapping of the library would include the 
following: 
Community map showing major 
roads, rivers, government buildings, 
schools and colleges, prisons, etc. 
The purpose of this map is to place 
the library in its emergency context. 
This includes an awareness of emer- 
gency resources of law enforcement, 
medical, fire, and public works and 
utilities. An action by any of these 
organizations may impact the li- 
brary-either supporting a library 
emergency or impinging on library 
operations because of an emergency. 
8 Immediate-area map of the three or 
four blocks surrounding the library. 
If on a campus, this would be a cam- 
pus map. Located on this map would 
be the footprint (outline) of build- 
ings surrounding the library. An 
emergency in neighboring buildings 
may call for emergency response by 
the library staff. 
8 Library property map showing all 
features, including sidewalks, trees, 
sculptures, gas lines, water mains, 
and electrical wires and conduits. 
Floorplans of the library showing all 
permanent structures, walls, and 
stairways. In addition, overlays of 
movable fixtures (shelves, tables, 
etc.) and other changeable compo- 
nents (such as special exhibits) 
should be prepared. 
These display capabilities are always 
available to support decisions made dur- 
ing a crisis, as well as sustain training, 
emergency plan development, and pro- 
cedures review. Next, the library emer- 
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gency preparedness personnel must turn 
their attention to databases that interact 
with these varying map and graphic dis- 
plays. In this interaction-data being 
shown in relationship to spatial dis- 
tance-lies the essence of the EIS as a 
decision-support tool. 
Emergency Planning with a 
Computer 
The EIS provides a complex of infor- 
mation management resources that com- 
bine to form a comprehensive emergency 
preparedness program. Among some of 
the standard EIS databases are as follows: 
Hazard Analysis. Hazards that are 
internal to the library and impinge 
on the library from the outside form 
this database. Locations of preser- 
vation chemicals can be plotted on 
the graphic floorplans for quick re- 
trieval. In the event of an accident, 
the computer contains brief response 
procedures and detailed descriptions 
of control methods. Outside threats 
can also be chronicled. Is the library 
in a floodplain? Is it in an airport 
flight path? Near a major trucking 
route? Are there underground pipe- 
lines? All of these considerations 
will help determine the nature and 
content of the emergency plan. 
Automated Emergency Plan. A com- 
plete guide is provided for devel- 
oping an emergency plan in an easy- 
to-follow standard plan-writing for- 
mat. Elements of the plan can be 
color coded to match stages in library 
emergency response. Additionally, 
items in the plan can be linked to 
the computerized maps and floor- 
plans. Thus, an evacuation plan can 
be displayed as text, then in seconds 
become a blinking red evacuation 
route on a floorplan or a map. Con- 
tained in the Auto Plan can be all 
the procedures for book preserva- 
tion. Compile all those hints on con- 
servation into an easy-to-follow 
compendium of emergency proce- 
dures with this program. 
Personnel Resources. Who was that 
woman expert on book presewation 
after smoke and fire damage that 
spoke at last year's conference? Enter 
the word smoke on the Personnel 
Resources database and the com- 
puter will describe her, complete 
with telephone number, area of ex- 
pertise, and other information. In the 
same way, local emergency contacts 
are quickly available; fire chief, hos- 
pitals, volunteers, and anyone else 
can be added to this flexible data- 
base. Moreover, the data merges 
with a letter-writing program to al- 
low for contact of any of the people 
or mass mailings to them. 
Resource Management. This inven- 
tory of any and all emergency sup- 
plies will minimize loss of time when 
time is short in disaster recovery. 
Where is the nearest freeze drying 
equipment? Who has blizzard-qual- 
ity snow removal equipment? Where 
can one get large quantities of spe- 
cialized chemicals to prevent the 
growth of mold? These seldom- 
asked questions are the ones that 
need rapid answers. 
Non-Emergency Applications 
The key to justifying an automated 
emergency program lies not just in the 
inherent common sense of planning for 
disasters. There are dav-to-dav benefits 
as well. Two of these are the system's 
use in planning for change in the library 
and in providing a new format for public 
access to the library. 
The computerized floor plans and out- 
side site plans provide a valuable resource 
for design of renovations, changes in 
storage, development of special displays , 
and exhibits, and anything else in which ' 
library staff need a "computer-aided de- 
sign" for library facilities. Traffic flow in 
the library can be plotted and examined 
on these floor plans. Movement of parts 
of the collection to a more prominent lo- 
cation can be done in seconds on the 
computer to see how changes will look 
before actually making them. Dozens of 
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other applications await the creative user 
of the EIS. 
Another daily use of the emergency 
computer system can be in providing a 
new way for users to explore the library. 
One of two databases (the Locator or 
Notepad) offers an opportunity to detail 
the types of books and their location on 
the floor plan. The library visitor can se- 
lect from a menu of different categories 
of interest-in essence, an abridged Li- 
brary of Congress card catalog system. 
Displayed before the user will be the lo- 
cation on the floor plan of items that suit 
the visitor's interest. A line will be drawn 
on the computer from the user's present 
location to the desired location. Think of 
it as a form of electronic browsing- 
maybe not for literary purists, but an at- 
tention-getting secondary application of 
an emergency management computer 
system. 
A Clearinghouse for Library 
Security 
The massive fire in the Los Angeles 
library ought to alert all library personnel 
to the inherent vulnerability of the cul- 
tural resources of which they serve as 
guardians. The library emergency man- 
agement system described above is only 
suggestive of the impressive impact that 
microcomputer applications can have 
during such an emergency. 
One of the most important potentials 
of the approach described above is the 
development of a mechanism for sharing 
information that is developed by one li- 
brary and is applicable to another. A na- 
tional database on library emergency 
resources easily can result from the local 
identification of such resources and the 
merging of databases at a national-level 
clearinghouse. When special emergency 
plans are developed by one library, they 
ought to be placed in a repository for 
access by others who would modify the 
plans for their own distinctive needs. In 
this way, the small effort available in the 
library community for emergency man- 
agement activities could be effectively 
multiplied. Crucial to this maximization 
of effort is a standard format for plan 
development and a mechanism for dis- 
seminating both paper and electronic 
versions of credible emergency plans. 
The Emergency Information System 
described throughout this article is an at- 
tempt by the emergency management 
professional community to provide for 
specialized facility emergency planning. 
The software and standardized format 
are available and being used in countless 
local and state emergency offices. The 
application of the software and emer- 
gency planning capabilities to the library 
community and the formation of an 
emergency management clearinghouse 
are challenges that need to be addressed 
by the library community in the near fu- 
ture. 
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Rats! Oh No, Not Rats! 
Gary E. Strong 
- - -- 
Emergency management in a large state library 
agency presents extensive challenges. Several case 
studies and a statement of historical background pro- 
vide a framework for presentation of the California 
State Library's action planning. Current preservation 
and conservation efforts are documented and descrip- 
tions of the library's disaster and security plans out- 
lined. 
A S planning progressed to address the problem of handling the crumbling of millions of pages of 
rare California newspapers, the report ar- 
rived on my desk that rats had invaded 
the basement stacks of the Library and 
Courts Building, and a number of the rare 
and valuable bound volumes of Califor- 
nia newspapers had been breakfast for 
unfriendly invaders. 
"How can this happen now?" is the 
question that came immediately to mind. 
In fact, we knew that mice worked the 
hallways of the building. Glancing across 
the office, I looked at the rat poison on 
a small paper plate neatly placed under 
the radiator. But, the California news- 
papers! Our heritage, our treasures, and 
record of the history of communities and 
the people of California had been vio- 
lated. 
Questions began to erupt. "How did 
they get in?" "How long have they been 
feasting on the newspapers?" "Why does 
all of the rare stuff have to be in the 
basement anyway?" "Can we catch 
them?" "Who do we call?" "How fast 
can they get here?" "Who can we 
blame?" "Do we have to go out to bid 
for an exterminator?" "Is there budget 
money for this?" And so on. . . . 
Or, in another case,. . . "that roof 
should not leak yet." After all, the new 
building for the Sutro Library had just 
been dedicated not three years ago; hu- 
midity should not be a problem. Thou- 
sands of extremely rare books and 
manuscripts were in jeopardy at the Sutro 
Library due to a leaky roof and intense 
humidity encroaching through the un- 
sealed floor. Buckets and portable hum- 
idifying units are only so effective in 
handling such massive problems. Water 
damage in the extremes of humidity and 
leakage often leave problems that can go 
undetected for generations. The growth 
of mold begins and spreads throughout 
hundreds of volumes before it is detected 
in compact storage shelving, .which 
houses rare collections. Similar questions 
come to mind in this situation as in the 
last. 
The California State Library's central 
stack tower is a fire trap-13 floors, all 
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mont's donation of 100 books to form 
the nucleus of the new State Library, 
original manuscripts, historic source ma- 
terials, fine books, maps, pictorial art 
works, and photographs have been added 
through private gifts and public pur- 
chases. (I) 
"The date was Jan. 19, 1850 when a 
wagon arrived at a San Jose building, then 
serving as the Capitol where California's 
first elected Legislature had convened. 
The driver had followed a trail from 
Monterey carrying a small trunk filled 
with a hundred books consigned to Peter 
H. Burnett, who had been sworn in as 
Rat-damaged storage carton in the first civil governor of California." (2) 
newspaper storage area. Fremont had learned that the legislature 
was considering establishing an official 
open from basement to roof, with no 
sprinklers, inadequate fire detection, 30 
miles of shelving, and millions of books, 
magazines, manuscripts, maps, and mi- 
croforms. The collection, built by gen- 
erations of dedicated librarians and staff, 
could be destroyed in a few hours of dis- 
aster. The stack tower, built as a separate 
structure inside an outer building that 
houses the public service areas of the 
State Library, is efficient for storage, but 
a literal nightmare from the standpoint 
of security and fire safety. 
How does management plan for po- 
tential disaster? How would we manage 
a "crisis in the stacks?" Who should be 
involved? What are the options to save 
invaluable and irreplaceable resources in 
the face of disaster? (The fire and dev- 
astation to the collections at the Los An- 
library. Built on-that fine star;, the library 
and its collections grew through decades 
of inattention, political love-making, and 
economic explosion. 
The real centerpiece of the collections 
is the California collection. The State Li- 
brary has "created one of the foremost 
regional history collections in the western 
United States. Its collections of books, 
manuscripts, periodicals, newspapers, 
photographs, prints, microforms, maps, 
ephemera, special card indexes, and its 
information file offer western historians 
a unique opportunity for research. ( 3 )  
This collection documents people, places, 
and events from prehistoric times to the 
present day. Excluding government pub- 
lications, the California book collection 
numbers approximately 70,000 volumes; 
as a public research library for thousands Rat-damaged newspaper volumes 
of California citizens, researchers, and in the California newspaper collec- 
scholars. Beginning with John C. Fre- tion. 
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Graph showing high humidity at  the Sutro Library Rare Book Storage. 
4,000 periodical titles (all about Califor- 
nia); 2,400 newspaper titles (including 
specimen and full run backfiles); 3,000 
loose maps and hundreds of maps found 
in bound volumes; 100,000 photographs 
(one of the oldest and most comprehen- 
sive photographic collections devoted to 
the Golden State); hundreds of original 
paintings and prints on California; more 
than 500 manuscript collections; and lit- 
erally thousands of pieces of ephemera, 
including buttons, badges, labels, certif- 
icates, posters, menus, calendars, busi- 
ness cards, programs, annual reports, 
pennants, napkins, coasters, railroad 
timetables, tickets, and the like. (4) Over 
the years, librarians and library staff have 
created vast special files and indexes to 
use with the collection. Many of these 
files have become massive preservation 
problems. 
The very nature of the collection poses 
incredible problems of preservation and 
conservation. Materials come into the 
collection in every imaginable format and 
in all conditions. Tattered, torn, and 
weathered, materials must be individ- 
ually examined and handled to ensure 
that they will last the generations. The 
problems not only encompass the old, 
well-established collections of the Cali- 
fornia section, but also new material 
coming into the collection each day. 
Thousands of items are accessioned into 
the collections each year and must be 
handled as they arrive. 
The library's status as a United States 
Government regional depository and a 
California complete depository means 
that the collections grow at a rapid rate. 
The State Library's collection of 2.5 mil- 
lion government publications and maps 
forms one of the largest in the West. Be- 
cause the collection spans 135 years of 
collecting, it offers the same challenges 
of preservation as other collections. 
The general collections of books, mag- 
azines, and newspapers include some of 
the rarest of materials ever published. 
Sterling examples of Western Americana 
and the finest examples of fine press 
publishing are included. Like many li- 
braries begun in the 19th century, the 
State Library has an eclectic collection of 
older books. which form an invaluable 
resource for the state. Because the State 
Library's general collection precedes that 
of many public and academic libraries in 
the state (the State Library had built a 
collection of over 100,000 volumes by the 
spring 1987 
1860s), preserving this resource is of 
highest priority. After all, the state has 
not been without its disasters. The 1906 
San Francisco Earthquake and fire de- 
stroyed virtually all libraries in the city, 
and the most recent Los Angeles fire saw 
hundreds of thousands of volumes go up 
in smoke. 
The State Law Library's collection con- 
tains not only the usual legal resource 
material, but many unique resources. Of 
particular note is the collection of legal 
material dealing with ownership of large 
land grants bestowed during the Mexican 
and Spanish era. The maps (disenos) and 
deeds were very important to the cases 
heard by the courts and the United States 
Land Commission. The collection docu- 
ments many of these cases and contains 
contemporary copies of Mexican rancho 
disenos. Current additions include infor- 
mation on such celebrated trials as Carol 
(Caryl) Chessman, Charles Manson, and 
scores of others. 
The Sutro Library boasts one of the 
largest collections of genealogy and local 
history in the western United States. 
Thousands of volumes and reels of mi- 
crofilm have been added to this collection 
to provide resources for individuals re- 
searching the past. This collection com- 
plements the 200,000 books and 
pamphlets that survived the San Fran- 
cisco Earthquake and State Library fire 
of 1913. Sutro's acquisitions were exten- 
sive, including English pamphlets; pre- 
1500 printed books; ancient Hebrew 
manuscript scrolls; books on voyages and 
travels; Orientalia; studies on the history 
of science and technology; Lutheran 
pamphlets, of which 15 were by Martin 
Luther himself; the first 4 folios of 
Shakespeare; and the papers of Sir Joseph 
Banks, who accompanied Cook on his 
first voyage, sent Captain Bligh to the 
South Seas, and served as president of 
the Royal Society. (5) 
A highlight of the Sutro Library is the 
collection of Mexicana. The most out- 
standing section comprises some 12,000 
to 15,000 pamphlets printed between 
1605 and 1888, the largest collection of 
its kind in the world. Official govern- 
ment publications include publications of 
the State of Mexico between 1821 and 
1840. There are thousands of books, in- 
cluding the bulk of the surviving books 
of the earliest academic library in the 
Western Hemisphere, that of the Imperial 
College of Santa Cruz de Tlatelolco 
founded in 1535 by Bishop Juan De Zu- 
marraga and Viceroy Antonio de Men- 
doza. There are also representative 
manuscripts, newspapers, maps, atlases, 
and ephemera. (6) 
This summary overview can only high- 
light the incredible resources that must 
be managed to ensure their preservation 
for future generations of Californians. 
That need has long been recognized by 
the library management and staff. Over 
many years, programs have been estab- 
lished drawing upon the technology and 
state of the art at the moment. These 
various efforts came together in 1983 
with the establishment of the library's 
Preservation Office within the Special 
Collections and Development Branch. 
The office brought together three units 
that had previously been located in dif- 
ferent sections of the library: book repair 
and document conservation, photo- 
. - 
graphic preservation, and newspaper 
preservation. The mission of the office is 
to conserve and preserve the rich but de- 
teriorating resources of the State Library. 
Several large scale preservation proj- 
ects have been undertaken in order to 
protect the collection. Recognizing the 
tremendous problem of deterioration of 
its newspaper collection, the library be- 
gan in the 1940s a program of microfilm- 
ing its newspaper backfiles of over 19,800 
volumes and over 16.4 million newspaper 
pages to preserve the information for fu- 
ture researchers and to conserve space for 
storage. During the ensuing four decades, 
approximately 11,000 volumes were 
filmed and 60,000 reels of microfilm were 
added; the library also began to purchase 
newspapers on microfilm as they were 
published. This initial effort firmly es- 
tablished the library's newspaper micro- 
film holdings of currently received titles. 
In 1983/84, the library submitted a 
"budget change proposal" to the gover- 
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nor requesting funding for a multi-year 
program of newspaper preservation. The 
goal of the program was the conversion 
to microfilm of all back issues of news- 
papers held in the library's collection. 
Recommended by the governor and 
funded by the legislature, the Newspaper 
Preservation Program was begun. Liter- 
ally thousands of newspaper volumes 
had to be collated, missing issues noted, 
and newspapers packed for filming and 
checked to ensure that the pages had 
been correctly captured by the techni- 
cians. 
The Newspaper Preservation Program 
will be complete in the 1986/1987 bud- 
get year. The accomplishment of pre- 
serving on microfilm the remaining 8,500 
newspaper volumes and 6.4 million 
newspaper pages of pre-1945 newspapers 
has been no easy task. The total project 
cost was $638,000, a significant invest- 
ment of funds to preserve this vast re- 
source. (7)  
The filming of the California Great 
Register of Voters Indexes for the years 
1900 to 1944 was completed in 1986. The 
Great Register of Voters Indexes is an 
invaluable collection for historians and 
genealogists, and was available only at 
the State Library in original form. The 
preservation project makes available on 
film approximately 1700 volumes rep- 
resenting over 1 million pages of text and 
vital information on millions of Califor- 
nians. (8) 
During the summer of 1984, the "Red 
Tag Rescue" Project was initiated to 
identify "not-so-rare" books in the col- 
lection and transfer them to preservation 
status. Using a team of summer work- 
study students, the project identified 
over 10,000 volumes that met the criteria, 
and each item was tagged for examina- 
tion by a collection development officer. 
The focus of the project was the future: 
what should be saved now, while it is 
still available, because it will be hard to 
find later. The purpose of the project was 
not to lock the books up; afterall, they 
were bought to be used. However, des- 
ignated books will be stored in envi- 
ronmentally sound storage to prevent 
further decomposition of paper and bind- 
ings caused by humidity and pollutants; 
conservation measures are made to halt 
or reverse damage from spreading stain- 
ing, glue on book pockets, and rust from 
paper clips; and circulation is limited to 
within the library. (9) This important 
project focuses on the need to "prepare" 
for the future. Too often we find that 
libraries have lost their most precious 
treasures by not realizing they had them 
to begin with. 
The microfilming of the California In- 
formation File during 1986 is another ex- 
ample of the major preparation work 
underway. The file includes entries for 
materials dating from 1846 to the 1980s. 
Millions of citations are included that are 
available nowhere else. 
As is typical of libraries, the file was 
on three-by-five-inch cards. Studies of 
the file determined that between 10 and 
20 ~ercent  of the cards were in advanced 
stages of deterioration and many of the 
images were fading away. Advanced mi- 
crofilming technology was used to cap- 
ture the millions of images in the CIF and 
its accompanying indexes to San Fran- 
cisco newspapers. These files will be 
available in this new format in early 
1987. At the same time, the invaluable 
Government Publications Information 
File was filmed for security. It is now 
incumbent upon the staff to plan new 
methods of indexing and abstracting this 
unique material to ensure that access is 
available. 
These major projects reflect only a few 
of the efforts in which the State Library 
is engaged to manage its resources for 
long-term preservation-before the 
emergency strikes. But what of planning 
for the unforeseen? At the time the Pres- 
ervation Office was established, planning 
began for the development of a "disaster 
plan" for the library, recognizing the spe- 
cial challenges faced by the library be- 
cause of the housing of the collections. 
That planning effort is an ongoing ac- 
tivity which has now included the state 
fire marshal. The marshal is completing 
a full investigation of the building and 
will report on steps the library can im- 
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mediately take to prepare for emergen- 
cies. It is anticipated that this will include 
moving collections of high value to more 
secure areas, as well as traditional fire 
prevention recommendations. 
Plans are also being developed to ini- 
tiate a series of meetings with local fire 
department personnel who would, in the 
case of a major fire, be responsible for 
providing fire suppression. This advance 
planning and briefing will assist in de- 
veloping the "game plan" so necessary 
to save as much of the collection and the 
resource files as possible in the case of a 
large scale fire. 
The library management will then de- 
velop plans to implement these recom- 
mendations. In anticipation of some of 
the findings, the library submitted "bud- 
get change proposals" for the 1987-1988 
budget for remodeling and relocation of 
its rare book collection from the stack 
tower to a more secure area of the build- 
ing. The fate of that request now rests 
with the governor and the legislature. 
There is also continued identification of 
resource files to be microfilmed for both 
security and preservation. These files 
which provide access to materials in the 
library collections could not be replaced 
in the event of disaster and represent lit- 
erally thousands of hours of staff time. 
Parallel to the disaster-planning effort 
is the development of a security plan for 
the collections. It is apparent that the 
State Library will have to maintain val- 
uable materials and provide services 
within the present building for some 
years to come. Building and collection 
security needs must be handled: 10 un- 
locked doors open onto the central stacks, 
two additional unsupervised exits exist 
in the basement. and there are no secured 
curity plans for libraries; conduct a se- 
curity survey of the building with the 
state police and develop recommenda- 
tions; review the fire marshal's report; 
survey appropriate staff responsible for 
collections needing security measures; 
and prepare the security plan, draft pol- 
icy, and procedures for the chief of state 
library services and the cabinet and state 
librarian. 
From a management standpoint, the 
planning and preparation for emergencies 
is vital. Within this context, review of 
the disaster and security plans, and iden- 
tification of resource files and collections 
that need preservation treatment, are part 
of the regular "management review" 
process. Each quarter, program managers 
meet with the state librarian to review 
progress over the past quarter, identify 
achievement and problems, and forecast 
obiectives and activities for the next 
quarter. The respective managers provide 
updates that serve as the focus for the 
library's preparedness. Our attention has 
been piqued following the arson fires in 
Los Angeles and San Diego of the past 
three years. We share the feeling of de- 
spair, particularly in the massive losses 
of the Los Angeles Central Library col- 
lections. We realize that can happen in 
Sacramento. Our efforts move us into a 
position of better handling the emer- 
gency should it be necessary. 
Incidentally, a new roof is going on 
Sutro, the floor under the rare book 
stacks at the Sutro Library has been 
sealed, the rats have not returned this 
fall, and the eternal efforts of emergency 
planning continue. 
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Notes from a 
Congressional Informer 
Lynne McCay 
Members of Congress need information to make 
sound decisions. This article looks a t  the "informed 
legislator" making decisions about comprehensive 
emergency management and a t  the providers of infor- 
mation who play an important role in that process. 
Services and products of the Congressional Research 
Service of the Library of Congress, which are used by 
members of Congress seeking information throughout 
the legislative process, are discussed. 
clacking of the wire service HE . 
across the room is a constant re- 
minder to me that news is my 
business. I am an information profes- 
sional in the Congressional Reference Di- 
vision of the Congressional Research 
Service (CRS). For my clients-the mem- 
bers of Congress and their personal and 
committee staff members-information 
is a valuable, but not a rare, commodity. 
Decision Making and the 
lnformed Legislator 
Members of Congress are bom- 
barded-some might say overloaded- 
with information that comes to them 
from all sources: the media, special in- 
terest groups, the executive departments 
and agencies, their constituencies, and 
legislative support agencies, such as the 
CRS. But our national lawmakers need in- 
formation-precise, accurate, thorough, 
and timely information-to make deci- 
sions. Their individual decisions-on ex- 
pert witnesses to call and questions to 
ask at hearings, on background pieces to 
read, on specialists to consult, on rec- 
ommendations to follow, on policies to 
pursue, on causes to champion, on com- 
promises to offer or accept, and on bills 
brought to the floor for voting yea or 
nay-are all directional steps in the leg- 
islative process. The importance of in- 
formation in this process as an integral 
component of decision making on a na- 
tional scale-decision making which can 
and often does touch the lives of a great 
many people-is clear enough. 
CRS and the lnformed Legislator 
While the importance of information 
to the legislator may seem unquestion- 
able in today's information age, it was 
not always so self-evident. Congress es- 
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tablished a library for itself during its 
earliest days and supported the library 
throughout the 19th-century, providing, 
among other things, for the purchase of 
books and newspapers. By the end of the 
century, it appears that Congress was re- 
ceiving general reference services from 
the library, and reading rooms were es- 
tablished for senators and representatives 
when the separate Library of Congress 
building was constructed in the 1890s. 
However, the real impetus for strength- 
ening the information base and nurturing 
the "informed legislator" came in the 
early part of this century and was fos- 
tered by Robert M. La Follette, Sr., gov- 
ernor and later senator from Wisconsin. 
In 1914, he introduced an amendment to 
an appropriations bill, which established 
the Legislative Reference Service (now 
the Congressional Research Service) 
within the Library of Congress. ( I )  For 
Robert La Follette, Sr., information was 
the key to sound decision making by the 
legislators, and he commented on the es- 
tablishment of the Legislative Reference 
Service in the following statement "Con- 
gress has taken an important step to ren- 
dering the business of lawmaking more 
efficient, more exact, economically sound 
and scientific." (2) 
Emergency Management and the 
Informed Legislator 
If information is critical to decision 
making, and the role of the information 
provider is, therefore, important in the 
decision-making process, how much 
more so is this the case when the deci- 
sions have an impact on emergency man- 
agement policy, an area of public policy 
planning which has real life and death 
implications. I believe that the legislator's 
information needs run parallel to the four 
phases of comprehensive emergency 
management: mitigation, preparedness, 
response, and recovery. Background in- 
formation (both factual and bibliographic 
data) on, and analysis of, potential dan- 
gers prepare the legislator to deal with 
the mitigation phase of comprehensive 
emergency management-that phase 
which is intended to reduce the proba- 
bility of a disaster occurring. If legislators 
know about the potential hazards in a 
product or a course of action, they can 
take steps to initiate preventive policies. 
Legislators cannot provide legislative so- 
lutions to potential problems unless they 
are informed about the probable dangers. 
Throughout the history of CRS our in- 
formation professionals, both librarians 
and analysts, have been providing Con- 
gress with just such background infor- 
mation. For example, I looked through 
the CRS Main Files in the area of fire 
prevention and found a variety of re- 
ports, including technical background 
pieces, bibliographies, comparisons of 
legislation, and fact sheets, designed to 
help the legislators of the day with their 
decision making on fire prevention pol- 
icies (see table l). 
The preparedness phase of compre- 
hensive emergency management-which 
calls for developing plans to save lives, 
minimize disaster damage, and enhance 
disaster response operation-involves 
legislators and their staffs in action. Their 
information needs surface at every step 
of the legislative process as they deal 
with legislation related to emergency pre- 
paredness programs or requirements. 
Again, in this phase, CRS provides mem- 
bers of Congress with background infor- 
mation. analvsis. and factual information 
, , 
to aid them in their decision-making 
process. CRS responds to Congress in a 
variety of formats, including personal 
briefings, in-person reference consulta- 
tion, "hotline" telephone responses, 
video and audio programming, analytical 
reports, and bibliographies; however, two 
of the more popular CRS products are 
issue briefs and info packs. 
Issue briefs are synopses of current is- 
sues, and include an issue definition, 
background and policy analysis, congres- 
sional activities, legislation, chronology 
of events, and references to further read- 
ings. They provide the legislator-in this 
case, a legislator faced with emergency 
preparedness planning and policy deci- 
sions-with a concise view of the con- 
cerns, alternatives, and ramifications of 
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Table 1. Random Sample of Reports on Fire Protection 
Prepared by the LRS/CRS 
Information Product Title Date 
Fact Sheet Protection of the Forested April 8, 1929 
on Legislation Watersheds of Navigable Streams 
from Fire in Cooperation with the 
States 
Fact Sheet on Costs Fire Losses in the United States May 22, 1936 
from All Causes and from 
lncendiarism 1932 and 1933 
Analysis of Legislation Analysis of Proposed Bill to March 3, 1947 
Establish Standards for Fire 
Protection 
Bibliography Fire Fighting-Selected References February 28, 1956 
Report on Costs Federal Government Expenditures June 6, 1967 
for Fire Prevention, Protection, etc. 
Comparison of Fire Research and Safety-Present July 1 1, 1973 
Legislation State of the Legislation 
Background Report and Tris-A Flame-Retardant Chemical: May 26, 1977 
Reader An Overview 
Background Report Fire Prevention and Control: The March 19, 1985 
Federal Role 
the issue in question. For example, some 
current issue briefs dealing in part with 
emergency planning include "~uclear 
Powerplants: Emergency Planning 
(IB86127)," "Hazardous Chemical Facil- 
ities and Community Right-to-Know: 
Current Issues (IB86069)," and "Civil 
Defense (IB841281." 
Info packs, which are packets of select 
information on current legislative issues, 
include CRS reDorts. issue briefs. recent 
articles, and bibliographies. For example, 
the info pack on "Civil Defense and the 
Effects of Nuclear War" contains the is- 
sue brief on civil defense, a Federal Emer- 
gency Management Agency report on the 
national civil defense program, the sum- 
mary of an Office of Technology As- 
sessment report on the effects of nuclear 
war, excerpts from .a congressional com- 
mittee print on the economic and social 
consequences of nuclear attacks on the 
United States, a selection of articles on 
civil defense, and a bibliography on nu- 
clear winter. 
The response phase of comprehensive 
emergency management is echoed by the 
legislator's need for immediate infor- 
mation about the disaster in order to in- 
itiate a plan for recovery. It is for just 
such immediate access to news stories 
that we have a wire service ticker in my 
division, as well as televisions (with ac- 
cess to the House and Senate cable svs- 
tems and the major network and cable 
news services) in all the congressional 
reader services facilities where svace al- 
lows. Today's innovations and techno- 
logical advances in information storage 
and retrieval make it possible to provide 
the legislator with immediate access to 
databases covering newspapers and news 
wires from around the country in full 
text. In my division, and in the CRS read- 
ing rooms and reference centers, we con- 
duct searches in a wide range of 
commercial databases using personal 
computers in order to provide Congress 
with comprehensive, accurate, and 
timely data. 
The recovery phase of comprehensive 
emergency management, intended to re- 
turn life to normal and to take steps to 
prevent a repeat of the disaster, again 
involves the legislator in the entire leg- 
islative process. The same mix of back- 
ground information, factual data, and 
analysis that is needed during the legis- 
special libraries 
lative process in the mitigation phase 
helps the legislator make informed de- 
cisions about necessary legislation in the 
recovery phase. Disaster-relief legislation 
has been-critical to the recovery process 
for countless numbers of Americans who 
have suffered through natural disasters, 
such as floods, droughts, hurricanes, tor- 
nadoes, earthquakes, or volcanic erup- 
tions. Other disasters, like the Teton 
Dam failure and the nuclear accident at 
Three Mile Island, have spurred Congress 
not only to provide relief but to take steps 
to prevent the recurrence of such unsafe 
situations. For both types of recovery 
phase legislation, information is needed 
for sound decision making from the hear- 
ing stage to the final vote. 
Librarians and the Informed 
Legislator 
None of us likes to think about disaster 
striking. Yet, if it does strike, we can be 
assured that our national legislators are 
by no means novices nor ill equipped to 
deal with emergency management needs. 
I am confident that as new risks are un- 
covered, as new dangers are made 
known, our informed legislators will ad- 
dress the challenges of emergency man- 
agement planning. I am happy to have a 
small part in the informing process. 
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lnformation Technology 
Utilization in Emergency 
Management At Exxon Research 
and Engineering Company 
E. H. Soled 
E. A. Veverka 
J. Krieg 
J. Barrett 
R. J. Allan 
The petroleum industry must deal daily wi th highly 
complex and volatile processes and products. Minor 
problems can rapidly develop into major catastrophes, 
which can be costly in dollars and in the lives and 
health of personnel. A t  Exxon Research and Engineer- 
ing Company (ER&E), substantial effort has been given 
to setting up safety procedures and actions. In order 
to prevent emergencies, the lnformation Services Di- 
vision (ISD) of ER&E plays a major role by providing 
the information needed to maintain the procedures and 
keep the engineering staff aware of potential problems 
and events that have occurred in other plants. The ser- 
vices offered by ISD are also geared to respond quickly 
and efficiently to aid engineers fighting to solve im- 
mediate problems. This paper describes ISD's infor- 
mation services and how they are used, particularly in 
the preventative phase of emergency management. 
Introduction 
A NY corporation involved with the refining of petroleum and chem- ical products needs to consider 
emergency management. As a major oil 
producer and refiner, Exxon has routinely 
developed procedures and altered proc- 
esses in order to meet governmental reg- 
ulations and to safeguard its own 
investments. As part of Exxon Research 
and Engineering Co. (ER&E), the research 
arm of Exxon Corporation, the Infor- 
mation Sewices Division (ISD) plays a 
major role in emergency management ef- 
forts. 
ISD is charged with collecting and re- 
trieving internal and external informa- 
tion resources for the use of corporate 
personnel. To fulfill its mandate, ISD 
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maintains information centers at each site 
and maintains satellite centers at several 
remote sites. These centers maintain col- 
lections of published and internal infor- 
mation as a corporate-wide resource and 
for the use of local clientele. 
To access publicly available, published 
information, ISD searching staffs use 
available information technology-both 
print and electronic-to retrieve perti- 
nent information. For internal informa- 
tion, ISD has developed indexing and 
retrieval systems in-house, and has 
adapted other retrieval technology for ac- 
cessing and organizing its information 
collections. 
This paper describes the information 
technology developed and used for in- 
ternally generated and published infor- 
mation and how this information is used 
to prevent emergencies and to deal with 
them should they actually occur. 
Internal Systems 
Within Exxon, information is gener- 
ated in various formats, most commonly 
in reports, correspondence, engineering 
documents, and technical manuals. 
Reports System 
ISD has collected and distributed 
ER&E's technical reports since 1928. The 
first index, issued in 1938, was a 10-year 
cumulative subject index. Procedures for 
handling reports have been expanded 
and updated since then; indexes to re- 
ports are now available online and on 
microfiche. 
Approximately 2,000 technical reports 
are produced annually, by more than 100 
Exxon affiliates, in the areas of petroleum 
refining and products, synthetic fuels, 
engineering, chemicals, basic research, 
etc. Each report receives a unique number 
that identifies the group doing the work, 
the subject area, and the year of issue. It 
has the following form: 
. - 
division-or number code of 
group within report 
subject-code 
series 
Two copies of each report are sent to 
the Florham Park Information Center, 
where one copy is sent to be fiched and 
the second is used for developing index- 
ing sentences. These sentences are en- 
tered into an indexing system called the 
Information Management Program 
(IMP), which was developed in-house 
and implemented in 1971. Figure 1 shows 
a report unit record. IMP provides several 
Figure 1. Unit Report Record 
Report Number: CR. 1 180 .80  
Title: A Comprehensive Study of the Thermodynamic Properties of Per- 
deuterated Cyclohexane (Cyclohexane-d 12)-30 pgs. 
Authors: S.C. Mraw and D.F. Naas-O'Rourke 
Corporate Author: ER&E-Corporate Research 
Subject Categories: BO-Physical Chemistry 
BA-Analysis and Testing 
GA-Coal Characterization 
Subject Sentences: Low-temperature heat capacity and ethalpies of solid-solid phase 
transition and fusion of cyclohexane-d 12 determined by differential 
scanning calorimetry. 
The entropy of ideal gaseous cyclohexane-dl2 calculated from 
spectroscopic data. 
Thermodynamic properties of perdeuterated cyclohexane deter- 
mined from laboratory and literature data. 
Thermodynamic properties of cyclohexane-dl2 determined for 
studies of solvent absorption in coal pores. 
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products, the first of which is current- 
awareness alerts (figure 2). These alerts 
are sent to numerous Exxon affiliates 
around the world in order to inform them 
of ongoing research and improvements in 
technology. Second, the system produces 
indexes, including Keyword-in-Context 
(KWIC) indexes, in the form of computer 
output microfiche (COM) (figure 3), 
which are sent to designated Exxon re- 
port centers. The third IMP product is a 
conversion to online format. SDC's OR- 
BIT retrieval software has been pur- 
chased and brought in-house to run on 
Exxon's mainframe. This gives most 
Exxon worldwide affiliates online access 
to bibliographic data for retrieval of tech- 
nical reports. 
Correspondence System 
The IMP indexing program also pro- 
vides access to ER&E1s internal technical 
correspondence. Information center as- 
signed reference numbers for the docu- 
ments include the year, divisional code, 
and a sequential number, in this format: 
The indexing information entered into 
IMP includes author-written title, au- 
thor, corporate author, recipient, corpo- 
rate recipient, date, and reference 
number. Other information is added as 
needed. COM indexes are produced by 
subject (KWIC), author, and reference 
number. 
Use in Emergency Management 
Both the reports and correspondence 
systems keep Exxon affiliates abreast of 
developments in technology and expe- 
riences at other affiliate plants; in this 
way, future emergencies can be prepared 
for or usually prevented. If an emergency 
does occur. fast resDonse is aided bv local 
use of the information technologies 
available through Orbit and IMP, or by 
contact with the main information center 
in Florham Park. 
External Information 
In addition to internal information, 
ISD supports well-stocked libraries of 
published information in both print and 
electronic form that include specialized 
collections of safety-related information. 
Database Searching 
ISD has developed a staff of highly 
trained and experienced technical search- 
ers, many of whom are experienced 
chemists and engineers. These searchers 
are well trained in the use of online com- 
mercial databases. They are often called 
upon to sift through the available infor- 
mation relevant to an emergency at a 
plant or refinery. 
Published Literature Collections 
ISD has developed extensive collec- 
tions of books, journals, and other pub- 
lished literature at each of the ER&E sites. 
This material can be pulled in response 
to emergencies or is available for brows- 
ing by technical personnel who need to 
keep abreast of the latest developments 
or the competition's latest experiences. 
All this information can then be used to 
prevent future emergencies. 
Special Collections 
Exxon promotes a rigorous safety pro- 
gram with the intent of preventing emer- 
gencies. Its emphasis is education- 
teaching employees to operate safely and 
encouraging them to spot and correct 
safety hazards before they develop into 
full-blown emergencies. The information 
centers maintain sizeable safety collec- 
tions-textbooks, handbooks, and tech- 
nical manuals-of recommended oper- 
ating procedures, standards, and 
guidelines. Since all of the research and 
operating units in Exxon routinely handle 
an extensive array of chemical sub- 
special libraries 
Figure 2. Report Alert 
Report Alert 
Proprietary Information 
REPORT NUMBER: CR.2 1 BD.80 
NEW REPORT ON: CATALYSIS, SURFACE PHYSICS, INORGANIC CHEMISTRY 
TITLE: CATALYTIC HYDROGENATION OF GRAPHITE BY PLATINUM, 
IRIDIUM, AND PLATINUM-IRIDIUM-22 PGS. 
AUTHOR: BAKER, RTK; SHERWOOD, RK; DUMESIC, JA OF ER&E COR- 
PORATE RESEARCH 
KEY TOPICS: DISPERSION AND REDISPERSION OF PLATINUM AND IRID- 
IUM PARTICLES SUPPORTED ON GRAPHITE. 
SURFACE EFFECTS OF HEATING PT-1R CATALYST PARTI- 
CLES IN HYDROGEN. 
SURFACE BEHAVIOR OF BIMETALLIC PARTICLES IN A RE- 
DUCING ENVIRONMENT DURING CATALYTIC HYDROGEN- 
ATION OF GRAPHITE. 
Figure 3. Report Indexes 
Number lndex 
CR.2 1 BD.80 CATALYTIC HYDROGENATION OF GRAPHITE BY PLATINUM, 
IRIDIUM AND PLATINUM-IRIDIUM-22 PGS. 
BAKER, RTK; SHERWOOD, RD; DUMESIC, JA 
DISPERSION AND REDISPERSION OF PLATINUM AND IRIDIUM PARTICLES 
SUPPORTED ON GRAPHITE. 
SURFACE EFFECTS OF HEATING PT-IR CATALYST PARTICLES IN HYDROGEN. 
SURFACE BEHAVIOR OF BIMETALLIC PARTICLES IN A REDUCING ENVIRON- 
MENT DURING CATALYTIC HYDROGENATION OF GRAPHITE. 
Subject (KWIC) lndex 
CATALYTIC HYDROGENATION OF GRAPHITE BY PLATINUM IRIDIUM AND 
PLATINUM-IRIDIUM CR.2 1 BD.80 
CATALYTIC OXIDATION OF GRAPHITE BY IRIDIUM AND RHODIUM CR.2BD.80 
INHIBITION OF SlNTERlNG OF IRIDIUM/ALUMINA CATALYSTS EL.4BD.80 
THE MECHANISM OF OXIDATION OF IRON AND IRON-CHROMIUM ALLOYS IN 
DILUTE CHLORINE GAS SR.7DG.80 
MECHANISM OF CHLORINATION OF IRON AT ELEVATED TEMPERATURES SR. 12DG.80 
THERMO-MAGNETIC STUDIES OF IRON COMPOUNDS IN COAL CHAR EE.6GA.80 
Author lndex 
BAKER, LE SR.5B0.80 VAPOUR PHASE ADSORPTION MEASUREMENTS 
OF C6 HYDROCARBON MIXTURES ON SYNTHETIC 
FAUJASITE-16 PGS. 
BAKER, RTK CR.8BV.80 CHEMISORPTION PROPERTIES OF IRIDIUM ON AL- 
UMlNlA CATALYSTS-4 PGS. 
CR.2 1 BD.80C CATALYTIC HYDROGENATION OF GRAPHITE BY 
PLATINUM, IRIDIUM AND PLATINUM-IRIDIUM-22 
PGS. 
CR.6BD.80 CATALYTIC OXIDATION OF GRAPHITE BY IRIDIUM 
AND RHODIUM-1 0 pgs. 
BALDWIN, FP ET.5CW.80 POLYOLEFIN ELASTOMERS BASED ON ETHYLENE 
AND PROPYLENE-25 PGs. 
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stances, the safety and reference collec- 
tions also include numerous compilations 
of physical property, reactivity, and tox- 
icity data of chemical substances. The 
proprietary collections contain thousands 
of technical manuals, design specifica- 
tions, company standards, and pertinent 
technical correspondence, which help en- 
sure that refining and chemical process- 
ing units and related technologies are 
built and later maintained according to 
safe and reliable standards. 
Providing Published Documents 
No matter how extensive a collection, 
there is no possible way to ensure that 
all material which will ever be needed by 
clients will be immediately available. To 
provide material that is not available on 
site, ISD has contracted with several doc- 
ument suppliers to procure needed pub- 
lished literature. Special consideration 
has been given in these contracts to emer- 
gency management, in that all services 
provide rush delivery within 24 hours. If 
faster service is needed, arrangements 
have been made with local public librar- 
ies and universities to allow on-site ISD 
personnel to make copies or borrow ma- 
terial. For this, OCLC is often used to 
determine where material can be found 
quickly. 
Internal lnformation Collections 
ISD's information centers house exten- 
sive collections of design specifications, 
technical manuals, mechanical catalogs, 
drawings, and technical correspondence 
for much of the processing equipment 
throughout the company. Engineers can 
refer to these collections if equipment 
failures occur. In such emergencies, en- 
gineers can obtain information regarding 
the design, construction, repair history, 
and operating history of the faulty unit. 
In addition, to meet the major objective- 
to repair the equipment as quickly as 
possible-the repair team can find in- 
formation on each piece of equipment 
that was used to construct the unit, as 
well as the names and addresses of ven- 
dors from whom replacement parts can 
be purchased. 
lnformation Technology Use in 
Emergencies 
ISD has develo~ed. based on its infor- 
a .  
mation technology, an extensive network 
to transfer information throughout 
Exxon. This information plays a major 
role in Exxon's efforts to mitigate or pre- 
vent emergencies and to prepare proce- 
dures for responding to emergencies. 
Most often, ISD is asked to provide 
information to prevent possible hazard- 
ous situations from becoming real emer- 
gencies. This has been true particularly 
in recent industry-wide experiences with 
stress corrosion cracking. After an explo- 
sion at a non-Exxon refinery a few years 
ago, all refiners became very concerned 
with the problem of stress corrosion 
cracking. This type of corrosion damages 
from the inside out, with results not ob- 
vious externally. Nor is the corrosion al- 
ways visible during routine inspections. 
ISD's information centers were asked to 
gather all internal and external infor- 
- 
mation available on the subject and to 
continue to monitor the available infor- 
mation on corrosion and inspection 
methods. Through this interaction be- 
tween information and technical profes- 
sionals, Exxon has been able to avoid 
serious stress corrosion problems at its 
refineries and plants. 
Exxon's major efforts are to prevent 
emergencies, not only to prevent the pos- 
sible loss of life or property, but also the 
unplanned shut down of plants. When a 
plant or refinery must shut down un- 
expectedly, the cost to the owner can run 
up to a million dollars a day. It is there- 
fore critical that unplanned shutdowns 
be prevented. One factor in such pre- 
vention is keeping track of the latest de- 
velopments in technology via the 
information systems which are in place. 
This information can also include how 
best to handle a problem when it devel- 
ops, so as to minimize down time yet 
operate safely. 
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Conclusion 
ISD has developed information tech- 
nologies to access and retrieve company 
and published information whenever it 
is needed. One component of ISD's plan- 
ning has been emergency management. 
Because of such planning, ISD has de- 
veloped information systems that are al- 
ways ready to respond to emergency 
situations, but which also play a vital role 
in the prevention of emergency situations 
by providing information to those in the 
plants who need it. 
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Potential Roles of the Public 
Library in the Local 
Emergency Management 
Program: 
A Simulation 
Agnes M. Griffen 
In this article, the director of a large urban county 
library responds to an invitation from the director of 
the county's Fire and Rescue Services Department to 
make suggestions on improving communication and 
coordination between the library and the County Emer- 
gency Management Program. Recommendations are 
made for potential public library involvement in the 
four phases of comprehensive emergency manage- 
ment: mitigationAong-term prevention, preparedness 
to respond, response to emergencies, and recovery 
(short and long term). 
The Setting 
T HE Druid County Department of Public Libraries delivers a wide range of public library and in- 
formation services to approximately 56 
percent of the county's 630,000 residents. 
After roads, the most often used county- 
provided public service on a voluntary 
basis is the public library. Many residents 
here have college degrees and work for 
government services or knowledge-based 
corporations, in areas ranging from soft- 
ware research to biogenetic product de- 
velopment. There are many two-income 
families, and a majority of women with 
children work outside the home. Citizens 
participate with vigor and devotion in the 
workings of local government and seem 
to believe, along with their elected and 
appointed officials, that managing a 
county or a city is a doable task. 
This urban county library, adjacent to 
the nation's capital, is 1 of the top 10 
circulating libraries in the country. There 
are 650 full- and part-time employees; 
half are librarians with masters' degrees. 
Close to 2 million information and ref- 
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her first command had taxed her orga- 
nizational skills and made great demands 
on an inexverienced staff. The staff had 
This bus serves as a "Mobile Com- 
mand Post" for disaster manage- 
ment in Montgomery County, MD. 
erence queries are answered in 19 library 
facilities of varying sizes, with 4 regional 
libraries providing seven-day service 
during the-school year and 15 community 
and small branch libraries that offer from 
56 to 32 hours of service a week. A - - 
countywide Special Services Region pro- 
vides outreach and coordination of sys- 
tem-wide services to all special needs 
groups, from handicapped to home- 
bound. incarcerated to institutionalized, 
as well as to multilingual residents and 
other cultural minorities. 
The director of the devartment has em- 
phasized the fact that t i e  library system 
is an integral part of county government. 
Previously, she proposed and led two in- 
terdepartmental task forces on informa- 
tion management and on multilingual 
services, in order to demonstrate that the 
public libraries were active members of 
the county government's team. Last year, 
the director proposed the establishment 
of a county government archives, which 
will open next year as a branch of the 
public library. 
During her six-year tenure with Druid 
County, the director has had several op- 
portunities to practice emergency man- 
agement within the department. Arson 
destroyed a community library six 
months before the larger building sched- 
uled to replace it had been completed. 
Insurance revlaced the book collection 
that had beel; burned. Recovery from the 
disaster only four months after assuming 
with contractual forced severe 
limitation of use of the system to main- 
tain response time for basic public service 
functions. Numerous disastrous periods 
of extended downtime had resulted in 
gridlock from tubs of returned books, 
forcing the closure of the largest circu- 
lating regional library on one occasion. 
The director now requires notification in 
person and immediate attention to any 
computer crisis. The department's Crisis 
Management Team's response-time per- 
formance measures are considered as im- 
portant as the response time of the 
circulation system. 
More recently, two libraries served as 
shelters for library employees and users 
who had been caught in an ice storm 
overnight. Since the county's emergency 
plan targets the public school buildings 
as primary shelters, it had not seemed 
feasible to stock libraries with blankets 
and other emergency supplies. This in- 
cident did raise questions about how pre- 
pared the library facilities should be, 
even if for only occasional use as shelters. 
Finally, the library department has a 
formal emergency management system 
of its own, with procedures set forth in 
a red notebook labeled "HELP!" It is sup- 
ported by a system of telephone tree 
messages, with an officially designated 
"Keeper of the Beeper" for after hours 
notification of management of any prob- 
lem staff may have in public service 
branches. The director is called at home 
about every two or three months in a 
countywide check on the Disaster No- 
tification System, which is a basic com- 
ponent of emergency preparedness. 
Within this context the director was 
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intrigued by the memorandum she re- library offer? The situation could serve 
ceived from the director of Fire and Res- as another opportunity to raise awareness 
cue Services, announcing the hiring of a within the county of the contribution 
new manager for the Emergency Man- public library workers are able to make 
agement Planning and Disaster Prepar- to the better functioning of government 
edness Program. What could the public in yet another arena. 
Figure 1. Druid County Disaster Command System 
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The Exchange 
- - - - - - - - - - - - - - -  
TO: Director, Department of 
Public Libraries 
FROM: Director, Department of Fire 
and Rescue Services 
SUBJECT: New Directions for the 
Emergency Management 
Program 
- - - - - - - - - - - - - - -  
I am pleased to introduce a new mem- 
ber of my staff for the Emergency Man- 
agement Planning and Disaster Pre- 
paredness Program, Carolyn G. Brown. 
Ms. Brown will be replacing Joan Johnson 
as program assistant, and will be working 
directly with Matt Peterson in coordi- 
nating the administration and planning 
of emergency management programs. 
Ms. Brown is a graduate of North- 
western University and the University of 
Figure 2. Druid County Disaster Management System-Command Staff 
County Staff and 
Functional Units Depts. Involved 
I. COMMAND STAFF 
A. Disaster Manager Director of a public safety 
department (fire & rescue, 
police, environmental 
protection, health, 
transportation) 
8. Chief Administrative CAO, Office of County 
Officer Executive 
C. Disaster Operations Appointed by Disaster Manager 
Room (DOR) from same public safety 
Manager department 
D. Aide/Communications Communications Unit Leader, 
Officer Dept. of Fire & Rescue Services 
or Police 
E. lnformation Officer Public lnformation Officer, 
Office of the County Executive 
Responsibilities 
Overall management of the 
incident, including staff functions 
to support the command 
function. 
Incident activities, including 
development and implementation 
of strategic decisions, and 
approving the order and release 
of resources. 
Assess extent of emergency & 
determine need for Disaster 
Command Staff; coordinate with 
local elected officials; oversee 
media relations. 
Provide status updates, maps and 
resources; coordinate support 
activities (security, repair, etc.) in 
the Emergency Operations Center 
(DOR). Prepare and document 
action plans. Maintain accurate & 
complete incident files; provide 
duplication service; pack and 
store incident files for legal, 
analytical, and historical 
purposes (vital records). 
Organize and manage all 
communication paths; assess 
needs and limitations; set up 
equipment accountability 
systems; maintain 
communications logs; supervise 
police, fire rescue, and volunteer 
communications operations. 
Coordinate with CAO and 
Disaster Manager on issuance of 
press releases; handle incoming 
public inquiries through 
lnformation 81 Referral; 
coordinate statements to press 
with police PIO; set up rumor 
control center; handle inquiries 
from parents/families of injured 
or deceased. 
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Michigan, with almost 10 years of county 
service as an investigator and adminis- 
trator with the Department of Health and 
the Department of Environmental Pro- 
tection. She is also a volunteer firefighter 
and fire service instructor, and is active 
in a number of volunteer and community 
organizations. 
The Devartment of Fire / Rescue Ser- 
vices, as you may already know, pres- 
ently coordinates programs aimed at 
preventing disasters, where possible, and 
improving the readiness and response ca- 
pability of the county in the event of an 
emergency or disaster. Events include 
both natural and man-made occurrences, 
such as hurricanes, tornadoes, severe ice 
storms, power failures, severe fires, a ma- 
jor building collapse, flooding, radio- 
logical accidents, or an attack. 
As part of our continuing effort to im- 
prove our response capabilities, we are 
looking at new directions for the Emer- 
gency Management Program. Ms. Brown 
would welcome your suggestions on how 
we might better serve our community by 
better communication and/or coordina- 
tion with your organization. If you 
should have any questions, or if you 
would like to discuss your suggestions 
with Ms. Brown, you may reach her by 
writing directly to this office, or by call- 
ing her at 251-2470. We look forward to 
hearing from you in the very near future. 
Figure 3. Druid County Disaster Management System-Planning Team 
County Staff and 
Functional Units D e ~ t s .  Involved Responsibilities 
II. PLANNING TEAM 
A. Team Leader 
B. Liaison with 
Outside Agencies 
C. Health Officer 
D. Damage 
Assessment 
Leader 
E. Representatives of 
Major 
Incorporated Cities 
F. Other Officials as 
Needed 
G. Demobilization 
Unit Leader 
Under control of Disaster 
Manager 
Director, Dept. of 
Environmental Protection 
(or other dept. head) 
Staff from Dept. of Fire & 
Rescue Services 
Director, Dept. of Health 
or designee 
Staff, Dept. of 
Environmental Protection 
City Managers or 
designees 
Technical specialists, 
depending on nature of 
disaster. 
Staff from unspecified 
department 
Collection, evaluation, and dissemination of 
long-range strategic information about the 
incident. Assess the amount of damage, 
make recommendations on health & 
welfare concerns, provide technical 
specialists, serve as liaison with outside 
agencies, coordinate resources of cities, 
make recommendations on demobilization. 
Gather and analyze all data on extent of 
damages. Develop long-range strategic 
plans. Conduct planning meetings and 
make recommendations for each 
operational period. 
Maintain records, notify outside agencies 
(Regional Council of Governments, other 
municipalities, utility companies, etc.), 
request assistance as authorized by 
Disaster Manager. 
Assess implications of incident on health 
and welfare of general public and 
environment. 
Collect, organize, evaluate, and display 
information on damage reports, and make 
recommendations on need for outside 
assistance. 
Implement mutual aid agreements and 
access specialized resources from cities. 
Provide technical assistance in  fire, water, 
environment, resources, and training. 
Make recommendations on deactivation 
and demobilization of ~ u b l i c  and ~ r i v a t e  
resources, and return to routine operations. 
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- - - - - - - - - - - - - - -  
comprehensive emergency management 
TO: Director, Department of Fire (mitigation, preparedness, response, and 
and Rescue Services recovery), I offer the following recom- 
FROM: Director, ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ t ~ ~ ~ t  of pub- mendations on library involvement in 
lic Libraries emergency management. 
SUBJECT: Suggestions for Public Li- 
braries Involvement in the 
Emergency Management Pro- General Recommendations 
- - - - ga"- - - - - - - - - Mitigation /Long Term Prevention 
Thank you for informing the Depart- 
ment of Public Libraries about your new 
program assistant for the Emergency 
Management and Disaster Preparedness 
Program. In response to your invitation 
to make recommendations for improving 
communication and coordination with 
our department, I have had several dis- 
cussions recently with Ms. Brown and 
her staff as to how public libraries could 
be of assistance in the county's Emer- 
gency Management Program. 
After reviewing the duties and respon- 
sibilities of the five functional units that 
are activated in an emergency or disaster 
(command, planning, operations, logis- 
tics, and legal-financial), as well as fam- 
iliarizing myself with the four phases of 
1. The department's Municipal Refer- 
ence Service, located in the Stone- 
brook Regional Library, can provide 
to the Department of Fire & Rescue 
Services a current awareness service, 
which would alert staff to current 
publications available on emergency 
management and disaster prepared- 
ness topics. The department is a mem- 
ber of the Local Government Infor- 
mation Network (LOGIN) database, 
which is online to some 275 local and 
state governments around the coun- 
try. LOGIN can also be used to query 
other municipalities on specific topics 
and to provide names of contact per- 
sons and technical experts in areas of 
interest. 
Figure 4. Druid County Disaster Management System-Operations Team 
County Staff and 
Functional Units D e ~ t s .  Involved 
Ill. OPERATIONS TEAM 
A. Incident 
Commander 
B. Police On-Scene 
Commander 
C. Fire & Rescue 
On-Scene 
Commander 
D. Public Information 
Officer 
Under control of Disaster 
Manager 
Fire Chief or Police 
Commander or designee 
(as appropriate) 
Senior Police Officer 
Police Dept. 
Senior Fire Officer from 
independent fire companies 
PI0 from police or Fire & 
Rescue Department 
Coordinate field operations of police and 
fire and hazard control. Gather and 
convey information to  DOR on status of 
emergency, from on-scene command 
bus and/or staging areas. Decide on, 
order, and mobilize for evacuation. 
In charge of the incident at the scene, 
directed from the command post or 
command bus. 
Mobilize and direct strike teams and task 
forces of police personnel at scene of 
incident and at staging areas. Order and 
mobilize evacuation and coordinate 
temporary shelters. 
Mobilize and direct strike teams and task 
forces of fire-rescue personnel at scene 
of incident and at staging areas. Direct 
hazard control, handle casualties, and 
coordinate with hospitals and coroners. 
Coordinate on-scene media response 
with DOR-PIO. 
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Under its current contract with the ar- 
chives management firm that operates 
the county archives, the department 
will provide technical assistance to the 
Emergency Management Group, 
headed by the chief administrative of- 
ficer, to locate and identify vital rec- 
ords and to develop a protective 
storage program to preserve these rec- 
ords. (Vital records are defined as that 
information needed to ensure conti- 
nuity of government in the event of a 
disaster.) 
Public libraries routinely collect and 
disseminate information in both print 
and electronic formats for the general 
public in all areas related to disaster 
prevention and mitigation efforts, in- 
cluding building and safety codes, 
weather history, zoning and land use 
management, history of catastrophic 
events, preventive health care, etc. A 
more careful effort could be made to 
include more comprehensive infor- 
mation relevant to long-term activities 
that reduce the effects of unavoidable 
disaster. Suggestions from emergency 
management (EM) staff would be 
most welcome. 
Public libraries could be utilized to in- 
form the general public or residents of 
a specific community or neighborhood 
about emergency management sys- 
tems, plans, procedures, activities, and 
problems through the following: 
Distribution of descriptive bro- 
chures, flyers, and other free public 
information publications about EM; 
Distribution of specialized publica- 
tions on EM translated into lan- 
guages of target populations 
(Spanish, Chinese, Vietnamese, etc.); 
Providing decentralized information 
resource files in 19 communities 
around the county as part of the li- 
braries' reference services for use by 
students, interested citizens, and 
community organizations, under 
either routine or emergency operat- 
ing conditions; and 
Co-sponsorship with fire and rescue 
services of public programs about 
EM issues and concerns to take place 
in library meeting rooms. 
5. Cellular telephones could be installed 
in the department's fleet of three de- 
livery trucks and vans, three book- 
mobiles and book vans, and two 
assigned cars, making it possible for 
county employees driving these ve- 
hicles to alert the Communications 
Center to incidents that may occur 
along their routes. 
Preparedness to Respond 
1. Library staff, particularly senior-level 
line managers and program coordi- 
nators, could be trained to serve as 
observers and evaluators in all five 
functional areas during disaster exer- 
cises. 
2. The Department of Public Libraries 
could and probably should develop its 
own evacuation plan for employees 
and members of the public who hap- 
Figure 5. Druid County Disaster Management System-Logistics Team 
County Staff and 
Functional Units D e ~ t s .  Involved Responsibilities 
IV. LOGISTICS TEAM Under control of Disaster 
Manager 
A. Team Leader in DOR Director, Dept. of 
Transportation (or other 
dept. head) 
B. Logistics Officer Staff from Dept. of 
on Command Bus Transportation 
Coordinate with other agencies to 
provide supplies, equipment 
maintenance, and fueling and feeding 
in support of the incident. 
Make policy decisions and direct/ 
decide on resource allocations. 
Coordinate and relay all logistics/ 
resource requests to DOR or directly 
to suppliers. 
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pen to be in libraries when an incident 
occurs in the neighborhood. EM staff 
would have to provide assistance in 
training and coordination with overall 
EM plans. 
The department could prepare an in- 
ventory of departmental resources 
that could be made available to the 
Emergency Management Group in the 
event of an emergency specific to one 
or more regions or neighborhoods 
served by a specific regional or smaller 
library. Such resources could include: 
communications equipment, such as 
TDD's for the deaf; personal com- 
puters and office automation system 
terminals; cable-video monitors and 
cablecasting capabilities; office sup- 
plies; community information files; 
meeting room space; and space for 
staging areas, camps, or shelters. 
Response to Emp~gency 
1. Senior-level library line managers, 
program coordinators, and other staff 
with relevant skills could assist in 
staffing emergency operations centers 
as managers or staff in the following 
functions: 
Figure 6. Druid County Disaster Management System- 
Legal-Finance Team 
County Staff and 
Functional Units D e ~ t s .  Involved Res~onsibilities 
V. LEGAL-FINANCE TEAM 
A. Team Leader 
B. Procurement Officer 
C. Compensation/Claims 
Officer 
D. Cost Unit Officer 
E. Time Unit Officer 
Under control of Disaster 
Manager 
County Attorney or designee, 
Office of County Attorney 
Staff from Purchasing Division, 
Dept. of Finance 
Staff from Risk Management 
Division, Dept. of Finance, and 
staff from County Attorney's 
Off ice 
Staff from Accounts Division or 
Revenue Division, Dept. of 
Finance 
Staff from Accounting Division, 
Dept. of Finance and from 
Office of Personnel. 
Issue and draft Declarations of 
Emergencies; advise on legal 
issues, such as convening of 
legislative bodies and need 
for emergency legislation or 
additional emergency powers; 
advise on financial concerns. 
Evaluate and advise on all 
legal issues, including 
emergency legislation. 
Administer all financial 
matters pertaining to vendor 
contracts. 
Oversee completion of 
compensation-for-injury forms, 
maintain file of injuries and 
illnesses associated with 
incident, obtain witness 
statements in writing. 
Handle investigation into civil 
tort claims, maintain logs on 
claims, obtain witness 
statements, and document 
investigations. 
Provide cost analysis data for 
incident, maintain accurate 
information on actual cost of 
assigned resources, and 
provide input on cost 
estimates to planning 
function. 
Ensure recording of daily 
personnel time and overtime 
documents and equipment 
. . 
time reporting. 
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public information, 
documentation and display of infor- 
mation, 
intelligence gathering and analysis, 
recruitment and referral of volun- 
teers, 
procurement, 
shelter management, and 
communications (translation and 
interpretation) with language minor- 
ities and handicapped. 
2. The department's central Telephone 
Reference Service (located in the Sto- 
nebrook Regional Library across the 
street from the Disaster Operations 
Room) could be designated as a back- 
up system for the Public Information 
Office's Information and Referral 
Unit. Appropriate equipment, com- 
munications lines, and training would 
have to be provided. 
Recooery (Shorf and Long Term) 
1. One or more public libraries could be 
designated as Disaster Assistance 
Centers, providing space for federal, 
state, or county workers to gather in- 
formation from the public about ac- 
tual damages, to assist in referring 
affected citizens to health treatment 
and counseling programs, and to col- 
lect and process claim forms, etc. 
2. Staff, resource files, and equipment in 
libraries so designated could be pro- 
vided to support public information, 
record keeping, or referral functions 
during the disaster recovery period. 
I look forward to discussing these rec- 
ommendations with you and your staff 
in the near future. Thank you. 
- - - - - - - - - - - - - - -  
TO: Director's Administrative 
Council 
FROM: Director, Department of 
Public Libraries 
SUBJECT: Public Libraries Involve- 
ment in the County Emer- 
gency Management Program 
- - - - - - - - - - - - - - -  
Attached is a proposal to the director 
of Fire and Rescue Services on the po- 
tential roles of the Department of Public 
Libraries in the county's Emergency 
Management Program. Please come to 
the next DAC meeting prepared to dis- 
cuss what you believe are the most pref- 
erable and feasible roles. Your comments 
on any specific recommendation will also 
be welcomed. 
Thank you. 
TO: Readers 
FROM: Director, Druid County De- 
partment of Public Libraries 
SUBJECT: Request for Feedback 
- - - - - - - - - - - - - - -  
Please send your comments to: 
Agnes M. Griffen 
99 Maryland Avenue 
Rockville, Maryland 20850 
Or Call (301) 279-1401. 
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The Potential for Development 
of a Clearinghouse for 
Emergency Information in 
the Public Library 
Lynn L. Magrath 
Kenneth E. Dowlin 
This article presents the role of public library service 
as it relates to  the creation and dissemination of an 
online clearinghouse for emergency information. The 
article details the four phases of comprehensive emer- 
gency management-mitigation, preparedness, re- 
sponse, and recovery-and the role a clearinghouse for 
emergency information would play in providing infor- 
mation for all four phases. The Pikes Peak Library Dis- 
trict (PPLD), which is internationally recognized for its 
innovative computerized library system, has had ex- 
tensive experience in creating networks of community 
information. The agencies and organizations involved 
are briefly outlined in this article. 
raries become increasingly 
sophisticated in their use and A" creation lib of networks, many new 
and desirable possibilities for the collec- 
tion and dissemination of community in- 
formation are presenting themselves. The 
creation of an online clearinghouse for 
emergency information is one of these 
potential community information net- 
works. 
As the site of intense community 
growth and change, the region served by 
the Pikes Peak Library District (PPLD) 
has the potential for many emergency / 
disaster situations. 
Background 
With the presence of the North Amer- 
ican Air Defense Command (NORAD) 
and the new Consolidated Space Oper- 
ations Center (CSOC), as well as the Air 
Force Academy and several other large 
military installations, the Colorado 
Springs area has created great potential 
for terrorist attack and hazardous mate- 
rial emergencies. These facilities also 
generate more than the usual concern for 
civil defense in case of war or nuclear 
attack. 
The recent influx of high-tech firms to 
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the Pikes Peak area has increased the 
likelihood of hazardous materials and 
toxic waste escaping into the environ- 
ment. Interstate 25, which runs through 
the middle of the United States, is now 
a major route for these materials. 
Natural disasters are not frequent, but 
they are swift and comprehensive when 
they strike. Flash floods, tornadoes, high 
winds up to 150 ,mph, and, more fre- 
quently, heavy snow are some additional 
emergency situations for which an ef- 
fective clearinghouse for emergency in- 
formation could provide assistance as 
part of a comprehensive emergency man- 
agement system. 
The Pikes Peak community is unique 
in several ways. The major segments of 
the economy are military installations 
(there are five major ones in the area), 
tourism, electronics manufacturing, ag- 
riculture, and mining. The average edu- 
cation level is high, and is claimed to be 
the highest education level of any U.S. 
area of its size. The average adult, 25 
years or older, has completed 12.3 years 
of school; 61.1 percent have completed 
high school and/or have gone further in 
education. 
The Library's Role in Providing 
Communitv Information 
The PPLD is the public library provid- 
ing both traditional and innovative li- 
brary services to those living in the Pikes 
Peak region and El Paso County. PPLD 
includes two major, full-service facilities: 
Penrose (in the center of downtown and 
the western half of the population for 
the library district) and the new East Li- 
brary and Information Center (at the cen- 
ter of the eastern half of the population 
for the library district). There are also 
seven branch libraries located throughout 
the area, a county jail library, and three 
bookmobiles. The two full-service facil- 
ities are headquarters for extensive in- 
formation and reference services, the 
major portion of the library's collection, 
as well as for district-wide library func- 
tions, such as management, technical ser- 
vices, communications, and computer 
system activities. 
The library district was formed in 
1964, and the Penrose Public Library 
building was built in 1968. PPLD's pres- 
ent book collection is 452,445 volumes. 
The 1985 circulation was 1,023,742; tele- 
phone and walk-in service was provided 
for 535,617 people at the main library. 
The 1986 budget was $3,348,480, pro- 
vided primarily from a two-mill levy 
from El Paso County property owners. 
The number of registered patrons in 1986 
was 110,000, about one-third of El Paso 
County's total population of 360,200. 
On November 4, 1986, district voters 
approved an increase of the library's mill 
levy to four mills, which will be used to 
staff the New East Library and Infor- 
mation Center and four smaller facilities 
that will serve the eastern half of the fast- 
growing district. 
The library's basic service premise is 
the individual's right to information. The 
PPLD Board of Trustees endorses a ser- 
vice philosophy consisting of three goals: 
1. To serve the community as its in- 
formation center by providing a 
trained staff, a database of com- 
munity information, and informa- 
tion resources to which individuals 
can be linked to find information. 
2. To serve the community as its ma- 
terials resource center by providing 
a collection of books and other ma- 
terials from which patrons can find 
information and knowledge. 
3. To serve the community as its com- 
munications center by providing an 
electronic capability to link individ- 
uals or organizations with infor- 
mation possessed by other in- 
dividuals and groups. 
Early on, the importance of local in- 
formation was recognized, and, in 1978, 
PPLD initiated online service for com- 
munity resource files. It was the first li- 
brary in the country to do so. Ready and 
convenient access is available through a 
single telephone number, 471-CALL, 
which is connected to the information 
desk and primarily used for accessing the 
special libraries 
community resource files. The library's 
computer provides this access quickly 
and efficiently as it records, stores, and 
retrieves valuable local information that 
is often regarded by public libraries as 
elusive and difficult to acquire and man- 
age. This information is available online 
directly to people's homes through their 
home computers, as well as in the library 
itself. The library currently has over 
3,000 home computer users registered to 
use the library's information files and 
public access catalog from their homes. 
Library staff and management have 
used this unique approach to meet in- 
formation needs of patrons whose most 
immediate needs concern their survival 
in the community. The files are designed 
to respond to inquiries in the areas of 
consumer affairs; public affairs; health 
care and welfare services; social security 
problems; housing, food, and transpor- 
tation concerns; employment; city ser- 
vices; social and interest groups; local 
events; daycare; local documents; adult 
learning opportunities; and carpooling. 
As a valued resource and active partici- 
pant in the community, the library finds 
itself a logical source and dissemination 
point for this information. 
The following are among the agencies 
and organizations the library has worked 
with to create this network of community 
information: 
Citizen's Goals: A community project to 
get grass roots participation in com- 
munity decision making. Gave the li- 
brary $52,000 to create a clearinghouse 
for information on regional growth and 
local documents. 
City and county governments: Declared the 
Pikes Peak Library District an official 
depository for their documents. The 
city is considering placing the city code 
on the library's computer and updating 
it online to make it immediately ac- 
cessible to the public. 
Thefederalgovernmenf: Funds Ridefinders, 
an award-winning system created to 
match carpoolers. 
Pikes Peak Area Council of Governmen 1s: Has 
given its entire library of planning doc- 
uments to PPLD for inclusion in the 
Local Documents Database. 
Pikes Peak Unifed Way: Uses the library's 
online system and helps update the in- 
formation in library files. 
The Urban League: Contracts with the li- 
brary to provide an online listing of 
licensed day-care centers. 
The University of Colorado at Colorado 
Springs, the US. Air  Force Academy, and 
Pikes Peak Community College: Pikes Peak 
Library District is networking with 
these universities and will soon have 
their holdings available online in the 
public library and to the library's 3,000 
home users. 
The key to the success of these ven- 
tures with other agencies has been the 
library's ability to identify and clarify the 
goals that are common to both the library 
and these organizations, as well as the 
ability to build computerized databases 
and to update them with accurate and 
timely information. 
Creation of a Clearinghouse for 
Emergency Information 
The work the library has done with 
automation and with other community 
and governmental agencies has set the 
stage for the creation of a clearinghouse 
for emergency information. Such a clear- 
inghouse would focus on providing in- 
formation for all four phases of 
comprehensive emergency management: 
1. Mitigation: The activities which re- 
duce the probability of a disaster. 
2. Preparedness: Plans to minimize the 
impact of a disaster. 
3. Response: Provision of emergency as- 
sistance in a disaster. 
4 .  Recovery: Returning life to normal. 
The library's extensive databases and 
community contacts contain the super- 
structure for creation of the mitigation 
phase. 
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Mitigation staff to input an address and pull the map 
for that area up for viewing within sec- 
The background data already collected 
on potential, natural, and human-gen- 
erated disasters are indicative of the type 
of information that can be available on- 
line, as well as in hard copy, for those 
hoping to anticipate and avert potential 
disasters. For example, maps and back- 
ground information on old coal mines, 
and drainage and flood plain areas, are 
available to developers, officials, and 
home buyers at the library. Much more 
could be done by the library and local 
officials to add to and publicize this in- 
formation, which would potentially mit- 
igate future emergencies. 
Preparedness 
The clearinghouse's role in prepared- 
ness should be a combination of provid- 
ing up-to-the-minute information on the 
status of the disaster, forecasting poten- 
tial natural disasters, and marketing the 
clearinghouse as the source for the latest 
information. 
Up-to-the-minute, "state-of-the- 
emergency" information would not be 
designed to conflict with any other dis- 
aster-related service, such as 911, which 
takes calls for help. It would be designed 
online to receive up-to-the-minute in- 
formation direct from the people who are 
monitoring the disaster (for example, the 
National Weather Service, the Police De- 
partment, and the Health Department). 
It could consist of an immediate response 
map, which would allow the person di- 
aling in to input information directly pin- 
pointing the areas of current and 
anticipated flooding. The same system 
would then serve for the person who 
wished to know if their home was in the 
path of the flood. They could dial directly 
into the system with their home com- 
puter or could request the information 
over the phone from a librarian. PPLD 
currently has a map laid out in a mile 
matrix of the entire county, which was 
acquired for the carpool match service. A 
new geocoding system enables the library 
onds. 
The second component would be fore- 
casting. After developing and inputting 
the background data on previous flood- 
ing incidents, it would be possible to 
compute the likelihood of an adjoining 
neighborhood being flooded. 
The third preparedness component 
could be a definition section, as the ter- 
minology used might not be familiar to 
all users. 
Marketing could include a series of 
programming on disaster preparedness, 
and the distribution of emergency infor- 
mation through existing community con- 
tacts, such as Welcome Wagon, United 
Way, service clubs, the media, schools, 
and agencies serving the elderly and 
handicapped. 
The immediate response maps and data 
could obviously be used as a mitigation 
tool, as the data for forecasting would be 
readily available and could consolidate 
not just whether data but geographic and 
potential response factors as well. 
Response 
While the public warning component 
could certainly be a part of the emergency 
clearinghouse system, warnings would be 
handled most appropriately through the 
media as it is now. However, the clearing 
house number would be available for 
people to call for more geographically 
specific information. This would not only 
provide more detailed information to the 
general public than is currently available, 
but it would also free up the agencies 
dealing directly with the emergency sit- 
uation, which could potentially increase 
their response effectiveness. In the case 
of a heavy snow, people could find out 
which streets the city cleaned first, and 
those on the priority list, so they could 
more safely and easily get to work or 
school. 
In addition, the geocoding feature 
could be used online by the responding 
agencies to target areas and pinpoint their 
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teams of people in the field. As they in- 
put information into the system, the gen- 
eral public would also get immediate 
feedback on how close the response 
teams are to their location. 
Recovery 
A great deal of the information needed 
for reqovery from a disaster is already in 
PPLD's computer. Temporary shelter 
sites, child care se~ ices ,  and emergency 
medical care facilities are all part of the 
files. Additional shelters and short-term 
aid facilities could be added as they be- 
came available. Subject headings, such as 
"disaster relief," could also be added to 
all agencies that provide such so that they 
could easily be retrieved in one search. 
Documentation for the process of sorting 
out and understanding the disaster could 
easily be incorporated into the Local Doc- 
uments files in the form of the Economic 
Impact Studies and New Land Use Plan- 
ning documents. 
As these examples illustrate, the po- 
tential for creating a clearinghouse for 
emergency information in the public li- 
brary is very good. In fact, the super- 
structure, in terms of both automation 
and community contacts, for such a sys- 
tem already exists at the PPLD. As PPLD 
continues to increase its ability to de- 
velop and serve as the community in- 
formation center, the idea of the library 
functioning as an emergency information 
center becomes more and more viable. 
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0 Our World" 
S LA'S 78th Annual Conference 
- 
Global lflformrJtion Access- 
Expanding Our W M  
T HE challenges and opportunities involved in the worldwide trans- fer of information is the theme of 
many of the sessions scheduled during 
the Anaheim Conference. If you are new 
to the library field, your attendance will 
prove to be an enriching experience. If 
you are a seasoned professional, this con- 
ference will provide the most advanced 
information available, brought to you by 
practitioners in the field. The SLA An- 
aheim Conference is one you won't want 
to miss! 
General Sessions 
Dr. Arno Penzias is the magnetic 
speaker who will address General Session 
I, "Global Information Access." As vice- 
president of research and development at 
AT&T Bell Laboratories, Dr. Penzias is 
responsible for a wide range of programs 
in physical, material, communications, 
and information science. Dr. Penzias is 
deeply concerned about the creation and 
effective use of information technology 
in our society and is uniquely qualified 
to address the many aspects of this timely 
topic. 
The second General Session, "Expand- 
ing Information Access: Global Trends, 
Regional Implications," will feature a 
distinguished panel of experts, who will 
explore the topic while concentrating on 
their own areas of expertise. Susan Shat- 
tuck Benson, senior specialist on devel- 
opment of libraries, archives and mass 
media at the Organization of American 
States, will cover Latin America; devel- 
opments in the Pacific Rim will be dis- 
cussed by Miles M. Jackson, dean of the 
Graduate School of Library Studies at the 
University of Hawaii at Manoa; and Nas- 
ser Sharify, dean and professor of the 
Graduate School of Library and Infor- 
mation Science at Pratt Institute, will dis- 
cuss developments in the Near East. An 
overview of these trends and issues will 
be provided by the panel moderator, Inez 
L. Sperr Brisjford, director of the Institute 
for International Information Programs 
and associate professor at Palmer School 
of Library and Information Science at 
Long Island University. 
CD-ROM Workshop 
Does CD-ROM (Compact Disk-Read 
Only Memory) have a place in your li- 
brary? 
On Tuesday, June 9, eight SLA divi- 
sions have planned an all-day CD-ROM 
Workshop titled "What Is CD-ROM and 
Why Should We Care?" This free work- 
shop will cover such topics as down- 
loading, telecommunications, data file 
ownership, hardware/software require- 
ments, as well as the latest CD trends. 
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Schedule of Events 
The 1987 Annual Conference will fea- 
ture over 100 exciting and educational 
programs. These events are the result of 
many months of planning by the Ana- 
heim Conference Program Committee, 
SLA divisions, and several other com- 
mittees. A wide range of topics will be 
covered, and the hardest decision you 
might have to make is deciding which 
sessions to attend. These sessions are 
open to all conference registrants at no 
additional cost. A sampling of program 
titles follows: 
Adjusting to Worsening Economic Condi- 
tions 
Handling Sensitive Reference Questions 
After the Show is Over-What Broadcast 
Libraries Do with the Finished Product 
Innovations in Small Libraries 
The Special Library in the Year 2010 
International Exchange on State-of-the-Art 
News Librarianship 
Geographic Information Management Sys- 
tems 
End-User Management-The Impact on the 
Information Center 
Standards Roundtable 
Automating Visual Collections: Low Cost 
Solutions 
Getting Online: What to Expect When Put- 
ting Your Library Online 
The Computer-Today and Tomorrow 
The Book Arts in Los Angeles 
International Drug Information-Vendor 
Update 
Map Conservation Workshop 
Petroleum Prices and National Security 
Integrated Services Digital Network 
Publicity, Promotion, and P.R.-Pro-Active 
Strategies 
World Trade and the International Mone- 
tary System 
International Defense Information Confer- 
ence '87 
Astronomy Workshop 
Impact of Changing Technologies-Visible 
Effects on Library Education and Careers 
in Special Libraries 
Gossamer Condor to Flying Pterodactyl 
Copyright and Cash 
Newsletter Publishing: What's It All About? 
Creating a Library Overseas and Acquiring 
Foreign Materials at Home 
Environmental Health Issues in the Work- 
place 
Government Update 
New Beginnings 
Practical Tips for Managing the Special Li- 
brary 
Great Promotion Ideas: Getting the Message 
Across 
Role of Special Librarianship in the Context 
of the Library and Information Science 
Profession: A Content Analysis 
Computer Science Workshop 
The One Professional Library: Issues and 
Problems 
Forecasting Economic Trends 
SLA and the Accreditation Process 
Legislative Update 
Information Resources in International 
Business with Focus on the Petroleum In- 
dustry 
Managing Technology in the Small Library 
What Do You Expect from the Library? 
Parallel Paths: The Consultant and the Staff 
Librarian 
Non-Bibliographic Databases in the Sci- 
ences 
Alcohol-The Number One Drug Problem 
Views of the West: Curators Choice 
Leadership-A Profile in Advocacy 
Reference Material Update 
Assertiveness = U-CYA; Uncover Your As- 
sets 
Global Marketing-Myth or Reality 
Liability Insurance: Issues and Sources 
Haven't I Done This Before-A Second 
Look at Library Software Systems 
Municipal Reference Library Service 
Innovative Solutions to Making Do With 
Less 
News Libraries: Increasing Our Influence 
Should SLA Emphasize Standards for Spe- 
cial Libraries or for Library and Infor- 
mation Science Materials? 
Meeting the Hazardous Waste Management 
Information Needs of Small Businesses in 
Southern California 
SHRP Indeed! and Our French Connection 
Discussion of Global Climate Warming 
Trends in California Food and Wine 
South Coast Metro 
Vendor Update 
Issues in Consulting: Developing a Business 
Plan 
Commercialization of Women's Issues 
CAS Roundtable 
Indexer's Meeting 
Automating Visual Collections: High Tech- 
nology 
Problems and Solutions for W/Text Users 
Problems and Solutions for BASIS Users 
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Issues in Consulting: Developing the Fi- 
nancial Plan 
International Securities Pricing 
Toxicological Information Source Update 
Computer Downloading and Optical Disk 
Update 
Cartography and the American Geograph- 
ical Society 
Interpreting Education Issues for Education 
Librarians 
The Value of the Information Professional 
Book and Author Luncheon with Sherley 
Anne Williams 
Role of Translations in Management of For- 
eign Technical Information 
Broadening the Base of Information Users 
Three Databases for Global Statistics and 
Information 
How Online System Users Can Lobby for 
Change 
Patent Trend Analysis: Outsmarting Your 
Competition 
The Pacific Rim in the Year 2000 
Collecting Regional Planning Records 
Public Utilities Online Databases 
Photo Collections: Southern California Spe- 
cials 
Power and Politics in Your Organization 
Mathematics Workshop 
Global Cooperation in Copyright 
The Telecommunications Library Collection 
Marketing Transportation in Southern Cal- 
ifornia-Who Needs It? 
Conference Wrap-up Session 
Microcomputers in Map Collections 
A Further Look at Biotechnology: Business, 
Information and Ethical Issues 
Workstations for Accessing Information 
From Individual Potential to Team Strength 
Analyzing Foreign Financial Statements 
SLA Fundraiser 
A trip to Anaheim would not be com- 
plete without a visit to Disneyland. Tick- 
ets for Disneyland will be available 
through SLA at a discounted rate. The 
cost of the tickets will include a donation 
toward the SLA Building Reserve Fund, 
The conference meeting/exhibit 
schedule has been planned to allow free 
time on Sunday evening for those atten- 
dees who wish to go to Disneyland on 
their own. However, the one-day tickets 
to Disneyland can be used any day from 
Saturday, June 6, through Friday, June 
12. 
Visit the Exhibits 
Keeping current in your rapidly chang- 
ing profession poses a challenge to all 
information specialists. The SLA Exhibit 
Hall provides the perfect opportunity for 
you to stay on top of the most recent 
developments in the information mar- 
ketplace while viewing the services and 
products of more than 200 exhibiting 
companies. Knowledgeable booth per- 
sonnel will be on hand to provide dem- 
onstrations of featured equipment and to 
answer questions you may have regard- 
ing their products or services. SLA's 1987 
Exhibit Hall will be conveniently located 
in the Anaheim Convention Center. 
Special Exhibit Hall Events 
Sunday, June 7 Exhibit Hall Reception 
3:00 p.m.-5:00 p.m. Free drinks for all attendees. 
Tuesday, June 9 Dessert in the Exhibit Hall 
1:30 p.m.-2:30 p.m. Complimentary dessert for all attendees. 
Support These Exhibiting Companies: 
They Help Support SLA 
Academic Press 
AG Access 
Alan Armstrong & Associates, Ltd. 
All-Steel Canada, Ltd. 
American Chemical Society 
American Institute of Aeronautics 
and Astronautics 
American Institute of Physics 
American Library Association 
Publishing Services 
American Management Association 
American Mathematical Society 
American National Standards 
Institute 
American Society for Metals 
American Society of Civil Engineers 
American Society of Mechanical 
Engineers 
Andrew Wilson/PPI 
Association of College and 
Research Libraries 
Baker and Taylor 
Ballen Booksellers International, 
Inc. 
138 special libraries 
Bank Marketing Association 
Bechtel Information Services 
Bernan-Unipub 
Beverly Books, Inc. 
Biosciences Information Service 
Book Clearing House 
Book Services International 
R.R. Bowker Co. 
Brodart Co. 
BRS Information Technologies 
The Bureau of National Affairs, Inc. 
Burrelle's 
Butterworth Publishers 
Cab International 
Cambridge Scientific Abstracts 
Cambridge University Press 
Center for Association Publications, 
Inc. 
Center for International Financial 
Analysis and Research, Inc. 
Charles E. Simon and Co. 
CLASS 
CLSI, Inc. 
Combined Consultants Exhibit 
Commerce Clearing House, Inc. 
Comstow lnformation Services/ 
Bibliotech 
Congressional Information Service, 
Inc. 
Corporate Technology Information 
Services 
Coutts/Menzies/Bennetts 
Creative Manufacturing Corp. 
Cuadra Associates, Inc. 
Data Analysis Group 
Data Composition, Inc. 
Data Trek, Inc. 
Databooks 
Datalib 
Demco, Inc. 
Derwent, Inc. 
Dialog lnformation Services, Inc. 
Disclosure Information Group 
Dow Jones and Company, Inc. 
Drug Information Fulltext/lPA 
Dun's Marketing Services 
Dun's Marketing Services--Online 
Dynamic Information Corp. 
Ebsco Subscription Services 
The Economist Publications 
Elsevier Science Publishing Co. 
Encyclopaedia Britannica, Inc. 
Engineering Information, Inc. 
Euromoney Publications PLC 
The Faxon Co. 
Federal Document Retrieval, Inc. 
Federal Publications, Inc. 
Follett Software Co. 
Fuji Photo Film U.S.A. 
G Two Marketing 
Gale Research Co. 
Gaylord Brothers, lnc. 
General Research Corp. 
Georgetown University Medical 
Center Library 
R.P. Gillotte Co. 
Gordon and Breach Science 
Publishers 
Gralan Distributors, Inc. 
Grolier Educational Corp. 
Grolier Electronic Publishing, Inc. 
Gulf Publishing Co. 
G. K. Hall & Co. 
Harwood Academic Publishers 
Horizon Information Services 
IEEE Computer Society Press 
IEEE/INSPEC 
IMS lnternational 
Info Globe 
Information Access Co. 
lnformation Dimensions, Inc. 
lnformation Handling Services 
lnformation on Demand 
Information Store, Inc. 
Inforonics, lnc. 
Inmagic, Inc. 
Innovative Interfaces, Inc. 
lnspec 
Institute for Scientific lnformation 
Interavia Publishing Group 
Interdok Corp. 
International Monetary Fund 
Jane's Publishing, Inc. 
Knowledge Industry Publications, 
Inc. 
Learned Information, Inc. 
Lexington Books 
Library Automation Products, Inc. 
Library Bureau, Inc. 
Library Wholesale Services 
Majors Scientific Books 
Marcive, Inc. 
Market Data Retrieval 
Martinus Nijhoff International 
McGraw-Hill Book Co. 
McGraw-Hill Publications Co. 
McGregor Subscription Service, Inc 
Mead Data Central 
Meckler Publishing 
Moodv's Investors 
National Agricultural Library, 
USDA 
National Central Library-China 
National Register Publishing Co. 
National Technical Information 
Service 
Nedbook International BV 
Nerac, Inc. 
Newport Associates, Inc. 
Newsbank, Inc. 
Newsnet, Inc. 
Nichols Publishing Co. 
Nils Publishing Co. 
Notis 
Nova University 
OCLC 
Orbit Search Service 
Organization for Economic 
Cooperation and Development 
Oryx Press 
Oxbridge Communications 
Paper Chase 
Pergamon Infoline, lnc. 
Pergamon Press, Inc. 
Pioneer Hi-Bred International 
Plenum Publishing Corp. 
Predicasts 
Prentice-Hall Press 
Princeton Microfilm Corp. 
Professional's Library 
Public Affairs lnformation Service 
(PAIS) 
The Publisher's Book Exhibit, Inc. 
The Ralph McElroy Translation Co. 
Read-More Publications, Inc. 
Regulatory Information Service (RE) 
Research Books, Inc. 
Research Information Services 
Research Publications 
Russ Bassett 
Sadtler Research Laboratories 
Savage lnformation Services 
Scholium International, Inc. 
Sheshunoff and Co. 
Silverplatter Information, Inc. 
Social Issues Resources Series, Inc. 
(SIRS) 
Society of Automotive Engineers, 
Inc. (SAE) 
Sociological Abstracts, Inc. 
Spacesaver Corp. 
Specialized Book Service, Inc. 
Springer-Verlag New York 
Publishers, Inc. 
Standard and Poor's Corp. 
STN lnternational 
Stockton Press 
Swets North America 
Sydney Dataproducts, Inc. 
Taylor and Francis/IPS 
Thomas Register Online 
Thomson and Thomson 
Trinet, Inc. 
Turner Subscriptions 
United Nations Publications 
US. Book Company 
U.S. Bureau of the Census 
U.S. Geological Survey 
U.S. Library of Congress, 
Cataloging Distribution Service 
US. Patent and Trademark 
Office-Patent Depository 
Library Program 
USBE, Inc. 
University Microfilms lnternational 
University Publications of America 
Utlas International U.S., Inc. 
Van Nostrand Reinhold Co., Inc. 
W/Text  Information S e ~ c e s  
Wadsworth, lnc. 
Washington Document Service 
West Publishing Co. 
Western Union 
John Wiley and Sons, Inc. 
H.W. Wilson Co. 
Worden Co. 
The World Bank 
World Book Encyclopedia 
Continuing Education 
- designed to advance the knowledge and 
skills of both new and experienced in- 
The Professional Development Section formation professionals. Participants will 
will offer a diverse program of courses earn 0.6 Continuing Education Units 
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(CEUs) and a certificate upon completion 
of each course. CE courses will be con- 
ducted on Saturday, June 6,  and Sunday, 
June 7, from 9:00 a.m. to 4:00 p.m. 
Several professional development ac- 
tivities will be offered for more experi- 
enced information professionals or those 
with advanced knowledge in the field of 
instruction. These opportunities include 
"Systems Analysis in a Managerial En- 
vironment," "Advanced Applications of 
Library Microcomputers," "Going It 
Alone: Managing the One-Person Li- 
brary, Part 2," as well as two Middle 
Management Institute offerings. 
Ten new courses will be offered this 
year: "New Technology and Its Impact 
on You," "Database Construction Is- 
sues," "Systems Analysis in a Managerial 
Environment," "Going It Alone: Man- 
aging the One-Person Library," "Impact 
Your Organization: Creative Manage- 
ment and Effective Communications," 
"Evaluating the Corporate Library," "Le- 
gal Research for the Non-Law Librarian," 
"Thesaurus Construction," "Budgets and 
Libraries," and "Resume Writing and In- 
terviewing Techniques." 
The complete listing of courses is as 
follows: 
Management 
Corporate Library Excellence 
Evaluating the Company Library 
Impact Your Organization: Creative 
Management and Effective Com- 
munications 
Going It Alone: Managing the One- 
Person Library (Part I and Part 11") 
Organizational Management for the 
Information Professional 
Space Planning and Evaluation for Li- 
braries and Business Information 
Centers 
*Systems Analysis in a Managerial En- 
vironment 
Time Management in the Small Library 
Technology 
*Advanced Applications of Library Mi- 
crocomputers 
Introduction to Microcomputers for 
Special Libraries 
New Technology and Its Impact On 
You! 
Budgeting and Finance 
Budgets and Libraries 
Making Money: Fees for Information 
Service 
Personal Development 
Resume Writing and Interviewing 
Techniques 
Information Management 
Database Construction Issues 
Legal Research for the Non-Law Li- 
brarian 
Practical Research for the Special Li- 
brarian 
Thesaurus Construction 
"For information professionals with advanced 
subject knowledge in the field of the course. 
Middle Management Institute 
The Middle Management Institute 
(MMI) is the second phase of SLA's 
Professional Development Program. The 
MMI consists of 75 hours of instruction 
divided into five units: 
Management Skills 
Analytical Tools 
Human Resources 
Marketing and Public Relations 
Technology and Applications 
Each unit will include 15 hours of in- 
teractive instruction spread out over two- 
and-a-half days. Participants will earn 
1.5 CEUs for each completed MMI unit. 
An MMI Certificate will be awarded to 
participants who complete all five units 
within an approximate 24-month period. 
In addition to the units offered on June 
5-7 at the Annual Conference, SLA has 
scheduled Middle Management units in 
various locations throughout the United 
States over the next several years. 
The "Management Skills" unit will ex- 
plore the role of the information center 
within the organizational structure, while 
sharpening participants' skills in meeting 
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the challenges of management. Problem- 
solving, decision-making, and time-man- 
agement techniques will be presented, 
and various management styles will be 
evaluated. 
The "Marketing and Public Relations" 
unit will emphasize the development of 
strategies to promote the services pro- 
vided by the special library and infor- 
mation professional. Participants will be 
introduced to the key components in a 
successful marketing strategy and, 
through the program, will develop the 
skills to design and convey an effective 
public relations message. 
For information on any of the Profes- 
sional Development Programs presented 
by SLA, please contact Kathy L. Warye, 
Director, Professional Development, at 
(202) 234-4700. 
Management Cinema 
SLA management films will again be 
featured at the Annual Conference. 
Viewers will have the opportunity to 
learn about sophisticated and timely 
management topics through a well-de- 
signed and interesting format. Titles, de- 
scriptions, and times will be listed in the 
Final Conference Program. 
For information please contact Kathy 
Warye. 
Contributed Papers 
Contributed Papers Sessions will be 
held on Monday and Tuesday afternoons 
during the Anaheim Conference. 
Monday's session is titled "Global In- 
formation Access and Multinational Cor- 
porations," and the titles and authors of 
the papers to be presented are as follows: 
"The Role of International Inter-Govern- 
mental Organizations in International In- 
formation Transfer and Policy" 
Speaker: Robert Williams, associate pro- 
fessor, University of South Carolina, 
College of Library and Information 
Science 
"A Global Information System to Iden- 
tify Research in Progress" 
Speaker: Alice Lefler Primack, associate 
librarian, University of Florida 
"Information Network for Numeric Da- 
tabases of Materials Properties" 
Speaker Ferne C. Allan, technical in- 
formation specialist, Sandia National 
Laboratories 
"Serving the Information Needs of a 
Multinational Corporation" 
Speaker: JoAnn L. Gill, information an- 
alyst, Digital Equipment Corporation 
"How to Shrink the Informational World 
of a Multinational Organization" 
Speaker: Lois Weinstein, manager, tech- 
nical information services, General 
Foods Corporation 
"Classified Documents in the Corporate 
Library" 
Speaker: Patricia M. Shores, librarian, 
General Electric Company, Aerospace 
Control Systems Department 
"Bank Letters as a Source of Business 
Information" 
Speaker: Nancy Jane Myers, senior ref- 
erence librarian, SRI International 
"Packet Switching Networks: Worldwide 
Access to Corporate Datafiles" 
Speaker: Kurt 0 .  Baumgartner, senior 
associate information scientist, Inter- 
national Minerals & Chemical Corpo- 
ration 
"Information Access Throughout the 
World" is the title of Tuesday's session. 
The topics to be covered and the authors 
of the papers are as follows: 
"Japan in the Age of Information" 
Speaker: Jimmy Dickerson, chemistry li- 
brarian, University of North Carolina 
"Information Flows Between the United 
States and Japan" 
Speaker: Deborah Uchida, corporate li- 
brarian, Hawaiian Electric Company 
"Information Access in Niger: the West 
African Experience" 
Speaker: Charlene M. Baldwin, science 
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reference librarian, University of Ari- 
zona 
"Access to Russian Technical Informa- 
tion Sources" 
Speaker; Robert Carande, engineering li- 
brarian, General Dynamics, Convair 
Division 
"Agricultural and Forest Resources of 
Latin America: Information Networks" 
Speaker: Frederick Sepp, senior assistant 
librarian, life sciences, Pennsylvania 
State University 
"Agricultural Documentation in the 
Middle East: a North Yemen Case Study" 
Speaker: Robert G. Varady, assistant re- 
search scientist, University of Arizona, 
Office of Arid Lands Studies 
"Special Libraries in West Germany as 
Part of the National Information and 
Documentation System" 
Speaker: Wolfram Neubauer, manager, 
Central Library, Boehringer Ingelheim 
California, Here W e  Come 
Sunny Anaheim was chosen as the site 
of SLA's 78th Conference for a variety 
of reasons-sufficient meeting/exhibit 
space, abundant, attractive, affordable 
hotel rooms, easy access to major trans- 
portation, and last, but not least, its lo- 
cation in exciting California. The last 
SLA Conference on the West Coast was 
in San Francisco in 1971. The many at- 
tractions nearby this year's meeting site 
will entice attendees into lingering for a 
vacation after the conference is over. 
SLA has scheduled several conference- 
wide events that will enable participants 
to enjoy the unique charm of this region. 
"Heart of Orange County" 
This Saturday evening bus tour will 
begin with a ride through the streets of 
Anaheim with a knowledgeable guide 
pointing out the city's many attractions 
including Anaheim Stadium, Disneyland, 
and the Crystal Cathedral. The tour then 
travels westward through Orange 
County to Laguna Beach on the Pacific 
Ocean. The ride continues along the coast 
allowing you to view splashing ocean 
waves and white sandy beaches while 
passing through Newport Beach and Bal- 
boa Island. Time will be scheduled for a 
stop or two along the way at points of 
scenic interest. Light refreshments will be 
served during the trip. 
"Newport Getaway" 
View the coastal splendor on your way 
to Newport Beach where a one hour 
cruise of Newport Harbor has been 
scheduled on board the "Pavilion 
Queen." While relaxing and breathing 
the salty ocean air, you will view the 
homes of millionaries along the shore, 
and a wide range of pleasure boats in the 
bay, ranging from rubber rafts to ocean- 
going yachts. After the cruise is a short 
trip to Lido Marina Village, a neighbor- 
hood market place that combines Euro- 
pean flavor with its Newport personality. 
Here you will have time to stroll along 
the cobblestone walkways and browse 
through an assortment of 75 international 
boutiques. This event is scheduled for 
Thursday, June 11. 
"Hollywood Happening at 
Universal Studios" 
Upon arrival at Universal Studios on 
Thursday morning, you will board a tram 
for a privately guided tour through Uni- 
veral's famous backlot. This area is 
made up of 640 outdoor sets that were 
specially created for many famous mov- 
ies and TV shows including "The Sting," 
"Psycho," and "Simon and Simon." The 
magic of special effects will simulate for 
you the experience of an Alpine ava- 
lanche, an attack by "Jaws," and an en- 
counter with King Kong. The Universal 
Entertainment Center is the next stop 
where you will be on your own for lunch 
and to enjoy many other attractions. 
These include the Screen Test Comedy 
Theater, the A-Team Live Action Show, 
and a Western Stunt Show, or you can 
just browse through the exhibits and 
movie museum. 
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Hotels 
The co-headquarters hotels for the An- 
aheim Conference are the Anaheim Hil- 
ton and Anaheim Marriott. The Inn at 
the Park is also holding a block of rooms 
for SLA conference attendees. All three 
hotels are conveniently located near each 
other and the Anaheim Convention Cen- 
ter. A full listing of room rates and the 
housing reservation form will be printed 
in the Preliminary Conference Program. 
Transportation 
Los Angeles International Airport 
(LAX) is 36 miles from Anaheim and is 
the closest major airport. An airport bus 
runs on a frequent schedule from LAX 
to the major hotels in Anaheim and SLA 
has negotiated group rates for the bus- 
be sure to clip out your bus coupon from 
the Preliminary Conference Program. 
John Wayne County Airport is located 
14 miles from Anaheim and is served by 
several airlines. Taxis, limos and busses 
are available from both airports. SLA has 
appointed National Car Rental as our 
designated car rental company for the 
1987 Anaheim Conference. Full details 
will be provided in the Preliminary Con- 
ference Program. 
Registration 
Registration will take place in the An- 
aheim Convention Center. Advance reg- 
istration for the Anaheim Conference is 
strongly encouraged to avoid long, time- 
consuming lines and to save you money. 
All SLA members will be mailed a copy 
of the Preliminary Conference Program 
in early March. 
If you are not an SLA member and 
wish to receive a copy of the Preliminary 
Conference Program, or if you have any 
questions about the conference, please 
contact the Manager, Conference and Ex- 
hibits, Special Libraries Association, 1700 
Eighteenth Street, N.W., Washington, 
DC 20009; (202) 234-4700. 
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"1  987-The Year of the 
Reader" A Do-It-Yourself 
Concept 
John Y. Cole 
I AM pleased to invite special librar- ians to mark 1987 as the Year of the Reader, through events and projects 
that celebrate reading, readers, and li- 
braries. "1987-The Year of the Reader" 
is a simple "do-it-yourself" theme that 
encourages reading and recognizes its 
crucial place in a democratic culture. It 
also calls attention to the vital role in our 
society of libraries, schools, information 
centers, and other organizations that dis- 
seminate the printed word. 
"1987-The Year of the Reader" is the 
10th anniversary theme of the Center for 
the Book in the Library of Congress, 
which was established by Librarian of 
Congress Daniel J. Boorstin to stimulate 
public interest in books, reading, and the 
printed word. In response to a request 
from Dr. Boorstin, Congress and Presi- 
dent Reagan have designated 1987 as the 
Year of the Reader. The official state- 
ments, Public Law 99-494 and Presiden- 
tial Proclamation 5584, give librarians 
and others who care about books and 
reading an opportunity that we should 
not ignore. Both emphasize the need to 
"restore reading to a place of preemi- 
nence in our personal lives and in the life 
of our Nation." President Reagan's 
proclamation, issued December 3, 1986, 
makes two especially important points: 
1) the ability to read and write effectively 
is essential "to success and accomplish- 
ment in every field of endeavor," and 2) 
those without these abilities "lack a vital 
employment skill in our increasingly in- 
formation-rich society." 
Because special libraries are imbedded 
within every kind of imaginable orga- 
nization, they can help us reach new au- 
diences with the Year of the Reader 
message. Why not ask your organization 
to use the theme in an existing (or a new) 
public relations effort? In the name of 
the Year of the Reader, for example, your 
organization might provide publicity for 
a local literacy effort. It might help sup- 
port a public library. It might even sup- 
port a project developed by its own 
library. For example, the chair of the 
board and the corporate directors would 
be delighted, I'll wager, to talk about the 
books that influenced them or to describe 
their favorite reading, be it books, mag- 
azines, newspapers, or corporate annual 
reports. Such a program would fit nicely 
into the Year of the Reader and benefit 
your library as well. 
Many Year of the Reader projects are 
underway at national, state, and local 
levels. CBS Television, the Arts & En- 
tertainment Network, and Pizza Hut, 
Inc., for example, are participating 
special libraries 
through projects with the Center for the 
Book. The San Francisco Chronicle sponsored 
the creation of a Year of the Reader office 
in San Francisco to promote the concept 
and establish a model program that other 
communities could emulate. Projects in- 
clude read-aloud corners in Safeway 
stores and a reader's day at an Oakland 
A's ball game. Through the Illinois Cen- 
ter for the Book, an affiliate of the Center 
for the Book in the Library of Congress, 
the Chicago Tribune is sponsoring a state- 
wide Year of the Reader calendar and 
Year of the Reader banners on Michigan 
Avenue. The other statewide affiliates of 
the Library of Congress' Center for the 
Book (Florida, Michigan, Minnesota, 
Oklahoma, Oregon, and Wisconsin) have 
campaigns fitted to their own needs and 
capabilities. 
As talk show host Roy Fox of radio 
station WMCA in New York City stated, 
there is a final, compelling reason why 
all librarians should mark the Year of the 
Reader: "It's the perfect excuse to sit 
down and read." 
John Y. Cole is the executive director of 
the Center for the Book at the Library 
of Congress in Washington, DC. 
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NEW BOOKS FROM SLA 
Guide to Individual Development: An An- 
notated Bibliography, compiled by Valerie 
Noble. 1986. 24 pp. ISBN 0-87111-324-5. 
$6.00. 
This revised edition of the popular 1980 
bibliography is a convenient one-stop source 
of books, audio cassettes, and videos covering 
the literature of individual development. Top- 
ics include time management, stress, public 
speaking and presentations, career and life 
planning, computers and microcomputers, 
and productivity. An invaluable sourcebook 
for anyone interested in making better use of 
time. 
Faking It: An International Bibliography of 
Art and Literary Forgeries, 1949-1986, com- 
piled by James Koobatian. 1987. Approx. 240 
pp. ISBN 0-87111-320-1. $25.00. 
An almost exhaustive coverage of forgeries 
in the arts and literature, legal aspects of for- 
geries, and extensive lists of exhibitions and 
exhibition catalogs of fakes and forgeries, Mr. 
Koobatian's bibliography is both international 
and comprehensive in scope. It is the only 
source to a vital area of scholarship in the 
arts. Contents include 50 sections of items of 
special interest, ranging from the obvious 
category of paintings and sculpture to the 
more unusual ones of netsuke and papier 
miche. 
Government Information: An Endangered 
Resource of the Electronic Age. 1986. Ap- 
prox. 300 pp. ISBN 0-87111-322-8. $21.75. 
This volume is based on SLA's first annual 
State-of-the-Art Institute, held in Washing- 
ton in November 1986. It provides complete 
texts of 15 presentations, as well as a foreword 
by former ABC News anchor Steve Bell. Par- 
ticipants in the Institute represented a broad 
spectrum of the library/information com- 
munity, coming from corporate, government, 
public, and academic libraries. Also included 
is an introduction by SLA's Executive Direc- 
tor, Dr. David R. Bender. 
TO ORDER: Contact Special Libraries As- 
sociation, Order Department, 1700 Eighteenth 
Street, NW, Washington, DC 20009, or call 
(202) 234-4700. 
special libraries 
Reviews 
Academic Librarians and Cataloging Net- 
works: Visibility, Quality Control, and 
Professional Status, by Ruth Hafter. West- 
port: Greenwood Press, 1986. 153 pp. ISBN 
0-313-24821-4. $29.95. 
In this book, Ruth Hafter sets out to ex- 
amine the impact of cataloging networks on 
the self-perception of professional catalogers. 
To accomplish this, she has interviewed 68 
professional catalogers representing six aca- 
demic libraries and three cataloging networks: 
OCLC, RLG / RLIN, and WLN. 
The catalogers interviewed expressed the 
feeling that this form of automated cataloging 
has redirected departmental workflow to the 
terminals and to the nonprofessionals who 
edit the bulk of machine-accessible records. 
As such, the professionals are assigned the 
esoteric leftovers (dregs) and find they no 
longer command either subject expertise, nor 
is their cataloging expertise particularly val- 
ued by library administrators. These admin- 
istrators, it is felt, stress quantity and speed 
over quality. Network administrators, how- 
ever, view quality as a marketable commod- 
ity, and an uneasy alliance has been forged 
with recognized "master catalogers" to set 
quality control standards for the networks. 
Nonetheless, the feeling remains that profes- 
sional status which is largely based on 
specialized and increasingly unappreciated 
knowledge has been eroded. 
Central to this is the issue of quality. Qual- 
ity is interpreted to be the maintenance of 
consistency with established or past practice. 
This practice is either internal (i.e., institu- 
tion-specific) or external (i.e., AACRZ or LC) 
in nature. Altering or deviating from such 
practice undermines the professional catalog- 
er's traditional claims to professional status. 
Hafter also touches on a more fundamental 
issue: that of the purpose of the institutional 
catalog. Is it essentially a bibliographic tool 
and an element in the scheme of Universal 
Bibliographic Control, or is it a finding tool 
designed to reflect a library's holdings to the 
average user? Unfortunately, Hafter does not 
dwell on the topic long enough to suggest an 
answer. 
Her book has been based on the experiences 
of professionals within three automated cat- 
aloging consortia. However, this is reflective 
of only one type of cataloging experience. A 
significant number of academic libraries do 
not belong to a consortium, and the trend 
appears to favor contracting services from da- 
tabase vendors or developing integrated sys- 
tems that download other databases in part 
or in whole. The issue of professional status 
within such institutions has taken on other 
aspects such as "distributed cataloging" at 
Pennsvlvania State University. (Striedieck, S. 
"And the Walls Came ~umblin '  Down: Dis- 
tributed Cataloguing and the Public/Tech- 
nical Services Relationship-the Technical 
Services Perspective," Proceedings of the 47th 
ASIS Annual Meeting. White Plains, NY.: 
Knowledge Industry, 1984.) 
Nevertheless, the responsibility for stan- 
dards for quality control is the issue behind 
professional status. It has polarized library ad- 
ministrators and professional catalogers. On 
one hand is the hard-nosed cost-benefit ap- 
proach of the administrator and on the other 
hand is the righteous dedication of the cat- 
aloger. Hafter has recognized the need to reas- 
sess traditional claims to status based on 
knowledge of consistent application of rules 
and subject specialization. Although they are 
valuable, something more is demanded to deal 
competently with i e w  and inevitable tech- 
nology as well as priorities. 
Hafter reflects on current professional sta- 
tus and reviews the literature associated with 
the topic. Although the scope of the study is 
too narrow to describe professional academic 
catalogers in North America, Academic Librar- 
ians and Cataloging Networks is an interesting and 
worthwhile book. 
Mary Hemmings 
Technical Services Librarian 
Medical Library, McGill University 
Montreal, Canada 
The Best Book of: dBASE IIIIII, by Ken 
Knecht. Indianapolis, IN: Howard W. Sams & 
Co., Inc., 1985. 249 pp. LC 84-52376. ISBN 
0-672-22349-X. $19.95 pbk. 
The dBASE I1 and dBASE I11 are powerful, 
popular database management software from 
Ashton-Tate. According to the company, 
there are currently more than 550,000 pur- 
chasers of two packages. The newest version, 
dBASE I11 PLUS, was introduced early in 
1986. dBASE I1 and 111 are relational database 
management programs whose command lan- 
guage includes some of the aspects of a 
general purpose structured programming lan- 
guage like BASIC with additional commands 
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for data file handling. dBASE I11 has, in ad- 
dition, the "dBASE I11 Assistant," which al- 
lows the user to run the software through 
menus, rather than learning the command 
language. A wide range of library applications 
has been written with the dBASE family. 
The popularity of dBASE I1 is surprising in 
light of the inadequate user manual that ac- 
companies the program. Fortunately, the 
dBASE 111 manual is a vast improvement over 
its predecessor. The need for a better expla- 
nation of dBASE I1 and the software's pop- 
ularity have been a boon to writers and 
publishers of computer books. Numerous 
texts have been written to fill the gap. Most 
of them supply ample detail on dBASE I1 and 
111 capabilities and provide extensive exam- 
ples of applications. lie Best Book of: dBASE II/  
III is one in a series of books from Howard 
W. Sams & Co., Inc., on popular software; it 
is designed to fill this gap. 
Ken Knecht, computer consultant, software 
developer, and writer, never specifically iden- 
tifies his intended audience in the text; how- 
ever, the book's back cover cames the 
statement, "This book assumes you already 
know how a database performs and shows 
you the tricks that will make dBASE I1 and 
dBASE 111 respond to your specific needs." In 
practice, the book is primarily for the new 
dBASE I1 user who has become frustrated 
with Ashton-Tate's manual and who wants 
to know how to use the software for specific 
applications. In addition, it provides a com- 
parison of dBASE I1 with dBASE I11 for those 
who need more information before deciding 
to purchase the latter. 
7Ae Best Book of: dBASE II/III is organized into 
an introduction, 14 chapters, and an index. 
The brief introduction clearly and succinctly 
defines many key terms, such as data, data- 
base, and record; it also outlines the content 
of the book. Although the author describes 
dBASE I1 and dBASE 111 as "relational" da- 
tabase programs, he does not explain very 
well what this means. Following the intro- 
duction, the next eight chapters and Chapter 
12 cover dBASE I1 commands in depth, using 
an inventory of zoo animals as the specific 
example running throughout the discussion. 
Chapters 9 and 10 cover Quickcode by Fox and 
Geller. This is a program generator that will 
write dBASE I1 command language programs 
automatically after being supplied with a 
minimum of information. Chapter 11 covers 
dGraph, another program from Fox and Geller, 
that can draw pie charts and line and bar 
graphs using data from dBASE I1 files. Since 
Ashton-Tate introduced dBASE 111 while the 
author was writing the book, Chapters 13 and 
14 were added to introduce it briefly. (They 
were also possibly added in order to appeal 
to a wider market of potential buyers of the 
book.) Knecht describes dBASE 111 as "a spe- 
cial version of dBASE I1 for 16-bit com- 
puters." I am sure that Ashton-Tate considers 
dBASE 111 to be much more than this. Chapter 
13 describes changes to existing dBASE I1 
commands and features, while Chapter 14 
discusses what is new. Finally, an adequate 
index is provided, primarily to dBASE I1 com- 
mands discussed in the text. Commands are 
printed in capital letters in the index. 
The book contains some typographical er- 
rors, omissions, and several garbled sentences 
that a thorough reading by a good editor 
should have caught. In addition, the author 
makes a few false statements. For instance, 
Knecht advises the reader that one must de- 
lete a report format file "if you want to change 
the format of the report while still using the 
same report name." This is not necessary; the 
format can be changed by using the "modify" 
command if the file extension "frm" is in- 
cluded with the filename in the command 
statement. 
A very useful feature of 7he Best Book of: 
dBASE II/III is the fully annotated sample pro- 
gram of a menu-driven inventory system in 
Chapter 8. This sample program clearly dem- 
onstrates the power of dBASE I1 command 
files for those willing to learn programming. 
Unfortunately, the annotated program does 
not include any examples of the menu screens 
generated or the printed reports produced by 
the command files. The discussions of Quick- 
code and dGraph are also valuable, providing 
basic information to the reader who is con- 
sidering the purchase of either of these two 
supplementary programs. As to "tricks," 
Knecht does provide a few helpful ones, such 
as explaining how one can go directly from 
the operating system to a dBASE I1 command 
file with one command statement. 
Overall, the best features of 7?ze Best Book of: 
dBASE II/III are its clear explanation of each 
of the dBASE I1 commands and the numerous 
examples explaining how the commands can 
be used. I would recommend this book to the 
novice user of dBASE I1 who wants to master 
the command language and begin program- 
ming serious, but simple, applications. Pur- 
chasers of dBASE 111 who are interested in the 
programming of specific applications should 
seek one of the many other texts available 
because this book provides only a brief in- 
troduction to dBASE 111. Advanced dBASE IIL 
Programming 6 Techniques, by Miriam Liskin 
special libraries 
(McGraw-Hill, 1986), is an excellent example 
of what is available. 
Steven L. Sowell 
Head, Biology Library 
Indiana University 
Bloomington, Indiana 
Conflicts in Reference Services, edited by 
Bill Katz and Ruth A. Fraley. New York: The 
Haworth Press, 1986. 236 pp. ISBN 0-86656- 
385-7. $29.95. 
The theme of this hardcover retread of ?-he 
Reference Librarian, Spring/Summer 1985, is 
conflict in reference services. Conflict is de- 
fined as the tensions arising from the insti- 
tutional, patron, and personal pressures that 
interface at the reference service point. These 
pressures are the normal conflicts of interest 
or attitude that may be expected when dif- 
ferent institutional units or individuals with 
different objectives meet. As Ruth Fraley 
points out in the Introduction, "some conflict 
is inherent in most aspects of library work 
and is especially evident in public services." 
Such tensions can be positive and productive, 
giving impetus to thought and self-exami- 
nation and leading to new solutions and the 
creative evolution of librarianship. 
Five areas of conflict in reference service 
are examined: conflicts within the library, fees 
and services, bibliographic instruction, the 
role of the professional, and resources. 
Twenty-three papers are included under the 
five areas. 
The first and longest section, "In the Li- 
brary," includes papers on reference and dif- 
ferent user groups; catalogers, the catalog, and 
reference work; interlibrary loan; the library's 
image; nonaffiliated users; philosophy vs. 
reality; and the training of reference librar- 
ians. 
In "Fees and Services," Margaret F. Steig 
of the University of Alabama library school 
gives an excellent historical perspective on fee 
vs. free. Dean Brugess, Director of the Ports- 
mouth Virginia Public Library, discusses fee 
vs. free in the context of database access. The 
context is the public library, but the philos- 
ophies are applicable to other types of libraries 
as well. 
"Instruction" covers various aspects of 
working with faculty and administrative sup- 
port for bibliographic instruction. "The Role 
of the Professional" includes papers on non- 
professionals on the reference desk, library 
education and the workplace, and structural 
conflict and role ambiguity in academic ref- 
erence librarians. 
The last section, "Resources," is a mixed 
bag of papers with a tenuous connection to 
the theme. It includes papers on consumer 
health information service, academic library 
service for physically disabled students and 
faculty, problems in statistical reference, and 
a description of the services of the NASA In- 
dustrial Applications Centers. 
The papers are thoughtful and well-writ- 
ten. A few are based on original research as 
well as on the literature. Age is creeping up 
.on them, however. The papers were presum- 
ably published in 1985, and some were writ- 
ten in 1983. There have been new develop- 
ments that advance thinking in some of the 
areas, e.g., bibliographic instruction and fee- 
based services. With a few exceptions, the 
authors are academic librarians, writing about 
topics of concern in academic libraries. The 
book, therefore, will be of most interest to 
librarians in college and university libraries. 
Elin B. Christianson 
Library / Information 
Services Consultant 
Hobart, Indiana 
Data Manipulation in Sci-Tech Libraries, 
edited by Ellis Mount. New York: The Ha- 
worth Press, 1986.131 pp. ISBN 0-86656-441- 
1. $22.95. 
If I had purchased this book on the basis 
of its title, I would feel that I had been ma- 
nipulated. Only about one third of Data M a -  
nipulation in %-Tech Libraries is on library 
automation, downloading, and list applica- 
tions of office automation equipment. Most 
of the book has nothing to do with data ma- 
nipulation, but is, rather, comprised of a spe- 
cial paper on medical library service in the 
Western Pacific, a bibliography on weapon 
systems, numerous one-paragraph book re- 
views, various notes, and news. 
Naomi Broering's article on the computer- 
ized library at Georgetown University Med- 
ical Center is well-written and informative, 
but most of it duplicates what has already 
appeared in her articles in the July 1983 and 
April 1985 issues of the Medical Library Asso- 
ciation Bulletin. Gary Wiggins describes how 
he downloads from Chemical Abstracts to make 
a list of faculty and staff publications, and 
Maryde King describes the history of online 
searching and downloading in a corporate lab- 
oratory setting. In the final article related to 
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data manipulation, Lawrence Mondshein de- 
scribes the use of Visual Memory software 
and office automation equipment for an an- 
imal/in vitro database. Special librarians who 
attend conferences and read professional jour- 
nals will find very little that is new in the 
above-mentioned articles. 
In her special paper, Estelle Brodman de- 
scribes the work of the World Health Orga- 
nization (WHO) in improving the availability 
of biomedical information in the Western Pa- 
cific. Some of the most important literature 
for solving local medical problems in devel- 
oping countries is available only in mimeo- 
graphed form and is not indexed. Fortunately, 
the problem of fugitive literature is starting 
to be addressed by the WHO. Brodman spec- 
ulates that some developing nations may leap- 
frog to microformat or computer storage 
collections without developing print collec- 
tions. Anyone working on medical problems 
in developing countries should concentrate on 
appropriate technology and would do well to 
remember Arnold Pacey's comment in The Cul- 
ture of Technology that properly constructed and 
maintained water and sewerage systems and 
better nutrition have made a bigger contri- 
bution to health in the modern world than 
has medicine. 
One of the most useful contributions in the 
book is Doris Ottaviano's pathfinder to U.S. 
weapon systems. This selective bibliography 
emphasizes those weapon systems in produc- 
tion and deployment with a bias towards 
naval weapons. Government policy, arms 
control, and disarmament are not covered. In 
the final paper, Cynthia Steinke provides sur- 
vey results of the Special Libraries Associa- 
tion's Science and Technology Division 
members as to what are the most useful sci- 
entific and technical reference books and the 
desired new reference books. 
This book is a reproduction of volume 5, 
number 4, of the journal Science b Technology 
Libraries and is not recommended for purchase. 
There is no unifying theme for the book. The 
journal issue more appropriately covers topics 
of so much diversity. 
Eunice M. Roe 
Information Analyst 
Institute for Research on Land 
and Water Resources 
Pennsylvania State University 
University Park, Pennsylvania 
Education for Professional Librarians, edited 
by Herbert S. White. White Plains, NY: 
Knowledge Industry Publications, Inc., 1986. 
287 pp. ISBN 0-86729-197-4; 0-86729-196-6. 
$36.50; $28.50 pbk. 
The name Dean White as author or editor 
is not new to the field of librarianship. In this 
collection of pieces on the realities of edu- 
cation for librarians, it is no surprise and is, 
in fact, rather comforting, to be able to cuddle 
up with White's ideas of past, present, and 
future (mostly the very near future) through 
a group of 13 professionals (including White) 
who discourse on needed and available edu- 
cational opportunities for library profession- 
als. This is covered quite well and openly in 
Part I, "Practitioner expectations and needs." 
Part I includes both positive and negative as- 
pects of the various opinions. Part I1 considers 
"Educational preparation programs," which 
review graduate and undergraduate education 
(the latter an eye-opener for this reviewer), 
plus continuing education programs and ac- 
tivities i la SLA. A chapter on the "view of 
the student," though interesting and probably 
an accurate overview, is somewhat misnamed. 
Opinions by educators and other profession- 
als are given, but virtually no input from stu- 
dents or recent graduates is noted. 
The bulk of special librarianship is consid- 
ered in a chapter on "Corporate libraries." The 
specific and pragmatic views of managers in 
business and industrv show a bit of a rift or 
misunderstanding between them and educa- 
tors. The dangers of this must be recognized 
by both sides and a team effort must be in- 
troduced. There are lengthy chapters on med- 
ical libraries, federal government libraries and 
information centers, and large public and uni- 
versity libraries where many special librarians 
practice. But where do the law libraries, for 
example, fit in? They are specialized, but there 
is not a word about them in this book. There 
is a truly informative chapter on the infor- 
mation industry, providing background on a 
growing area of librarianship. 
White's summary and conclusions are in- 
deed cogent, as he is a forceful promoter of 
librarian education. He willingly admits that 
"any attempt to define optimal-or even min- 
imal-preparation for entry into this profes- 
sion is highly premature, no matter how many 
times federal agencies try to catch this bit of 
lightning in bottles built of perceived com- 
petencies." White concludes, in part, that 
"This book is only a beginning.. . ." But it is 
an excellent beginning and should be required 
reading not only for educators and practi- 
tioners, but also for students considering the 
library field as a vocation, students already 
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immersed, managers considering eventually 
hiring these graduates, and lay persons inter- 
ested in finding out how professional librar- 
ians are educated and trained. The price of 
the volume may be a deterrent, but ought not 
to be for serious seekers of knowledge. 
Robert G. Krupp 
7 Maple Terrace 
Maplewood, New Jersey 
Electronic Illusions: A Skeptic's View of 
Our High-Tech Future by Ian Reinecke. New 
York: Penguin Books, 1984. 256 pp. ISBN O- 
1400-7103-2. $7.95 pbk. 
In this revised edition of his 1982 book, 
Micro Invaders, Australian journalist and pub- 
lisher Ian Reinecke fires his guns at all the 
"nonsense that is talked about computers." 
As a book for those concerned (or outright 
paranoid) about the role of information tech- 
nology in societal change, it has several points 
to recommend it. First, Reinecke does an en- 
tertaining job of describing a wide range of 
technologies-including microcomputers, vi- 
deotex, cable TV, satellites, networks, and 
factory robots-as we might expect of a jour- 
nalist who has covered the technological beat 
for several years now. 
Second, Reinecke's message is a deserving 
one: We should be skeptical, perhaps even 
alarmed, about the consequences of technical 
development when they proceed in the ab- 
sence of comprehensive policies on em- 
ployment and working conditions. Indeed, 
Reinecke is at his most cutting when he de- 
scribes the unemployment and dehumaniza- 
tion that has occurred in the office and factory 
as a result of the indiscriminate application 
of computers. Although written more for the 
Australian and English portions of the anglo- 
phone world, the book is one of few that 
incorporate adequate portrayals of technolo- 
gies (with examples from several countries) 
together with reasoned criticisms of their ef- 
fects. 
At times, Reinecke's technical explanations 
are a little too enthusiastic and breezy, rather 
like those of the "techno-boosters" he vil- 
lainizes. And at times he is confusing, as in 
his failure to clearly explain the variants of 
"videotex" and "teletext"; a simple table 
would have made their relationship much 
more obvious. Finally, his coverage of the con- 
sequences of technology are also uneven, giving 
the impression of serendipitous research on 
some topics. For example, during a computer- 
related newspaper strike, Reinecke spent "ex- 
tended periods standing on street corners in 
Australia shouting at passersby . . . the best 
research I could ever have conducted for a 
book about technology." Really? 
In the end, Ian Reinecke offers no solutions, 
only a call for more education about tech- 
nology and questioning of its application. 
Skepticism is the best medicine, Reinecke 
says, for living in modern times. 
Donald Case 
Assistant Professor 
Graduate School of Library 
and Information Science 
University of California, Los Angeles 
Los Angeles, California 
Improving Communication in the Library, 
by Barbara Conroy and Barbara Schindler 
Jones. Phoenix: Oryx Press, 1986. 195 pp. 
ISBN 0-89774-172-2. $25.00 pbk. 
Many books that have much less to say and 
are less well-written come with better exterior 
packaging than does this slim, paperbound 
book. One can sympathize with the pub- 
lisher's effort to trim costs but at the same 
time one can regret their decision. The stated 
purpose of this work is to help librarians un- 
derstand more about organizational commu- 
nication and to aid library directors in 
organizing and managing a system of orga- 
nizational communication. 
The first of the three sections defines basic 
concepts. It is a discussion of the purposes 
and processes of both internal and external 
communication, as well as some special con- 
cerns of library managers. Charts list several 
media, such as announcements, memos, meet- 
ings, and surveys, and outline their strengths 
and weaknesses. Guidelines are suggested for 
managers interested in setting up an organi- 
zational communication system, along with 
methods of evaluation and comparisons of 
management information and decision sup- 
port systems. 
The second section is entitled "People 
Working and Communicating Together." Of 
particular interest to librarians who serve on 
committees is the discussion of small group 
dynamics: how groups develop through stages 
of dependency, conflict, cohesion, and, fi- 
nally, interdependence. Interviewing skills, 
conflict resolution, and creative thinking are 
some of the other topics addressed. 
In the final section, on communication and 
change, several models are discussed and 
prob;;bie areas of change identified. The book 
concludes by presenting planning and per- 
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sonnel guidelines for changing times and 
mentions several managerial strategies for 
planning; dealing with resistance; and initi- 
- - 
ating, implementing, and institutionalizing 
change. Evaluation is stressed throughout. 
Thk is a volume of uncommon excellence 
by authors who know their subject and can 
update their readers in a compelling manner. 
Scholarship is evident throughout; the notes 
that follow each of the eight chapters cite 
authoritative sources, as does the extensive 
bibliography. This well-written, well-orga- 
nized book will be of interest to managers, 
librarians, and library school students. 
Marcy Murphy 
Associate Professor 
School of Library and 
Information Science 
Indiana University 
Bloomington, Indiana 
Information Sources in Engineering, 2nd ed., 
edited by L. J. Anthony. London: Butter- 
worths, 1985. 578 pp., index. ISBN 0-408- 
11475-4. $75.95. 
This ambitious guide to the broad engi- 
neering field is a complete revision of n e  Use 
ofEngineering Literature, edited by K .  W. Mildren 
(1976). English-language sources, especially 
British, are emphasized, though major Euro- 
pean sources are also included. There are very 
few references to items published more re- 
cently than 1983. The handbook consists of 
three sections: an introduction to the structure 
of engineering literature; chapters on the ma- 
jor types of primary and secondary sources of 
general interest; and 18 bibliographic essays 
by subject specialists in specific fields of en- 
gineering. The index covers subjects, major 
indexing, abstracting and online systems, and 
organizations. Individual titles cited are not 
indexed, and the indexing of organizations is 
not comprehensive. The chapter on aerospace 
engineering has information on NACA, yet 
only NASA appears in the index. 
The introduction to engineering informa- 
tion describes the information needs and re- 
trieval methods of engineers who often prefer 
personal contacts to printed sources. Docu- 
ment delivery and bibliographic and infor- 
mation networks are explained, and 
technological advances, such as videodisks, 
end user online systems, and electronic jour- 
nals, are briefly mentioned. 
The six chapters on primary sources include 
reports; standards; patent specifications; jour- 
nals, conferences, and theses; translations; and 
product information. The types of sources are 
defined with an explanation of their value to 
engineering. The chapters cover major issuing 
organizations and depositories, abstracting 
and indexing services, bibliographies and 
other reference tools, important publication 
series, journals, online services, and methods 
of acquiring and organizing the materials in 
libraries. The chapter on product information 
is particularly helpful for librarians who field 
questions from engineers searching for prod- 
uct data. 
Secondary information sources are covered 
in three chapters: abstracting and indexing 
services, bibiiographies, and ;eviews; online 
information services; and standard reference 
sources. The section on indexing services is 
somewhat out of date, however. For example, 
a new edition of SHE, Subject Headings for 
Engineering, was published in 1983, but only 
the 1972 edition is cited; the 1976 edition of 
Science and Engineering Literature is mentioned 
rather than the 1980 edition. The chapter on 
online information services describes advan- 
tages and disadvantages, types of databases, 
guides to searching, online ordering, down- 
loading, and telecommunications systems. A 
table lists the major databases, print version 
names, host services, and refers the user to 
the specific subject chapters in the guide that 
describe each database in greater detail. 
The chapters on specific subject fields 
include stress analysis, machines, ther- 
modynamics, fluid mechanics, automotive 
engineering, aerospace engineering, marine 
technology, production engineering, electric 
power systems, electronics, computers, trans- 
port and constructional engineering, hydrau- 
lics and coastal engineering, public health 
engineering, offshore engineering, chemical 
engineering, energy technology, and nuclear 
power engineering. Some contributors include 
background information on the subject. For 
example, the fluid mechanics chapter would 
be a helpful introduction for those with no 
background in that area. 
This resource would be of value to prac- 
ticing engineers. No other source provides 
such comprehensive current coverage of the 
literature of engineering. It is recommended 
for librarians and information specialists in 
engineering and technology libraries and 
would also be useful in graduate bibliography 
courses. 
Kendra St. Aubin 
Technical Librarian 
Sippican Inc. 
Marion, Massachusetts 
special libraries 
The Library Disaster Preparedness Hand- 
book, by John Morris. Chicago: American Li- 
brary Association, 1986. 175 pp. ISBN O- 
8389-0438-6. $20.00 pbk. 
The Los Angeles Central Library fire of 
April 29, 1986, is a compelling caveat for dis- 
aster planning. Fire investigators concluded 
that the disaster could have been avoided had 
an automatic sprinkler system been used. 
711e Library Disaster Preparedness Handbook is 
about protecting the library from loss. Morris 
argues for librarians to make loss-control 
plans from the perspective of an ounce of 
prevention being worth a pound of cure. He 
presents specific recommendations to use in 
drawing up a disaster or loss-control plan. 
Loss control is defined as a program of mea- 
sures taken to reduce the possibility of acci- 
dent, injury, fire, or other loss-producing 
event. 
Chapters discuss fire, water damage, prob- 
lem patrons, theft and mutilation of materials, 
building security, and preservation. Each 
chapter is self contained. Case histories of li- 
brary disasters are presented, followed by rec- 
ommendations for protecting the library from 
such disasters. Lots of useful, common sense, 
preventative suggestions are given. For ex- 
ample, prepare a library emergency proce- 
dures manual; prevent water damage by 
checking for low shelves and books stored on 
or close to the floor; minimize possible injuries 
by marking awkward steps with hazard strip- 
ing. In addition, the handbook contains in- 
formative data on more expensive and 
sophisticated systems, such as fire suppres- 
sion and book theft detection systems. 
The handbook is appropriate for librarians 
in all types of libraries. It will be useful for 
librarians who are aware of a potential prob- 
lem and are beginning to plan for it. Also, it 
will raise the level of awareness among li- 
brarians about insurance policies, safe build- 
ing design, and involvement in litigation 
actions. While most of the material is avail- 
able in other sources, this publication brings 
together good information in one source. Use 
it as a handbook. It is an invaluable, concise 
reference source on protecting our libraries. 
June Curtin 
Assistant Librarian 
National Fire Protection Association 
Morgan Technical Library 
Quincy, Massachusetts 
Management Strategies for Libraries: A 
Basic Reader, edited by Beverly P. Lynch. 
New York: Neal-Schuman Publishers, 1985. 
682 pp. ISBN 0-918212-86-3. $35.00. 
Lynch's book brings together an impressive 
group of more than 40 contributors from a 
variety of fields, including sociology, political 
science, public administration, psychology, 
and library science. The result is an excellent 
compilation of the management literature, 38 
articles in all, including many classics such as 
Max Weber and Frederick Taylor. Not only 
are the selections judicious, but they are also 
well linked into a cohesive whole. Lynch, a 
recognized expert in the field of library man- 
agement, writes clearly and precisely. 
The book is divided into three parts, each 
with an introduction written by Lynch. The 
three parts are: 1) Theoretical Perspectives, 2) 
Management Process, and 3) Work of Man- 
agement. Lynch has skillfully selected and or- 
ganized the major writings from previously 
published works and has presented them in 
a convenient, single volume for the busy man- 
ager. 
Part I presents the basic theories: structural, 
human relations, and political approaches. 
The classics of management theory are pre- 
sented, followed by articles that demonstrate 
their influence on librarianship. For instance, 
Frederick Taylor's "Scientific Management" 
is followed by "Scientific Management of Li- 
brary Operations," by Richard M. Dougherty 
and Fred H. Heinritz. A deliberate effort is 
made to place management theories in the 
library context. 
Part I1 deals with the management process 
in general and its applications to librarianship. 
Paul Howard's model of management process 
is included for the sake of historical perspec- 
tive. Written in 1940, it illustrates the view 
of American librarians that prevailed in the 
1950s. Harold Koontz describes the 11 schools 
of management theory that comprise the 
"management theory jungle." Thomas J. Gal- 
vin reminds us of the all-important fact that 
"management is problem solving." This sec- 
tion is filled with excellent selections, includ- 
ing Henry Mintzberg's "The Manager's Job: 
Folklore and Fact," and Robert L. Katz's 
"Skills of an Effective Administrator," re- 
quired readings for any manager. 
Part 111 deals with specific management 
functions, such as decision making, job de- 
sign, job enrichment, job enlargement, and job 
satisfaction. 
Lynch's book would indeed make an ex- 
cellent textbook for an introductory course 
in library management. It presents a general 
overview of the management literature and 
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how that literature has influenced the field 
of librarianship. Lynch advocates no single 
school of thought, but rather offers different 
perspectives from which to choose and/or 
synthesize. I would highly recommend this 
volume to any practicing or aspiring library 
manager. 
Fran Brahmi 
Head of Reference 
School of Medicine Library 
Indiana University Medical Center 
Indianapolis, Indiana 
Technologies of Freedom: On Free Speech 
in an Electronic Age, by Ithiel de Sola Pool. 
Cambridge: Belknap Press of Harvard Uni- 
versity Press, 1983. 299 pp. ISBN 0-674- 
87233-9. $8.95 pbk. 
Ithiel de Sola Pool's final book before his 
recent death was awarded the Kammerer 
Award by the American Political Science As- 
sociation for its brilliant analysis of trends in 
the technology, regulation, and freedom of 
communication in the United States. Pool's 
basic thesis describes three historical models 
for the treatment of communication media. 
The first and oldest is the "Print Model," 
which guarantees that ideas expressed in 
newspapers and journals are uninhibited by 
the government. Under the second model, the 
"Common Carrier," the government ensures 
equal access for all citizens-as embodied in 
our postal system. 
These first two models were prescribed by 
the Constitution but the third was not. During 
the 1920s, "communications policy in the U.S. 
most seriously lost its way. Without adequate 
thought, a structure was introduced for radio 
which had neither the libertarian features of 
the common carrier system nor those of the 
free market." Thus, the "Broadcasting 
Model" joined the others to form a "neatly 
trifurcated svstem" based uuon the mode of 
transmission-a system that is increasingly 
inadeauate as all the media become electronic. 
The development and convergence of media 
caused by the computer has also shaken the 
main underpinning of the Broadcasting 
Model: the assumption of spectrum limita- 
tion. But new modes of delivery, such as coax- 
ial cable, optical fiber, satellite transmission, 
and magnetic and optical disks, have made 
that notion obsolete. There are enough trans- 
mission channels for everyone. 
In a very readable fashion, Pool introduces 
us to the history of judicial thinking on the 
important matters of access and freedom in 
communication. He paints a disturbing por- 
trait of a society unable to keep up with 
changes in technology, yet determined to pre- 
serve both democracy and profit-making in 
publishing. Especially important to librarians 
is his discussion of the development of copy- 
right laws and their increasing inadequacy in 
the face of electronic publication. As Pool 
says, it will take a long time to sort out the 
issues and modify our laws, but the new me- 
dia offer much promise for promoting both 
human expression and democratic process. A 
must-read for anyone interested in intellec- 
tual freedom. 
Donald Case 
Assistant Professor 
Graduate School of Library 
and Information Science 
University of California, Los Angeles 
special libraries 
I New Reference Works 
AMERICAN SONGWRITERS 
by David k n  
Ready 489p ISBN 05242-0744-0 1iC 88-24854 
$.50U.9. an8Ltada. $80 othcrcountrics. 
Covering 200 vears of musical histon,. this book 
provlde~detaded b~ograph~es of 146;)f~nienc .I s 
outstandmp ~opular  composers and Ivnc~sLs. from 
Stephen ~ o < i e i t o  B N C ~  Springsteen.-covering all 
the ma'or s les ra time. minstrelsy. Tin Pan 
Alley, droa&a<m8,8,jazz. blues, country & 
western, and soul. 
BARNHART DICTIONARY OF ETYMOLOGY 
Edited by RobertK. Bunhart 
Sprlng 1987 1.200pp. approx. ISBN 052424754-9 
Price to be announccd. 
A major work of scholarship for the general market, 
this new reference book ~rovides etvmoloeies for a 
core vtwabulary 0r20.0do En l~sh words.'inrludinq 
several thousand new words k i t  have never hefore 
been treated in an etymological dictionary. 
THE FLANNEL BOARD STORYTELLING BOOK 
by Judy slem 
%%n:.9U".'s.~",t.2& tent. other countria. 
This comolete euide to flannel board storvtelline 
contans stories, poenis. and songs fron~&round the 
world a s  well a s  over 200 atterns for makm 
Ilannt.1 board ficures. Idezfor children from $ to 8 
years old, t h ~ s  easy- to-use v~sual acmrnpanimcnt 
to stowtelling shows how to make amd arranze 
flannel boa& and story figures. Bibliography 
included. 
CURRENT BIOGRAPHY YEARBOOK 1 9 8 6  
Ready 704 p ISSNOO84-9499 
$42 U.S. an~&ruda. $52 other countria. 
An invaluable addition to the reference collection 
for reseirrhers, teachers, students, and hhranar~s. 
the 1986 Yearbmkrun~ulates, in one hardbound 
volume, all the art~rles and ob~tuanes In the 1 I 
monthly Issues of Currenl Uugraph~l. and ofTrrs an 
mdex to all art~cles that have appeared slnre 1960. 
PRESENTING READER'S THEATER 
Plays and Poems to Read Aloud 
by CamUne Feller Baucr 
Illvltntioru by Lynn Gata Brcdaon 
AprU 1987 258pp. appmx. 
$35 tent. U.S. and Canada, $40 tent. other countries. 
roach to storytellm for pre schoolers 
","d"rcPb:en in early grades. &is txx)k adapts 
almost 50 stories aridpoems into easy-to-&ad. 5 to 
20 minute plays for up to 15 readers. An introduc- 
tion offers useful ti s o n  casting, rehearsing, and 
developing oral sk&. 
WORLD FILM DIRECTORS 
Editedby John Wakenun 
Sprlng 1987 2 Volume Set. a c h  volume 1M)Opp. appmx. 
Price to be announced. 
An Important contribution to Ihc lilerature of Alm. 
this bm raphical dlrtmnary pnwides sketches o f  
420oftEe greatest dirertors from around the world 
The sketches run from 2.000 to 8.000 words. and 
contams a filrnograpt~y. l~lhl~ognphv. 
I Nnvfrom Indexing i c e  1 
HOW TO USE THE READERS'GUIDEVIDEO 
Sprlng 1987 18 minutes appmx. ColorlVHS/III-FL 
849U.S. and Cam&, $59 other countria witha subscription 
to Readers'Guide or Abrl ed Readers'Duide 
1$691$79 without a sub.e%tion). 
A nrw vltleo that make; trarhm r anti l e a n ~ ~ n  1 
the usr of Rc~adms' Guukand ~brldrlerl ~eacf;rs' 
Guide easv and eniovable. this coloforoduction 
ofTrrs a st;phy st;plr~trodurtwn on'how to use 
Renderr'Gudt*w~lh the pcnod~rals t~ul(l~nCs and 
other reference materia6 of the library. - 
VERTICAL FILE INDEX 
E x ~ a n d e d  with New "Current T0~ics"Sect ion  
~ o i e x p a n d e d  to ~nrlude up-to dale rri'erencrs to 
w n d ~ r a l  articles rovennl! thr issues t ~ h m d  todav's 
headl~r~ts .  C'FIwdI s11 plehent 11s main pamphletA 
mdex with a current yoplrs section I~st~ngcitat~ons 
to articles in hundreds of general interesf 
periodicals. Coverage beglns January 1987. 
SOCIAL SCIENCES INDEX 
Study Completed 
The in-depth stud of Socid Sciences lndev-nde~ 
conducted bv the L ' s  Committee on the Wilson 
Indexes- IS how complete. I\s ;I result. (id prnod~rals 
have been addrd for a tot.31 ol 333 ~ c n o d ~ r a l s  to tx. 
indexed. beginning with the June i987 issue. 
I 1 N e w  from Online Sentices ] 
New Databases o n  WILSONLINE 
Call the toll-free number below for 
a rate schedule and order form. 
Two new databases have been added to the 
WILSONLINE information retrieval system, for 
a total of 24 databases in all: 
Essay and General Literature 
Vertical File Index 
WILSONDISC 
Now, search 12 WILSONDlSC databases on corn act 
disc andonline- all for one affordable price. ~ a c g  
database is available on a separate disk, updated 
and cumulated quarterly. Call toll-free for complete 
details and prices. 
Demonstration Disc Available 
Contrurmg 6 months oi indexing from rarh of 16 
databases. this drmo disc is ava~lable for onlv $99 
applicable'to your first invoice for an annuald 
database subscription. 
WILSONLINE WORKSTATION 
Offerin all of the hardware needed to use 
WIISOhISC, WILSONLINE, and WILSEARCH: this 
package includes an IBM* PC XT, Proprinter, color 
monitor, modem. Philips CD player, and all ofthe 
peripherals. At $4.995 the Workstation package 
includes free installation. a day of training, and a 
full ear of IBM on-site maintenance or component 
repLcement. nvail&&y inU.s. d P u e r t o R i a D .  
TO ORDER CALL TOLL-FREE: 1-800-367-6770 
In New York State call 1-800-462-6060: 
in Canada call collect 2 12-588-8400. 
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International specialist course 
Organization and management of 
smaller specialized libraries 
23 August - 4 September 1987 in London 
Management of information services and libraries can be 
summarized as the process of acquiring and using resources 
to bring the right information to the right user a t  the right 
time and in the right form. This two-week seminar will 
examine the opportunities and problems presented to library 
managers today, and provide a framework for the development 
of objectives, systems and operations appropriate to user and 
organization resources. 
The Director of Studies will be Janet Shuter, Information and 
Library Management Consultant. 
Qualifications of members 
Members of the seminar should be senior practising 
librarians and information managers involved in the 
development of librarylinformation services to a specialist 
market such as industrial organizations or in a specialist field 
or academic discipline. 
There are vacancies for 30 participants 
Fee f 1,010 Residential only. 
The working sessions of the seminar will take place in a 
hotel in central London where participants will also be 
accommodated. 
Further rnformat~on and applmzlcon forms are available from British Council 
Representatives overseas or from Coursrs Department, The B r i t ~ s h  Council, 
65 Davies Street, London W I  Y BAA 
::::::: British 
- - - - - - - 
0.0.0.0 
. . . Council 
special libraries 
A Simple Solution To A Compound Problem 
ChemQuest is a unique onli~le system that simplihes the sometimes 
cumbersome process of finding and ordering chemicals. If you know the 
molecular formula, the compound's name. or can draw the chemical 
structure you need. ChemQuest will thoroughly search the entire 
universe of commercieilly available chemicals and produce, within minutes. 
the pertinent supplier ~nformat~on. 
An invaluable tool for those who need to find information on the use or 
purchase of fine chem~cals. ChemQuest is . . . 
C) FAST-searches over fifty chemical catalogs simultaneously and 
retrieves all the useful information within minutes 
C) COMPLETE-finds all the suppliers of the exact chemical 
compounds or any analogs of the compounds you define 
[;I ACCURATE-provides all the relevant, up-to-date supplier 
information including comparatwe prices and smallest amounts 
available 
C) EASY-TO-USE--leads you through the easy searching procedures 
and offers "help" information when needed 
a COST-EFFECTIVE-charges are only for the time you use the 
system 
U VERSATILE-offers you a wide range of familiar searching options 
in addition to s t r ~ ~ d u r e  s arching 
Formore informationaboutthis I------- ------- ---- 
new, easy-to-use system that simpli- 1 YES. I am interested in discovering the 
fies the process of finding and order- I capabilities of ChemQuest. Please send me more 
ing commercially available chemicals, I Information and an application form. 
just fill out and return this coupon. I Name ~ , t k  
Or call 800-336-7575. f Companyi~nst~tut~on 
; c. 
Return to: I State ZP 
PergaBase lnc. I 
PERGABASE 1340 Old Chain Bridge Road 1 Phone 
n P E R S A M O N  C O M P A N Y  
3-487 McLean. Virginia 221 01 L - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - 
LINK 
Online reference service 
just got better 
For infornmation. call your Nctwork Officc. 
Or. call OCLC toll-free and xsk for Nanc? Imscnmayer 
Online Computer Librar) Center 
6565 Frantz Road 
Dublin, Ohio 43017-0'02 
(800) 848-5878 (800) 848-8286 (Ohio) 
34A special libraries 
This is the booklet no company professional 
should be without 
It's the most complete, informative guide to 
patents ever ~ublished. And it's yours free! 
It's a guide to the basics.. . 
If ~ou've never used patent information before, 
you'll find our Guide invaluable. 
We've started with the basics: how patents 
are used, and why you need them. In particular, 
you'll see just how easy it is to use patents to your 
own advantage, to check on the latest tech- 
nologies, and even monitor your competitors' 
movements. 
From there, you're only a small step away 
from a better understanding of the senices on 
offer. We've explained how to access only the 
patent information that interests you - in exactly 
the right form. 
. . . and it's a guide to the world's best. 
Our Guide to Patents is alsoa guide to the world's 
largest patent information service. 
Seven million patents are available from 
Dement on-line through four of the world's 
leading search services, ORBIT,"' DIALOG," TeIP 
systems Questel, and ORBIT" Japan. 
And the information is so easy to follow: 
Denvent abstracts (or summaries) give you the 
facts in about 200 words (always in English), 
with diagrams. 
ORBIT la a registerrd trademark ol'OKB1T Infbrnmat~rrn 
Technologler Corporation. 
DIALOG" is a registered service mark of DIA1.OG 
Information Sen.icrs Inc. 
Post for your free copy now, and see how 
patent information gives you an important 
competitive edge! 
Denvent Publications Ltd. Rochdale House, 
12 8 Theobalds Road, London, WCIX 8RP 
Telephone: 01-242 5 82 3. 
Telex: 267487 DERPUB G. Fax: 405 3630. 
Denvent Inc. (USA), Suite 500.6845 Elm Street, 
hlcLean, VA 22101. Telephone: 703-790-0400. 
Please send my free copy of The Derwent Guide 
to Patents. 
Name 
Position 
Company 
Address 
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BlOSlS Previewscoverage can't be beat. N o  other life science 
rdatabase monitors over 9,000 journals and serial sources for news of 
r i m p o r t a n t  research breakthroughs in biological and biomedical research. 
I And that's only half the story! BIOSIS Previews is the primary online reference source for papers presented at life science meetings and symposia held around the world - often announcing results of research long before the findings are published in professional journals! You-can also access research reports, books, monographs and U.S. patent records. I Find out more. Send for your free online information kit today! It describes BIOSIS' coverage in detail and lists the over 20 online and offline vendors that make BlOSlS Previews available. 
For more information, or to receive your free 
BIOSISR information kit, contact BIOSIS, Marketing Sec- 
tion, 2100 Arch Street, Philadelphia, PA 19103- 
n'O'c"N' '' 1399 USA. O r  call us toll free at (800) 523-4806 INFORMATION 
{FRVI( E (USA, except AK, HI, PC) or (215) 587-4800 
worldwide. Telex: 831739. 9 4 8 7  186 
New PROMT "Megafile" is likely theonly 
business and industry database you'll 
need for even your most exhaustive 
searches. 
New Products & Technology 
Mergers & Acquisitions 
Market Trends 
Competitive Developments 
BusinessIEconomic Conditions 
Local 1 National I Worldwide 
On Dialog (File 16), BRS (PTSP), VUITEXT 
(PROMT) and Data-Star (PTSP & PTZZ). 
Widely known as the first file to search, PROMT is 
now even better able to solve your business 
information problems. In addition to U.S. and 
international trade and business journals, PROMT 
now covers local newspapers and regional business 
publications from the USA and Canada, corporate 
news releases, and brokerage reports. 
With PROMT "Megafile" you can help your 
organization make better business decisions. Your 
analyses will be lucid and thorough, because 
Predicasts' indexing lets you zero in on all relevant 
aspects. PROMT "Megafile" can make your search 
time more effective. 
When you want key information on almost any 
business subject, turn first to the New PROMT 
"Megafile". Put the power of the New PROMT to work 
for you today! 
11001 Cedar Avenue I Cleveland. OH 44106 1 (216) 795-3000 I Toll-Free: 800-321-6388 1 Telex: 985 604 
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Researchers Can Now Search the 
Dissertation Database Without Help 
Computer databases with search 
software are the fastest way to find In- 
formation about dissertations. Now 
Dissertation Abstracts Ondisc puts 
this information in your library-24 
hours a day-on compact discs using 
new CDROM technology. 
Dissertation Abstracts Ondisc 
includes information on over 900,000 
doctoral dissertations and masters 
theses in hundreds of subject areas. 
UMI adds 30,000 new titles each year, 
from 475 universities worldwide, to 
build this valuable source of primary 
research information. 
Library users browse easily 
through citations and abstracts, or 
search for information by keyword. 
subject, title, author, school, and 
more. 
Enjoy Fast Searching 
Without Online Problems 
Dissertation Abstracts Ondisc 
offers all the capabilities of online 
Universly M~crof~lrns lnternal~onal 
A Bell & Howell nforrnal~on Company 
300 N Zeeb Road Ann Arbor Mchgan 48106 
searching, without any telephone 
problems. You get easy browsing, 
quick refining of searches, and im- 
mediate display of search results, all 
with no hard-to-budget connect or 
print charges. 
Build Self-Sufficient 
Library Users 
Because searching mistakes cost 
nothing, library users can work in- 
dependently. 
A simple User's Guide and Refer- 
ence Card help everyone learn with- 
out extensive training. 
,-------------- 
Save Space, Reduce Costs 
with CDROM Technology 
A few compact discs can replace 
hundreds of printed volumes. 
Dissertation Abstracts Ondisc 
gives you continuing savings by 
providing in-library searching 
without online fees. 
Begin Saving Now 
Contact UMI today to learn more 
about Dissertation Abstracts 
Ondisc and how you can put 
CDROM technology to work in your 
library. Call toll-free 1-800-521-0600, 
Ext. 420 or return the coupon below. 
-------------- 
O I'm Interested In Dissertation Abstracts Ondlsc. Please send me the complete 
lnformatlon packet, ~ncludlng pricing and order forms. 
U I don't have a need rlght now for Dissertation Abstracts Ondlsc, but send me some 
information for my files. 
Name - -  
lnstltutlon - 
Address - - 
Glty'StatelZ~p- 
Phone- 
UMI Dissertation Information Service 300 N Zeeb Road. Ann Arbor. M I  48106 
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We deliver ' 
the original article! 
For everything abstracted or cited in CAS 
ONLINE CA SEARCH Chemical Abstracts 
CA Selects Chemical Industry Notes from 
the past 10 years (Soviet documents from 
the past 15 years) we ll del~ver a cop) or 
loan you the original 
journal articles 
conferenca proceedings 
PATENTS (since 1978) 
technical reports 
9 6 h  of document order: 
filled & shipped within 24 hours 
Chemical Abstracts Service 
Document Delivery Service 
2540 Olentangy R ~ v e r  Road 
P.O. Box 3012 
Columbus. OH 43210 
800-848-6538 
At Last! A Comprehensive Sourcehook 
On One of Our Most Crucial Services! 
THE FIRE SERVICE 
DIRECTORY 
of Training and 
Information Sources 
First Edition 1987-88 
Just pubitshed thls month the flrst com- 
plete source of books techntcal papers 
audlovlsual presentations schools, 
colleges specialized courses - that 
pertain to flre prevention protection and 
suppresston 
Every publlc, college and university library 
wII want at least one copy of this encyclo- 
pedlc work for selecting and locatlng 
sources that can save property and 
lives For those considering a career 
experienced flreflghters to Improve skills 
or study for promotion researchers gov- 
ernment offc~als. ~ndustr~al compantes. 
~nstitut~ons 
Examine and Use Ihe New 1987-88 
Edition on 30 Day Approval 
Specialized Publication Services Inc. 
S u t ~  102 151 F~rst Ave New York NY 10003 
35 NEWSPAPERS 
Get the whole story. Tap into full text archives with the 
world's largest newspaper databank. For more information 
write or ca11800-323-2940, in PA (245) 574-4400. 
A Knight-Ridder Company 
325 Chestnut Street, 1300 Mall Building 
Philadelphta, PA 19106 
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Put Your Computing 
Momtion Into Focus 
The only journal in the computer field 
devoted solely to publishing full critical reviews 
signed by specialists in each field 
Computing Reviews is the only journal in the computer field devoted solely to providing 
critiques of the current professional literature available on hardware, systems organization, 
software, data, theory, mathematics, information systems, methodologies, applications, practice, 
and the computing milieux. CR enables readers to quickly locate primary documents of interest 
from the flood of published material in the computer field. You will find CR to be a significant 
source in searching for articles on a specific subject, for locating relevant literature in a new field, 
and for maintaining current awareness in areas outside of your specialty. Each review in CR includes 
a complete citation. 
Books, proceedings, and more than 300 journals from numerous technical societies and publishers 
are regularly scanned by the CR staffto select those most suitable for review Wunteer  reviewers 
from an international network of specialists provide evaluations of current books, refereed 
articles, and selected conference papers, as well as events of special interest to computer 
professionals (i.e., films and tapes). CR has included abstracts of major Ph.D. theses. 
ComputingReviews serves the needs of researchers, educators, librarians, students, managers, 
and practitioners with an interest in the current literature available to the computing professional. 
Back issues are available in hardcopy or on microfilm or microfiche. For further information, 
contact ACM, 11 West 42nd Street, New York, NY 10036, 212/869-7440; Telex 421686. 
COMPUTING REVIEW 
Please begin an annual subscription (12  issues) 
595.0ONedr $30.00 ACM Members 
AirOptions:  Full 125 0 0  Partial. $5 0 0 ( i n  addlt~on t o  subscrlprwn 
cost . )  Pamal Air Service-Air freight t o  Amstrrdam and Dutqh 
suridce mail Available only t o  Europe. Indla. Afr~va. dnd thc .Mrdc;l.t 
Full Air Srrvicr from US. Available t o  a11 ovrrzras locarlonz. 
~ncluding Hawaii 
C Pavmrnt enclozed 8- 
P u r c h a e  order m c l o s r d  ( S L  75  htlhng c h g  ) 
bend orders t o  C a t h e r i n e  Y u n q u e  
A s s o c i a t i o n  for  C o m p u t i n g  Machinery,  I n c .  
II Wrst 42nd btrrrt Ncm York UY 10030 
212,869 7440 Telex 421680 
REFERENCE CODE 604 
4 OA special libraries 
You can't judge a book 
- b.u its title . . . 
. . .  that's why you need the NEW 
Index to Scientific Book Contents"! 
Searching multi-authored scienti- 
fic books can be difficult and time- 
consuming. . . because their titles 
don't generally reflect individual 
chapter contents. But with the Zndex 
to Scientific Book Contents, you get 
chapter level access, simplifying 
the search process and  saving you 
valuable time! 
With ZSBC'", you can retrieve infor- 
mation through a variety of access 
points-author name, editor name, 
chapter subject, book subject, gen- 
eral book topic, and author affili- 
ation. So it's easy to pinpoint exactly 
those book chapters relevant to a 
specific research area. 
ISBC indexes over 35,000 chap- 
ters from nearly 2,000 newly published, 
significant scientific books. And ZSBC 
provides multidisciplinary coverage 
of books in all scientific subject 
areas. There's no need to search 
individual, discipline-oriented in- 
dexes for the information you need. 
You'll find ZSBC important for: 
current awareness-ZSBC's quar- 
terly issues offer timely coverage 
0 bibliographic verification-ZSBC's 
complete bibliographic informa- 
tion on books and  chapters en- 
ables you to verify citations 
retrospective searching--1SBC is 
cumulated annually 
acquisitions-ZSBC's currency will 
help you identify and select im- 
portant new multi-authored books 
ZSBC gives you access to single- 
authored books and  proceedings 
which are part of multi-authored se- 
ries. And, for your convenience, each 
issue of ZSBC contains a n  alphabeti- 
cal  listing of all series covered. 
The new Zndex to Scientific Book 
Contents is from the publishers of 
Current Contents" and  the Science 
Citation Zndex*. ZSBC is published in 
three quarterly issues and  a n  annual 
cumulation. 
For more information-and a free 
sample issue-fill out the coupon be- 
low and  mail it today! Or call toll- 
free (800) 523-1850, extension 1405. 
I I I I I I  
E l e a s e  send me o FREE sample issue of t h e 1  
I Index to Sc~ent~fic  Book Contents' ' I understand there is no cost or obligation I 
I 
I Name 
I 
I 
I I I Organizat~oniDept 
( ~ddress  I 
I city I StateiProv~nce 1 
ZIPiPostal Code country 1 
I Telephone I 
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SPACE PLANNING THE 
ELECTRONIC LIBRARY 
April 9-10, 1987 - New York City 
Sept. 21 -22, 1987 - San Francisco 
Fee: $275 
Free Reprint Available of: 
"Cost Comparison of Abstracts 
and Indexes 
on Paper, CD-ROM and Online" 
SPECIAL 
LIBRARIES 
ASSOCIATION 
78th Annual 
Conference 
Anaheim, California 
June 6-11,1987 
AARON COHEN ASSOCIATES 
RFD 1, Box 636, Teatown Road 
Croton-on-Hudson NY 10520 
(914) 271-8170 Global Information Access- W n d i n g  Our World 
National Library Week 
April 5-11,1987 
Take Time To Read 
MAJOR NEW 1987 REFERENCE WORKS EROM 
W I L Y  
Due February 1, 1987 
CONCISE ENCYCLOPEDIA 
OF PSYCHOLOGY 
Edited by Raymond J. Corsini 
A one-volume abridgement of the award-wlnnlng 
four-volume work covering the entire fleld of psy- 
chology The larger work was named by the ALA 
"Reference Book of the Year." Includes over 1,200 
major topics-2,150 articles by 500 authors. Inter- 
national In scope, with ~llustrations, figures, tables. 
bibliography. Balanced, authoritative coverage In- 
cluding all major psychological tests, biographies. 
1,100 pp.(l-01068-5) 7x10" doublecolumn format 
Intro. price to June 30. 1987 . . . . . . . . . . . .  $74.95 
Price July 1, 1987 and after . . . . . . . . . . . .  $89.95 
Due September 1, 1987 
ENCYCLOPEDIA OF 
ROBOTICS 
Edited bv Richard C. Dorf 
This three-volume work will cover every aspect of 
robotics with approximately 200 articles, each by 
an expert on the subject. The work is designed to 
bring together the core of knowledge from all the 
fields encompassed by the engineering and com- 
puter disciplines involved. It will provide factual in- 
formation to meet the needs of professionals from 
other disciplines, while at the same time providing 
an ovewiew of all aspects of the field for the lay 
reader. 
approx. 2.500 pp. (1-87868-5) 3-volume set 
Tent. intro. price . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  $249.95 
Price after intro. period . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  $300.00 
ARTIFICIAL INTELLIGENCE 
Edited by Stuart J. Shapiro 
A comprehensive two-volume work providing an 
up-todate reference that defines the exploding 
discipline of Al and brings together the core of 
knowledge from all the fields encompassed by it. 
Designed to serve the reference needs of the pro- 
fessional seeking an understandlng of the dis- 
parate approaches to Al from other disciplines, as 
well as an overview of the field for student, lay 
reader. and researcher, Over 200 authors. 
approx. 1,500 pp. (1-80748-7) 8'/2"x11" doublecol. 
. . .  Introductory prlce to Aug. 31. 1987.. $149.95 
. . . . . . . . . .  Price Sept. 1, 1987 and after $175.00 
Due April 1, 1987 
ENCYCLOPEDIA OF 
SPECIAL EDUCATION 
A Reference for the Education 
of the Handicapped and Other 
Exceptional Children and Adults 
Edited by Cecil R. Reynolds and 
Lester Mann 
A major new reference covering every aspect of 
this field. Nearly 2.000 entrles provide up-todate 
information both for professionalsand for lay audi- 
ences seeking information. 
approx. 2.000 pp. (1-82858-0) 3-volume set 
Tent. intro. price to Sept. 30, 1987.. . . . .  $189.95 
Tent. price Oct. 1. 1987 and after . . . . . .  $250.00 
WILEY-INTERSCIENCE 
a dlvls~on of John Wdey 8 Sons, Inc 
605 Third Avenue. New York N Y 10158 
In CaMda 22 Worcester Road. Pexdale, Onfarlo M9W. 1L1 
R c e s  subpct to charge and hlgher ~n Canada 082-74863 
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lnformation for Contributors 
General lnformation 
Special Libraries publishes material on new and 
developing areas of librarianship and information 
technology. Informative papers on the administration, 
organization and operation of special libraries and 
information centers and reports of research in librar- 
ianship, documentation, education, and information 
science and technology are appropriate contributions. 
Contributions are solicited from both members and 
nonmembers. Papers are accepted with the under- 
standing that they have not been published else- 
where. Special Libraries employs a reviewing 
procedure. When reviewers' comments have been re- 
ceived, authors wil l  be notified of acceptance, rejec- 
tion, or need for revision of their manuscripts. The 
review procedure wil l  usually require a minimum of 
eight weeks. 
Types o f  Contributions. Three types of original 
contributions are considered for publication: full- 
length articles, brief reports, and letters to the editor. 
New monographs and significant report publications 
relating specifically to  library and information science 
are considered for critical review. Annotations of the 
periodical literature as well as annotations of new 
monographs and reports are published-especially 
those with particular pertinence to special libraries 
and information centers. Articles of special relevance 
may be reprinted occasionally from other publica- 
tions. 
Full-length articles may range in length from about 
1,000 words to a maximum of 5,000 words (up to 2 0  
pages of manuscript typed and double spaced). Re- 
ports wil l  usually be less than 1,000 words in length 
(up to 4 pages of manuscript, typed and double 
spaced). 
Instructions for Contributors 
Manuscripts 
Organize your material carefully, putting the signif- 
icance of your paper or a statement of the problem 
first, and supporting details and arguments second. 
Make sure that the significance of your paper wil l  be 
apparent to  readers outside your immediate field of 
interest. Avoid overly specialized jargon. Readers wil l  
skip a paper which they do not understand. 
Provide a title of one or two lines of up to 2 6  char- 
acters plus spaces per line. Write a brief author note, 
and include position title and address. In the author 
note, include information concerning meetings, sym- 
posia, etc., where the paper may have been presented 
orally. Submit recent glossy black-and-white photo- 
graphs of the authors, if you wish. 
Insert subheads at appropriate places in the text, 
averaging about one subhead for each two manu- 
script pages. Keep the subheads short (up to 35 char- 
acters plus spaces). Do not use more than one degree 
of subheads in an article. Provide a summary at the 
end of the article. 
For each proposed paper, one original and three 
copies (in English only) should be mailed to the Editor, 
Special Libraries, 1700  Eighteenth Street, N.W., 
Washington, D.C. 20009.  The manuscript should be 
mailed flat in  an envelope of suitable size. Graphic 
materials should be submitted with appropriate card- 
board backing or other stiffening materials. 
Style. Follow a good general style manual. The 
University of Chicago Press Manual o f  Style is appro- 
priate. 
Format. All contributions should be typewritten on 
white paper on one side only, leaving 1.25 inches (or 
3 cm) of space around all margins of standard, let- 
tersize (8.5 in. x 11 in.) paper. Double spacing must 
be used throughout, including the title page, tables. 
legends, and references. The first page of the man- 
uscript should carry both the first and last names of 
all authors, the institutions or organizations with 
which the authors were affiliated at the time the work 
was done (present affiliation, if different, should be 
noted in  a footnote), and a notation as to which author 
should receive the galleys for proofreading. All suc- 
ceeding pages should carry the number of the page 
in the upper right-hand corner. 
Title. Begin the title with a word useful in indexing 
and information retrieval. The title should be as brief, 
specific, and descriptive as possible. 
Abstract An informative abstract of 100  words or 
less must be included for full-length articles. The ab- 
stract should amplify the title but should not repeat 
the title or phrases in it. Qualifying words for terms 
used in  the title may be used. However, the abstract 
should be complete in  itself without reference to the 
paper or the literature cited. The abstract should be 
typed with double spacing on a separate sheet. 
Acknowledgments. Credits for financial support, 
for materials and technical assistance or advice may 
be cited in  a section headed "Acknowledgments," 
which should appear at the end of the text. General 
use of footnotes in  the text should be avoided. 
Illustrations. Finished artwork must be submitted 
to Special Libraries. Follow the style in current issues 
for layout and type faces in  tables and figures. A table 
or figure should be constructed so as to be completely 
intelligible without further reference to the text. 
Lengthy tabulations of essentially similar data should 
be avoided. 
Figures should be lettered in lndia ink. Charts drawn 
in lndia ink should be so executed throughout, with 
no typewritten material included. Letters and numbers 
appearing in  figures should be distinct and large 
enough so that no character will be less than 2 m m  
high after reduction. A line 0.4 m m  wide reproduces 
satisfactorily when reduced by one-half. Most figures 
should be reducible to 15 picas (2.49 in.) in  width. 
Graphs. charts, and photographs should be given con- 
secutive figure numbers as they wil l  appear in  the 
text. Figure numbers and legends should not appear 
as part of the figure. but should be typed double 
spaced on a separate sheet of paper. Each figure 
shoud be marked lightly on the back with the figure 
number, author's name, complete address, and short- 
ened title of the paper. 
spring 1987 
For figures, the originals with three clearly legible 
reproductions (to be sent to reviewers) should accom- 
pany the manuscript. In the case of photographs, four 
glossy prints are required, preferably 8 in. x 1 0  in. 
References and Notes. Number all references to 
the literature and notes in a single sequence in the 
order in  which they are cited in  the text. Cite all ref- 
erences and notes but do not insert reference num- 
bers in titles or abstracts. 
Accuracy and adequacy of the references are the 
responsibility of the author. Therefore, literature cited 
should be checked carefully with the original publi- 
cations. References to personal letters, abstracts of 
oral reports, and other unedited material may be in- 
cluded. However, the author should secure approval, 
in writing, from anyone cited as a source of an un- 
published work. Be sure to provide full details on how 
such material may be obtained by others. 
References t o  periodicals should be in the order: 
authors, article title, unabbreviated journal name, vol- 
ume number, issue number, inclusive pagination, and 
date of publication. 
Smith, John and Virginia Dare. "Special Librarian- 
ship in  Action.'' Special Libraries 59 (no. lo ) :  124 1 - 
1243  (Dec 1968). 
Smith, John J. "The Library of Tomorrow." In Pro- 
ceedings o f  the 34th Session, International Librar- 
ies Institute, city, year. 2v. city, press, year 
published. 
Featherly, W. "Steps in  Preparing a Metrification 
Program in a Company."ASME Paper 72-DE-12 pre- 
sented at the Design Engineering conference and 
Show, Chicago, Ill., May 8-1 1. 1972. 
References to books should be in  the order: authors. 
title, city, publisher, year, pagination. 
Brown, Abel. Information at Work. New York, Abra- 
cadabra Press, 1909. 248p. 
Andrei, M. et al. The History o f  Athens. The History 
of Ancient Greece. 10v. New York, Harwood Press, 
1850. 
Samples of references to other types of publications 
follow. 
Chisholm. L. J. / "Units of Weights and Measure." 
National Bureau of Standards. Misc. Publ. 286. 
C13.10:286. 1967. 
Whitney, Eli (to Assignee), U.S. patent number 
(date). 
Editing. Manuscripts are edited primarily t o  im- 
prove the effectiveness of communication between 
authors and readers. The most important goal is to  
eliminate ambiguities. In addition, improved sentence 
structure often permits the readers to absorb salient 
ideas more readily. If extensive editing is indicated by 
reviewers, with consequent possibility of altered 
meanings, manuscripts are returned to the author for 
correction and approval before type is set. Authors 
can make additional changes at this stage without 
incurring any printers' charges. 
Proofs. Authors receive galley proofs with a max- 
imum five-day allowance for corrections. One set of 
galley proofs or an equivalent is provided for each 
paper. Corrections must be marked on the galley, not 
on the manuscript. At this stage authors must keep 
alterations to a minimum; extensive author alterations 
wil l  be charged to the author. Extensive alterations 
may also delay publication by several issues of the 
journal. 
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Gale presents . . . the research reference shelf 
Research Centers Directory 
This new edition contains 9,200 unduplicated listings of university-related and other nonprofit 
research organizations throughout the United States and Canada.  For  ease of reference, R C D  is 
arranged by major subjects. with a detailed Subject Index containing over 30.000 references under 
4.000 subject headings. Also includes Alphabetical, Acronyms, Institutiona1,and Special Capabilities 
Indexes. 
I Ith ed. Edited by Mary Michelle Watkins. 1.700 pages in 2 vols. $355.00. 
Government Research Directory 
Fully describes about  3,000 research and development facilities operated by the United States 
government, including research centers, bureaus, and institutes; R&D installations; testmg and 
experiment stations; and major research-supporting service units. 
4th ed. Edited by Kay G ~ l l  and Susan E. Tufts. 980 pages. $340.00. 
State Government Research Directory 
The first comprehensive reference g u ~ d e  to  the wealth of knowledge generated by state-supported 
research covers the U.S. Terr i tor~es  of Amer~can  Samoa,  Guam. Puerto Rico. and the U.S. Virgin 
Islands as well a s  all 50 states and the District of Columbia. The 900 entries cover government 
agencies and bureaus that are themselves research organizations. offices that administer or  coordinate 
research programs, resource and service units that support government research activities and 
much more. 
1st ed. Edited by Kay Gill and Susan E. Tufts. 350 pages. $225.00. 
International Research Centers Directory 
Details on  over 4.000 research centers in over 130 countries. Includes research centers operated o r  
a f f ~ l ~ a t e d  w ~ t h  government agenciesand unicersit~es a s  well a s  independent nonprofit and commercial 
facilities in a wide range of subject areas. 
3rd ed. Edited by Kay GIII and Darren I.. Smith. 750 pages. $330.00. 
More guides to research activities 
European Research Centres, 6th ed. Electronics Research Centres, 1st ed. 
2.453 pages in 2 volumes. 1986. $410.00. 552 pages. 1986. $265.00. 
European Sources of Scientific and Materials Research Centres, 1st ed. 
Technical Information. 7th ed. 822 pages. 1986. $160.00. 
380 pages. 1987. $190.00. Medical Research Centres. 7th ed. 
1.094 pages in 2 volumes. 1986. $395.00. 
For Fast Service - Order Tollfree: 800-223-GALE 
All h o o k \  a r e  a \ a ~ l a b l c  o n  60-day a p p r o ~ a l  Inc lude  a  check w ~ t h  your o r d e r  l o r  a  S f ,  d ~ \ c o u n t .  
Plirce a  S t a n d ~ n g  O r d e r  f o r  a n  a d d ~ t ~ o n a l  5"; d ~ \ c o u n [  
Gak Research Company 8 BOOR Tower 8 Detroit, MI 48226 

